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i

VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN OF MARTINSVILLE

)
)

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
Plaintiff,

)
)

Criminal Action No. CR19000009-00

)
)
)

BRIAN DAVID HILL,
Defendant,

)

)
)
)
)

Motion for writ of error coram vobis

)

Motion for writ of error coram vobis
Pursuit to

$

8.01-677 and the inherit power of a Court to correct clerical

errors, errors of fact and correct any frauds upon the Court (" These powers are

"governed not by rule or statute, but by the control necessarily vested in courts to

manage their own affairs so as to achieve the orderly and expeditious disposition

of cases." Link v. %abash R. Co., 370 U.S. 626, 630-631 (1962)." Chambers v.
Nasco, Inc., 501 U.S. 32, 43 (1991)), Brian David Hill {"Petitioner") the criminal

defendant in this case files this motion for writ of error coram vobis in this Circuit
Court to correct the errors and &auds perpetuated on this Court and the General

District Court.
This motion is to either correct the final judgment in the Circuit Court on

November 1S, 2019, and/or in the General District Court on December 21, 2018,

1

for wrongfully convicting an "actually innocent" man Brian David Hill. There is

not enough evidence to have ever convicted Petitioner on December 21, 2018, of
indecent exposure, and thus was a nullity from the very beginning.

Petitioner files evidence that shows that the Commonwealth of Virginia had
lied about the facts of the case in regards to what they filed in the Court of Appeals

of Virginia, opposition brief filed on 02-24-2020, under CAV ¹0128-20-3. That is
a fraud upon the Court, a final judgment of presumed guilt procured by fraud. One

fact was that the police were never able to locate the guy wearing the hoodie. An

Exhibit will be introduced in attachment showing that the Martinsville Police
Department refused to open an envelope full of evidence (See ~Exhibit

1

that

would have likely changed the course of investigation with the threatening greeting
card and the carbon monoxide cumulative evidence. Instead of investigating the
evidence, the envelope was kept sealed and transferred to the Commonwealth's

Attorney Glen Andrew Hall and then was secretly transferred again to Matthew
Scott Thomas Clark who never informed Petitioner that he received the envelope

that was meant for Martinsville Police Department, that the Police Department
ignored the evidence and refused to investigate any evidence. Such incompetence
and dereliction of duty by a so-called professional law enforcement agency. Such

malpractice and not following investigative standards of investigating potential
crimes when evidence is mailed to a Police Department but never opened and

2

never looked at but simply disregarded while its contents never reviewed. That
disproves Glen Andrew Hall's claim of the facts that the guy wearing the hoodie

cannot be located by the Martinsville Police, because the Police Department is so

incompetent that they refused to even open the envelope with evidence meant for

Officer Robert Jones after the Police Chief was to be given the envelope and the
Commonvvealth's Attorney refused to open the envelope (See ~Exhibit

1

.

They

charged Petitioner so quickly with indecent exposure, that it created a legal process

that absolved any ability for Martinsville Police Department to even thoroughly
investigate the so-called guy wearing the hoodie that Petitioner had reported to

Officer Robert Jones. The legal process of the Commonwealth Attorney and the

ineffective defense counsel caused the Police Department to refuse to investigate
any evidence ever mailed or faxed by Brian David Hill. So if Brian ever received a

death threat in the future, the Police will refuse to investigate it and give it over to
his lawyer breaking the chain of custody. How incompetent for a law enforcement

agency to refuse to investigate evidence. Who would have believed that the Police

could not locate a guy wearing a hoodie if they won't even open an envelope full

of evidence mailed to them under restricted delivery of certified
mail?????????????? That is a good question that this Honorable Court needs to ask

of Robert Jones the officer and Glen Andrew Hall the lawyer.

3

Even Scott Albrecht did not introduce any case law in the General District
Court and no court appointed lawyer in the Circuit Court or General District Court

had ever brought up these arguments of spoliation of evidence and lack of
investigation by Martinsville Police and that new evidence, until this motion was
filed by Petitioner.

Neighbors v. Commonwealth, 274 Va. 503, 505 (Va. 2007) ("10. The circuit

court's restriction of Code

$

16.1-106 to only monetary cases in the case at bar was

erroneous. There is no restriction to an a

eal of a etition for a writ of error coram

vobis &om the eneral district court to the circuit court because it is a non-

moneta

civil roceedin . Accordingly, the appeal of the denial of a writ of coram

vobis is within the jurisdiction of a circuit court under Code

$

17.1-513 and the

circuit court erred in determinin it lacked 'urisdiction to hear the a

eal from the

'ud ment of the eneral district court.")
Neighbors v. Commonwealth, 274 Va. 503, 504 (Va. 2007) ("1. The writ of
error coram vobis, or coram nobis, is an ancient writ of the common law. It was

called coram nobis (before us) in King's Bench because the king was supposed to

preside in person in that court. It was called coram vobis (before you — the king'

justices) in Common Pleas, where the king was not supposed to reside. The
difference related only to the form appropriate to each court and the distinction

disappeared in this country when the need for it ended. 2. The principal fiction of

4

the writ is to afford to the court in which an action was tried an opportunity to

correct its own record with reference to a vital fact not known when the judgment
was rendered, and which could not have been presented by a motion for a new

trial, appeal or other existing statutory proceeding. It lies for an error of fact not

apparent on the record, not attributable to the applicant's negligence, and which if

known by the court would have prevented rendition of the judgment. 3. The writ of
coram vobis does not lie for newly-discovered evidence or newly-arising facts, or
facts adjudicated on the trial. It is not available where advantage could have been

taken of the alleged error at the trial, as where the facts complained of were known
before or at the trial, or where at the trial the accused or his attorney knew of the
existence of such facts but failed to present them.")

NKW FACTS THAT WERE NOT PRESENTED BY ANY COURT
APPOINTED COUNSEL TO THE GENERAL DISTRICT COURT

The General District Court erred as a matter of law in finding that Petitioner

was guilty of Virginia Code

$

18.2-387. Indecent exposure.

The facts that were not presented at the General District Court are as
follows:
1.

That Petitioner was a victim of carbon monoxide gas in his
Apartment. Expert witness Pete Compton made a written statement, of

5

ACE Chimney Sweep in Bassett, VA. That was not known at the time

Petitioner was convicted for indecent exposure in General District
Court on December 21, 2018. It was in 2019 that Petitioner was

finally given evidence of carbon monoxide gas in his home. See

Exhibit 2.
2. That Petitioner had mailed an envelope (See Exhibit

I) with evidence

to the Police Chief of Martinsville where the letter inside with the

evidence was meant for Officer Robert Jones as new evidence for him
to investigate regarding the threatening greeting card directed at

Brian's mother Roberta Hill which would add credibility to Brian's
claim of taking his clothes off in public to protect his mother from
being killed. The evidence also shows that cumulatively there was

carbon monoxide gas in Petitioner's home before and after Petitioner
was arrested, and such gas also affected Petitioner's mother as well.
The Police would have had at least two witnesses not including expert

witness Pete Compton. That would validate Petitioner's claims and
create a good reason or excuse as to why Petitioner was naked at night

on the Dick and Willie walking trail, a story that Officer Robert Jones

would have accepted had Petitioner or even the Hospital had known.

However the Martinsville Police Chief was incompetent as well as

6

Robert Jones as neither of them was ever interested in opening up the
envelope to look through the evidence and contact Petitioner and his

family to interview all of them to be questioned about the very

evidence that Petitioner had mailed, and also allow Pete Compton to

be questioned by law enforcement which would documented the
evidence and would have made the Martinsville Police felt that

Petitioner had NO intent to commit indecent exposure and thus was
legally innocent all along under Virginia Law. No crime had been

committed under actus reus unless the Petitioner has done the act

without any justification, excuse, or other defense. However Virginia
does not appear to have established a clean definition of criminal

intent, but Black's Law Dictionary defines it as "[a]n intent to commit

an actus reus without any justification, excuse, or other defense." See

Exhibit 1.
3. At the General District Court during the bench trial on December 21,

2018, The Commonwealth did not prove intent to being obscene as

required by statute. In summary, in order to show that Petitioner had
violated the indecent exposure statute under Virginia law, the

Commonwealth was required to prove, among other things, that

Petitioner had the intent to display or expose himself in a way which

7

has, as its dominant theme or purpose, appeal to the prurient interest

in sex, as further defined above, without any justification, excuse, or

other defense.'he Commonwealth failed to do so. Rather, the

Commonwealth's evidence, presented through its own witnesses,
showed Petitioner as someone who was running around naked with
socks and shoes (not boots) between midnight and 3:00 a.m. and

taking pictures of himself because he believed that someone was
going to hurt his family if he did not do so. The General District Court
did not hear, however, any evidence of Petitioner having his dominant

theme, or purpose being an appeal to the prurient interest in sex. For
example, there was no evidence of Petitioner making any sexual

remarks, being aroused, masturbating, or enjoying his conduct,

sexually or otherwise. If a person was purposing to expose himself in

public because he or she found it sexually arousing, it would be
logical that he or she would pick a place and time where he or she

would expect to encounter lots of members of the public. Petitioner
did not do that. Rather, he was running around between midnight and

'or the reasons stated above, the Commonwealth's burden was to prove every element of the
offense, including the mens rea, beyond a reasonable doubt. However, even if, arguendo, this
Court were to find that the Commonwealth's burden was only a preponderance of the evidence,
the Commonwealth has still failed to carry its burden.
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3:00 a.m. and the witnesses to his nudity were few. Hence, the

statements Petitioner made to police and his conduct both indicate
that, in the light most favorable to the Commonwealth, he was naked
in public at night while having a psychiatric episode, but without the

intent necessary to commit indecent exposure under Virginia law.
Consequently, the General District Court erred, as a matter of law,

when it found that Petitioner had committed the Virginia state law
offense of indecent exposure as per Virginia Code

$

18.2-387. While

the evidence may show that Petitioner was naked in public, as stated
above, nudity, without more, is not obscene under Virginia law.

Rather, "[t]he word

'obscene'here it appears in this article shall

mean that which, considered as a whole, has as its dominant theme or
purpose an appeal to the prurient interest in sex, that is a shameful or

morbid interest in nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement,
excretory functions or products thereof or sadomasochistic abuse, and

which goes substantially beyond customary limits of candor in
description or representation of such matters and which, taken as a
whole, does not have serious literary, artistic, political or scientific

value." Va. Code

$

18.2-372 (emphasis added). The mere exposure of

a naked body is not obscene. See Price v. Commonwealth, 201 S.E.2d

9

798, 800 (Va. 1974) (finding that '[a] portrayal of nudity is not, as a

matter of law, a sufficient basis for finding that [it] is obscene')."

Romick v. Commonwealth, No. 1580-12-4, 2013 WL 6094240, at *2
(Va. Ct. App. Nov. 19, 2013)(unpublished)(internal citations

reformatted).
4. New Evidence that the General District Court did not see was that

Sovah Hospital had laboratory tests ordered for alcohol, drug, and

blood count testing which would have found any evidence of any
drugs, substances, or even gases that would have explained why

Petitioner was even naked in a public place at nighttime which
endangered himself being naked on a hiking trail at night while wild
animals including black bears and coyotes could have easily been

around the area. Petitioner had a backpack but no evidence of any
diabetic supplies and no glucose, which is dangerous to a Type

1

diabetic. He could have died of low blood sugar before the Police had

even found him. He endangered himself not a member of the public.

However they discharged Petitioner to jail and the laboratory tests
were to be deleted from his medical record chart (See Pg. 19 of
~Exhibit 3, the blood vials thrown away which is spoliation

of

evidence when that very such evidence would have been in
10

10

Petitioner's favor in this criminal case. Permanently depriving
Petitioner of a fair trial especially if it were a jury trial as all they

would hear about was how he was naked which would make them feel
emotionally uncomfortable over even looking at the photographs. The
spoliation of evidence prevents Petitioner from ever being allowed to

prove the levels of carbon monoxide poisoning that Petitioner was
under while he was naked and after he was handcuffed and taken to
the Hospital by ambulance. The medical records proves that Petitioner
had abnormally high resting blood pulse (BP: 100+) on September 21,
2018, which is Sinus Tachycardia. Petitioner also had Sinus

Tachycardia on November, 2017, when Petitioner was injured and

taken to the hospital, Sinus Tachycardia and abnormally high White
Blood Cell count which is common in victims of carbon monoxide
gas poisoning. The levels could have been proven, the lab tests could

have been disseminated to Martinsville Police Department, and

Petitioner likely never would have even been charged or the charge

would have been dismissed quickly not to embarrass the
Commonwealth Attorney. That never happened because Scott

Albrecht never faxed, never emailed, and never filed any "litigation
hold" letter asking the Hospital not to throw away any blood sample
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taken from Petitioner until it is thoroughly examined by a state
laboratory or an independent laboratory that such accreditation is

legally accepted in Virginia Courts. The Spoliation of exculpatory
evidence does still prove one thing, that the Commonwealth Attorney
cannot argue that there was no substances or gasses in Petitioner's

body when he was found butt naked on a hiking trail at night by
Officer Robert Jones of Martinsville Police Department. That right

there is still a "reasonable doubt" since the levels of carbon monoxide
can never be established, and thus Petitioner could have and should

have been found not guilty of indecent exposure under a reasonable

doubt being established. Unless Petitioner was medically cleared of
any and all substances, drugs, narcotics, gases, any of them, Petitioner
does have the right to raise reasonable doubt as to intent to commit

indecent exposure in a public place at night. Without proving intent,
the Commonwealth does not have a case for a criminal conviction and

never had a case of a successfully sustainable conviction. The General
District Court never should have convicted Petitioner on December
21, 2018.

Petitioner was never supposed to be convicted by the General District Court.
Scott Albrecht failed to produce any of these relevant and persuasive case laws and
12
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there was evidence that could never have been made known to him until 2019

when Pete Compton discovered the carbon monoxide gas for Petitioner's and his

mother's home address. Petitioner was in jail not on bond throughout the General
District Court case so he could not assist his attorney in any of the preparation for
the trial on December 21, 2018, and neither could Petitioner assist his attorney in

gathering any evidence since jail is oppressive and a lockdown facility, then he
was transferred to the custody of the United States Marshals shortly afterwards

after the General District Court decision. All Petitioner knew about was appeal the

decision not knowing what the Commonwealth would do pushing for a jury trial in
the Circuit Court knowing possibly that evidence of spoiliated (spoliation of
evidence), knowing that the cards would unfairly be stacked against Petitioner with

counsel already making excuses after Scott Albrecht moved away from

Martinsville and was replaced with the ineffective and defective of a lawyer
Lauren McGarry and then Matthew Clark which both just wanted to make excuses
to persuade Brian and his whole family for Brian to withdraw appeal. Petitioner

was deprived of a fair trial throughout the state case every step of the way which is
a nullity when due process is deprived to a party in a case. A null and void

conviction, a null and void/voidable judgment.

It is clear that Petitioner should never have been convicted of indecent
exposure and that counsel was ineffective and Petitioner was unable to properly
13
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assist counsel due to being in Martinsville City Jail. That jail has no law library

which violates the United States Supreme Court case law precedent.
"The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees state

inmates the right to 'adequate, effective, and meaningful'ccess to the courts."

Petrick v. Maynard,

11

F.3d 991, 994 (10th Cir.1993) (quoting Bounds v. Smith,

430 U.S. 817, 822 (1977)).
The guarantee of court access is satisfied "by providing prisoners with

adequate law libraries or adequate assistance &om persons trained in the law."
Bounds, 430 U.S. at 828.
The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees state
inmates the right to "adequate, effective, and meaningful" access to the courts.

Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 822, 97 S.Ct. 1491, 1495, 52 L.Ed.2d 72 (1977);
Green v. Johnson, 977 F.2d 1383, 1389 (10th Cir.1992). We impose "affirmative
obligations" on the states to assure all inmates access to the courts and assistance in

the preparation and filing of legal papers. Ramos v. Lamm, 639 F.2d 559, 583
(10th Cir.1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 1041, 101 S.Ct. 1759, 68 L.Ed.2d 239
(1981).

With Scott Albrecht being ineffective and the Martinsville City Jail having
absolutely no law library, Petitioner could not prove his legal innocence in the
14
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General District Court. Then when Petitioner was able to be released on bond

conditions for the Circuit Court, Petitioner was further given ineffective counsel

making excuses and begging Petitioner to withdraw appeal and not adopting any of
his filed pro se motions that were ignored in the Circuit Court. Petitioner was never

going to have a fair trial under that level of ineffectiveness. The only good thing
was that since Petitioner was not in jail, he was able to fax or hand deliver pro se

motions which helps to demonstrate on the record in this criminal case that counsel
was ineffective, defective, and not doing anything to even create a defense which is

malpractice. Scott Albrecht was the best of them all but even he was ineffective
counsel as well since Scott never pushed for evidence to not be destroyed by
simply mailing or faxing a litigation hold letter and never cited case law for the

criteria for successful convictions and/or acquittals for indecent exposure charges.

ARGUMENT
The Commonwealth has failed to meet the burden of proof that Petitioner is

guilty of Virginia Code

$

18.2-387, in the General District Court. The

Commonwealth does not have any absolute fact as to the levels of carbon

monoxide gas poisoning due to the spoliation of evidence of the blood samples
obtained at the Hospital on Sept. 21, 2018, and thus the Commonwealth cannot
sustain any fact or claim that they can ever assert that they feel that Petitioner was

not under any substance, narcotic, drug, or gas poisoning at the time that Petitioner
15
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was naked on the Dick and Willie hiking trail. Thus such spoliation of evidence at

fault of both the Commonwealth Attorney and Scott Albrecht by not filing any

litigation hold letters with Sovah Hospital, requesting that they refrain from

throwing away any blood samples obtained from Mr. Brian David Hill while he
was at the Hospital on September 21, 2018, pending further investigation for the

indecent exposure. Since both failed to protect exculpatory evidence, Petitioner
cannot prove the levels but the Commonwealth cannot claim that Petitioner wasn'

under any drug, substance, narcotic, or gas at the time he was naked on September
21, 2018, and around the time he was at the Hospital.

Judge Brinks, at the time he was judicial official, had erred as a matter of

law in finding the Petitioner guilty of Virginia Code

$

18.2-387.

Judge Brinks, at the time he was judicial official, had erred as a matter of
law in finding the Petitioner guilty of Virginia Code

$

18.2-387 beyond a

reasonable doubt.
Here is the case law that no court appointed lawyer had ever presented or
argued in the General District Court.

Price v. Commonwealth, 214 Va. 490, 493 (Va. 1974) (" There we held that
a portrayal of nudity is not, as a matter of law, a sufficient basis for a finding that a

16
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work is obscene. See also Upton v. Commonwealth, 211 Va. 445, 447, 177 S.E.2d
528, 530 (1970).")

Neice v. Commonwealth, Record No. 1477-09-3, at *4 (Va. Ct. App. June 8,
2010) (" Thus, by its terms, Code

$

18.2-387 requires the Commonwealth to prove

that appellant's exposure was obscene. "A portrayal of nudity is not, as a matter of
law, a sufficient basis for finding that [it] is obscene." Price v. Commonwealth,

214 Va. 490, 493, 210 S.E.2d 798, 800 (1974) (citing House v. Commonwealth,
210 Va. 121, 127, 169 S.E.2d 572, 577 (1969)). What is "obscene" under

applicable law has plagued the courts for the last fifty years. In an oft-quoted
remark, Justice Potter Stewart noted, "I shall not today attempt further to define the
kinds of material I understand to be [obscene]... and perhaps I could never

succeed in intelligibly doing so. But I know it when I see

it...." Jacobellis v.

Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197 (1964) (Stewart, J., concurring). This quote aptly

summarizes the difficulty faced by the Court in obscenity cases.")

Romick v. Commonwealth, Record No. 1580-12-4, at *5 (Va. Ct. App. Nov.
19, 2013) ("Although Romick's behavior was bizarre, the evidence merely proved

nudity and was insufficient to prove Romick's actions had as its dominant purpose
a prurient interest in sex.")

17
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A.M. v. Commonwealth, Record No. 1150-12-4, at *4-5 (Va. Ct. App. Feb.
12, 2013) (" While "private parts" can include the buttocks, Hart v.

Commonwealth, 18 Va. App. 77, 79, 441 S.E.2d 706, 707 (1994), Code

$

18.2-387

does not criminalize mere exposure of a naked body, see Price v. Commonwealth,

214 Va. 490, 493, 201 S.E.2d 798, 800 (1974) ("A portrayal of nudity is not, as a

matter of law, a sufficient basis for finding that [it] is obscene."). Instead, a
conviction under Code
obscenity. Code

$

$

18.2-387 requires proof beyond a reasonable doubt of

18.2-372 defines the word "obscene" accordingly:

The word "obscene" where it appears in this article shall mean that which,

considered as a whole, has as its dominant theme or purpose an appeal to the

prurient interest in sex, that is, a shameful or morbid interest in nudity, sexual
conduct, sexual excitement, excretory functions or products thereof or

sadomasochistic abuse, and which goes substantially beyond customary limits of

candor in description or representation of such matters and which, taken as a
whole, does not have serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.

(Emphasis added). The "obscenity" element of Code

$

18.2-387 may be

satisfied when: (1) the accused admits to possessing such intent, Moses v.
Commonwealth, 45 Va. App. 357, 359-60, 611 S.E.2d 607, 608 (2005) (en banc);
(2) the defendant is visibly aroused, Morales v. Commonwealth, 31 Va. App. 541,
543, 525 S.E.2d 23, 24 (2000); (3) the defendant engages in masturbatory
18
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behavior, Copeland v. Commonwealth, 31 Va. App. 512, 515, 525 S.E.2d 9, 10-11
(2000); or (4) in other circumstances when the totality of the circumstances

supports an inference that the accused had as his dominant purpose a prurient

interest in sex. See Jackson, 443 U.S. at 319. Even with properly according the trial
court's factfinding "with the highest degree of appellate deference," Thomas v.

Commonwealth, 48 Va. App. 605, 608, 633 S.E.2d 229, 231 (2006), the record

here does not support the conclusion that appellant's conduct was obscene, as is

defined in Code

$

18.2-372 and as required by Code

$

18.2-387. It was repulsive,

disrespectful, and inappropriate in every way - but not actually "obscene" as the
General Assembly has defined the meaning of that term in Code

$

18.2-372.")

The Commonwealth did not prove intent in the General District Court trial.

The General District Court erred in finding that the evidence before it was

sufficient to find that Petitioner had violated Virginia Code

$

18.2-387 because the

evidence fails to show that Appellant acted intentionally to make an obscene

display or exposure of his person. That statute provides, in relevant part, that

"[e]very person who intentionally makes an obscene display or exposure of his
person, or the private parts thereof, in any public place, or in any place where
others are present, or procures another to so expose himself, shall be guilty of a
Class

1

misdemeanor." Va. Code

$

18.2-387 (emphases added).

19

While the evidence may show that Petitioner was naked in public at night, as
stated above, nudity, without more, is not obscene under Virginia law. Rather,

"[t]he word 'obscene'here it appears in this article shall mean that which,

considered as a whole, has as its dominant theme or purpose an appeal to the

prurient interest in sex, that is a shameful or morbid interest in nudity, sexual
conduct, sexual excitement, excretory functions or products thereof or

sadomasochistic abuse, and which goes substantially beyond customary limits of
candor in description or representation of such matters and which, taken as a
whole, does not have serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value." Va.
Code

$

18.2-372 (emphasis added). While Virginia does not appear to have

established a clean definition of criminal intent, Black's Law Dictionary defines it
as "[a]n intent to commit an actus reus without any justification, excuse, or other

defense."

In summary, in order to show that Petitioner violated the indecent exposure
statute under Virginia law, the Commonwealth was required to prove, among other

things, that Petitioner had the intent to display or expose himself in a way which
has, as its dominant theme or purpose, appeal to the prurient interest in sex, as

further defined above, without any justification, excuse, or other defense. The
Commonwealth failed to do so. Rather, the Commonwealth's evidence, presented

through its own witness or witnesses, showed Petitioner as someone who was
20
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running around naked between midnight and 3:00 a.m. and taking pictures of

himself because he believed that someone was going to hurt his family if he did not
do so. Then there is also evidence that was uninvestigated on the record in regards

to carbon monoxide. See CORRESPONDENCE, Exhibit

1

which the page footer

says "Page 295" testimony from Pete Compton, a chimney expert from Bassett,

Virginia, and licensed in Virginia. The Commonwealth and the defense counsel

both failed to conduct any investigation and inquiry into Pete Compton and the
evidence of carbon monoxide gas found in Petitioner's apartment, the living

residence of Petitioner at the time in 2018, which may help to explain his abnormal
and irrational behavior.
The General District Court did not hear, however, any evidence of Petitioner

having his dominant theme, or purpose being an appeal to the prLuient interest in
sex. For example, there was no evidence of Petitioner making any sexual remarks,

being aroused, masturbating (photos of Petitioner submitted by Mr. Hall are

questionable but do not show masturbation as masturbation is moving/rubbing the
genital repetitively until an excretion occurs and byproducts thereof which that

action did not happen), or enjoying his conduct, sexually or otherwise. If a person
was purposing to expose himself in public because he or she found it sexually
arousing, it would be logical that he or she would pick a place and time where he

or she would expect to encounter lots of members of the public. Appellant did not
21
21

do that. Rather, he was running around between midnight and 3:00 a.m. and the

witnesses to his nudity were few.
Hence, the statements Petitioner made to police and his conduct both
indicate that, in the light most favorable to the Commonwealth, he was naked in

public at nighttime while having a psychiatric episode, but without the intent
necessary to commit indecent exposure under Virginia law. Consequently, the
district court erred, as a matter of law, when it found that Petitioner had violated

the Virginia state law offense of indecent exposure as per Virginia Code

$

18.2-

387. The mental evaluator in the General District Court did not know about the

Piedmont Community Services diagnosis &om Dr. Conrad Daum, a forensic

psychiatrist diagnosing Brian with "psychosis" in October of 2018. The
psychologist did not know that Petitioner had been subject to carbon monoxide gas
in the home because Petitioner did not know until after his conviction but the

evidence is listed in the record of the Circuit Court. For either attorney to mention

nothing of it and not investigating any of it, and not showing either Court the
concerning issue of carbon monoxide and how it affects the intent in regards to

Petitioner and the indecent exposure law. Counsel failed to do any of it, yet
Attorney Edward Kennedy from Clarksburg, West Virginia, as per Petitioner's
federal appeal on his Supervised Release Violation, that attorney actually fought

for him but never Matthew Clark, and never Lauren McGarry. See Fourth Circuit,
22
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U.S. Court of Appeals case, USCA4 Appeal: 19-4758, Doc: 21, Filed: 12/19/2019,
Pg: 1-22. Even Scott Albrecht tried his best but still didn't cite the case law, didn'

even attempt a motion to dismiss, didn't send any letters for "litigation hold" to ask
Sovah Hospital to hold onto the blood vials and not destroy the evidence, and

didn't give all of the concerning medical record materials to the psychologist who
had conducted the evaluation in the General District Court. What a failure.
Petitioner has more than enough evidence of ineffective assistance of counsel that
was defective in both of his direct criminal appeal and throughout the criminal
case.

Petitioner did not validly withdrawn his appeal in the Circuit Court and was
apparent on the record itself with his rantings within the very "FAX" Motion "to

Withdraw Appeal" which the Circuit Court even erred on the record by ignoring
what was obvious here, and therefore Petitioner entered no valid guilty plea since
no papers were signed ever stating the word "guilty", no verbal plea was ever

entered on the record. Petitioner was never questioned in open court about why he
was withdrawing his appeal, what rights he had and the very rights that would be

waived by agreeing to withdraw the appeal and accepting the decision of guilt in

the General District Court.
See "MOTION- FAX TO WITHDRAW APPEAL," pg. 421

—

432. A

waiver of appeal is invalid if the record shows that counsel was ineffective.
23
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See United States v. Kelly, 915 F.3d 344 (5th Cir. 2019) "This court reviews
de novo whether an appeal waiver bars an appeal." United States v. Keele, 755

F.3d 752, 754 (5th Cir. 2014). " A criminal defendant may waive his statutory
right to appeal in a valid plea agreement."

United States v. Pleitez, 876F.3d

150, 156 (5th Cir. 2017). When deciding "whether an appeal of a sentence is

barred by an appeal waiver provision in a plea agree-ment, we conduct a two-step
inquiry: (1) whether the waiver was knowing and voluntary and (2) whether the

waiver applies to the circumstances at hand, based on the plain language of

the agreement."

United States v. Bond,414F.3d542,544(5th Cir.2005). For

a waiver to be knowing and voluntary, "[a] defendant must know that he

had a 'right to appeal his sentence and that he was giving up that right.'"
United States v. Portillo, 18 F.3d 290, 292 (5th Cir. 1994) (quoting United
States v. Melancon, 972 F.2d 566, 568 (5th Cir. 1992)). Moreover, "[a]waiver is

both knowing and voluntary if the defendant indicates that he read and understood
the agreement and the agreement contains an 'explicit, un-ambiguous waiver

of appeal.'" Keele, 755 F.3d at 754 (quoting United States v. McKinney, 406
F.3d 744, 746 (5th Cir. 2005)).

But, as acknowledged in the plea

agreement, "a defendant may always avoid a waiver on the limited grounds

that the waiver of appeal itself was tainted by [IAC]." United States v. White, 307
F.3d 336, 339 (5th Cir. 2002).
24
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See United States v. Moore, No. 11-5073, at *3-4 (4th Cir. Aug. 3, 2012)

(" Cannon's appellate waiver excepted appeals based on ineffective assistance of
counsel. He therefore has not waived his right to pursue this claim on direct appeal.

However, claims of ineffective assistance of counsel are not cognizable on direct
appeal unless the record conclusively establishes that counsel provided ineffective

assistance. United States v. Baldovinos, 434 F.3d 233, 239 (4th Cir. 2006); see also

United States v. King, 119 F.3d 290, 295 (4th Cir. 1997) (" [I]t is well settled that a
claim of ineffective assistance should be raised in a 28 U.S.C.

$

2255 motion in the

district court rather than on direct appeal, unless the record conclusively shows
ineffective assistance.") (internal quotation marks omitted). The record does not

conclusively establish that Cannon's counsel was ineffective. Thus, we affirm
Cannon's conviction and sentence to the extent that he makes this challenge.").

Osborne v. U.S., Criminal Action No. 1:07CR00057, at *9 (W.D. Va. Jan. 19,
2010) (" See Harper v. United States,

F.Supp.2d, 2009 WL 3245452, *5

(N.D.W.Va. 2009) (" Claims for ineffective assistance of counsel, for actions taken

after a defendant's entry into a plea agreement, are not waived by a general waiver

of appeal rights contained in a plea agreement."); Moon v. United States,

181 F.

Supp. 2d 596, 603 (E.D.Va. 2002) (" The court finds that petitioner's ineffective

assistance of counsel at sentencing [lies] outside the scope of the waiver."); Butler
v. United States, 173 F. Supp. 2d 489, 494 (E.D.Va. 2001) (stating that "a $ 2255
25
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waiver should not bar ineffective assistance of counsel

claims... just as direct

appeal waivers do not bar those claims" ).")

As long as Petitioner can show from the record that counsel was

constitutionally deficient and had caused his waiver of appeal in the Circuit Court,
such as his "MOTION- FAX TO WITHDRAW APPEAL," pg. 421 - 432, and the

Court's "ORDER IN MISDEMEANOR OR TRAFFIC INFRACTION," pg. 433—
433, his withdrawal of appeal can be ruled invalid, null and void, by this Court or

even the higher Court of Appeals. Null and void judgments can be challenged at
any time. Judgments are void or voidable when due process was deprived or

procured by &aud.
Payne v. Commonwealth,

5

Va. App. 498, 499 (Va. Ct. App. 1988) ("(5)

Right to Counsel — Effective Assistance of Counsel — Standard. — Code Sec.
19.2-317.1 allows an appellate court to entertain claims of ineffective assistance of

counsel on direct appeal only if all matters relating to such issue are fully

contained within the record of the trial.")

NKW EVIDENCE SUBMITTED IN ATTACHMENT TO THIS MOTION

Petitioner submits the following new pieces of evidence not previously

known to the Martinsville General District Court and/or may not even known to
the Circuit Court of Martinsville.
26
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EXHIBITS ATTACHED TO THIS MOTION:

Exhibit No.
EXHIBIT 1.

EXHIBIT 2.

EXHIBIT 3.

EXHIBIT 4.

34 pages total

Descri tion
Three photographs and two pages of
scanned materials - 5 pages total
CONTENTS:
(1)Front of envelope with Binder Clip and
attached fax transmitted page
(2)Front of Envelope
(3)Back of Envelope
(4)Certified Mail receipt, USPS receipt,
and Return Receipt(front)
(5)Certified Mail receipt, USPS receipt,
and Return Recei t back
1-page letter statement from Pete
Compton, expert chimney sweeper
witness. Pete Compton of ACE Chimney
Sweeper, Bassett, Virginia. 2 pages of
misc. exhibit page markers from federal
court record.
The Sovah Hospital medical record of
Se tember 21, 2018.
A photocopy of the filing in Writ of
Habeas Corpus showing a photocopy of
the letter mailed to Martinsville Police
Chief, the photocopy of the very same
letter contained in the envelope
hotogra hed in Exhibit 1.
including Exhibit page markers.

Page range
1-6

7-10

11-19

20-34

How Exhibit 1 arguably applies to Writ of Error Coram Vobis:
Exhibit 1 proves that Martinsville Police Officer Sergeant Robert Jones did not
have all of the facts available to him at the time that Petitioner was charged with

indecent exposure in the "Arrest Warrant". In fact it shows the lack-of27
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investigation and incompetence of not only Martinsville Police Department but
also the incompetence of the Commonwealth Attorney of Martinsville. The

envelope was never opened by the Commonwealth Attorney and neither of the

Police Department and neither of Matthew Clark. Petitioner is willing to present
this envelope as physical piece of evidence if requested by this Court and allow the
other party to conduct discovery examination, for the Commonwealth Attorney to
examine the envelope and take photographs of the envelope, as well as any other
applicable action under the Rules of Discovery. See Exhibit 4 for copy of letter.

What was contained in the envelope? A letter to the Police Chief of Martinsville

Exhibit 4 with evidence attached to the letter. A copy of that letter was filed in
the Writ of Habeas Corpus petition under case no. CL19000331-00. A photocopy

of all of the contents of what was in the sealed envelope was also filed with the
U.S. District Court. That envelope was originally mailed to Martinsville Police

Department Chief G. E. Cassady, then was transferred to the Commonwealth
Attorney, then to Attorney Matthew Scott Thomas Clark, then it ended up in

Petitioner's hands.
See DECLARATION entitled "Evidence Declaration of Brian David Hill

Regarding Carbon Monoxide and Letgter to Martinsville Police Chief in

¹ 156, ¹ 157, ¹ 158, ¹ 159,
and ¹ 160 " filed by BRIAN DAVID HILL. (Attachments: ¹ Exhibit 0, ¹ 2
Opposition to Government's/Respondent's Documents

1

28
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¹ 3 Exhibit 2, ¹ 4 Exhibit 3, ¹ 5 Exhibit 4, ¹ 6 Exhibit 5, ¹ 7 Exhibit 6, ¹
8 Exhibit 7, ¹ 9 Exhibit 8, ¹ 10 Exhibit 9, ¹ 11 Exhibit 10, ¹ 12 Envelope - Front

Exhibit 1,

and Back) (Garland, Leah) (Entered: 07/22/2019). All within Document ¹181, U.S.

District Court for the Middle District of North Carolina federal court record.

How Exhibit 2 arguably applies to Writ of Error Coram Vobis:
That a chimney sweeping expert Pete Compton acknowledged to finding
evidence of carbon monoxide gas in Petitioner's apartment in 2019. Because the
gas was never discovered, Petitioner and his mother Roberta Hill had suffered

months and months of carbon monoxide gas without even knowing it. Carbon

monoxide gas can cause weird and abnormal behaviors, even inappropriate
behaviors. Carbon monoxide gas affects the mental state of its victim. It can even
cause psychosis, hallucinations, and even death. It is known as the silent killer.

How Exhibit 3 arguably applies to Writ of Error Coram Vobis:
That Sovah Hospital prematurely released Petitioner to Martinsville City
Jail, while he had exhibited evidence of Sinus Tachycardia, the laboratory tests

were ordered bnt then later deleted from the chart (See Pg. 19 of E~xbibit 3 . This

proves spoliation of evidence since the blood vials aka the blood drawn &om Brian

David Hill were thrown away and the laboratory tests would have found the levels

of carbon monoxide gas poisoning. The lab tests were canceled without
29
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explanation. The Hospital never tested the blood sugar of Brian David Hill.

Petitioner had cuts/abrasions all over his body. Petitioner should have been
committed to the hospital until the laboratory tests were completed and to
investigate why Petitioner had Sinus Tachycardia type readings for his resting

blood pulse being over 100 which is not normal for a healthy person. The Hospital
medically neglected him and then covered up the blood drawn evidence which is
spoliation of evidence. Once Petitioner was charged with a crime, that created a

litigation for the Commonwealth of Virginia to prosecute him, and thus Scott

Albrecht should have quickly filed a "litigation hold" letter as well as the
Commonwealth Attorney and that would have been the end of Petitioner facing a
trial for indecent exposure once the levels were made known by lab tests. Both
lawyers failed justice and failed the Court. The Court has erred to even have

acknowledged that Petitioner was medically cleared and then arrested by

Martinsville Police. It is medical neglect that caused the wrongful conviction of

Petitioner and destroyed exculpatory evidence of blood samples obtained at Sovah
Hospital of Martinsville. What a terrible hospital, they need to be SUED for

Petitioner's suffering and criminal case legal drama. Those same Hospital records
were likely reviewed by the psychologist who had evaluated Petitioner in

November, 2018 for the General District Court over competency.

How Exhibit 4 arguably applies to Writ of Error Coram Vobis:
30
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The Exhibit 4 filing shows a photocopy of the very letter that was mailed in

the envelope that was photographed and marked as Exhibit I in attachment to this
Motion. Also the exhibit marker shows that the very same letter was also filed in

the Writ of Habeas Corpus case by Petitioner.

Neighbors v. Commonwealth, 274 Va. 503, 508 (Va. 2007) (" The principal
function of the writ is to afford to the court in which an action was tried an
o

ortuni

to correct its own record with reference to a vital fact not known when

the 'ud ment was rendered, and which could not have been presented by a motion

for a new trial, appeal or other existing statutory proceeding. Black's Law Diet.,
ed., p. 1861; 24 C.J.S., Criminal Law,

$

3

1606 b., p. 145; Ford v. Commonwealth,

312 Ky. 718, 229 S.W.2d 470. It lies for an error of fact not apparent on the record,

not attributable to the applicant's negligence, and which if known by the court

would have prevented rendition of the judgment. It does not lie for newlydiscovered evidence or newly-arising facts, or facts adjudicated on the trial. It is

not available where advantage could have been taken of the alleged error at the
trial, as where the facts complained of were known before or at the trial, or where

at the trial the accused or his attorney knew of the existence of such facts but failed
to present them. 24 C.J.S., Criminal Law,

$

1606 at p. 148; 49 C.J.S., Judgments,

$

312 c, pp. 563, 567.")

31

There were a lot of errors of fact. Petitioner was not obscene and was under
a substance, gas, narcotic, or drug which would explain his naked behavior at

night. The spoliation of evidence should have been noted in the General District
Court. The carbon monoxide evidence should have been made known in the

General District Court. The very substance or gas that affected his behavior but
was not made known to the General District Court. The Police failed to conduct a

real and thorough investigation, they just wanted a quick criminal conviction
systematically like with all of the other people they had charged, let the legal

process to have dealt with it.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner asks this Court to open up the General
District Court case and conviction of indecent exposure on December 21, 2018,
and open up the reaffirmation of conviction on November 15, 2019, for

investigation and inquiry, to correct the errors of fact and errors of law, and to
acquit Petitioner of indecent exposure as he is legally innocent. Petitioner may

have no other means to legally challenge his conviction as Habeas Corpus is
limited to state custody requirement, and Direct Appeal may not be available since

Petitioner had withdrawn his appeal. This Writ may be Petitioner's last resort to
correct a miscarriage of justice, wrongfully convicting an innocent man which was

not as a matter of law. As a matter of law, Petitioner is actually innocent.
32
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Petitioner asks this Honorable Court to correct the errors of facts, errors of
law, and give Petitioner an opportunity to challenge and overturn his wrongful

conviction on December 21, 2018, and November 15, 2019 of withdrawing appeal

back to the General District Court. Petitioner asks for permanent acquittal and
vacatur of the criminal conviction once and for all. Petitioner asks for any other

relief that may be appropriate for the interests of justice. Thank You!
Respectfully filed with this Court, this the 16th Day of March, 2020.

BRIAN DAVID HILL
ONE

o

~o

5( ge

/

Brian David Hill—
Ally of Qanon
Founder of USWGO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se

CERTIFICATE OF FILING

D SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 16th day of March, 2020, I caused this

"Motion for writ of error coram vobis" to be hand delivered to the
33
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Commonwealth of Virginia through the Commonwealth Attorney's
Office of Martinsville and will attach proof of service (proof of receipt

obtainedPom the Commonwealth Attorney's Office) which shall satisfy
proof of service on the following parties:
Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Office
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia
24112
(276) 403-5470
Counsel for the Commonwealth

Brian David Hill—
Ally of Qanon
Founder of USWGO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

ONE

O

Pro Se
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RECEIVED A DOCUlNENT FROM BRIAN HILL:

NAlVIE

AT
Commonwealth v. BRIAN HILL

lao

35

USWGO
ALLY OF QANON // DRAIN THE SWAMP

I'NE,
O

CIRCUIT COURT OF MARTINSVILLE, CASE NO.
CR19000009-00

Exhibit in attachment to "Motion for writ of error coram vobis"
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Brogan O. HIII
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Exhibit 2
USWGO
ALLY OF QANON // DRAIN THE SWAMP

0 tt E

CIRCUIT COURT OF MARTINSVILLE, CASE NO.
CR19000009-00

Exhibit in attachment to "Motion for writ of error coram vobis"
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Exhibit 15
USWGO
QANON // DRAIN THE SWAMP

~

.

~

5

~

~

PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
MARTINSVILLE GENERAL DISTRICT COURT CASE NO. C18-3138
MARTINSVILLE CIRCUIT COURT CASE NO. CR19000009-00
Exhibit in attachment to "BRIEF AND EXHIBITS IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS"
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Case 1i13-cr-00435-TDS Document 221-16 Filed 11/20/19 Paae
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To Whom This May Concern:
On January 30, 20I9 I went to the house at 3
0 Forest St., Martinsville, Va 24I12 to measure
and give a price t'or a Chimney cover. Robe»ca I-till iuid
her parents: Ken & Stella f:orinash
escorted me to Apt I to show mc thc fireplace which had
a small amount of white residue
inside, no damage to the ceiling and wall around ihe lireplacc.
They then escorted mc
dnwnstairs to Apt 2 where parts of the ceiling above thc fireplace had
fallen and there was lot
I

of damage in the remaining ceiling below thc heart of&the tireplace in
apt located above apt 2
and a lni ol'damage along th«wall in apt 2 above and oii both sides ol'he
fireplace as well as a
lni of wliite residue inside of'the liieplacc. Atter this,
we went down another flight ot'stairs
1

I

to
the bascinent where thc gas boiler heat«i and thc gas hot water
heater were located to show me
that there»vnuld he 3 holes in the chimney.

then went outside and got my ladder tnni«asure the chimney. This was when
I found out that
all 3 holes»vct». covered v ith tin. Knov ing that thc gas boiler heater
& g&as hot water heater
needed to be vented at all times, I immediately rcn1oved the tin covering the
hole so carbon
n«uinxi&lc woul&l no loiigei'o ihi'ough the house. Ivls I lill ha»l infoisned
ill« that shc ha&I called
a chimney sweep in I&ock) Mount, VA in ()ctober, 2017
io clean the chimney and to put screen
»)I1 all holes atter the family spotted birds
into
their tireplace the year before. In my 25
going
years of doing, this type of »vnrk, this was the first time I have ever seen tin covering
holes
v here it i» iniportant to vent gas heaters.
showed thc fan1ily the tin I lead jiist Ielnovc(l and
had thcin to climb iny ladder to look;it th«chin)n«y. We then went back in the
house, and I
inform«»l them thai thc white resiiliie insiil«bnili lit«places wss from the
gas that had nil other
place to escape and inform«d them that the& had been «xposed to carbon ntonoxide~~rierig
hut now that thc tin had been removed, there shnuld no long&cr be any prnbleins.
returned to
thc house nn I ehruilr) 4, 201') and install«d a stainless st««l multifaceted chimney
cap vented
with screen on all 4 sides.
I

I

—,

I

I

Signed as a witness on this date:

y?
i~art&r~

Pete Cnmpton

AC.'I.

Phone 276-629-4453

»

~C

Chimney

8e 1»Vildlifc;

ACE C

mneme &

I)assett, VA
Wildlife

&
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Be»e
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Iolaa tel
Mluc MM001Ã9!1
ACCT:

MMTN6uuu

Sovah Health Martinsville
278~n37
Emergency Deparbnent
Instructions for.
Arrival Data:

Hill, Brian

3

'E Ql

li

/g~

0

Friday, September 21, 2018

Thank you for choosing Sovah Health INartlnsvifle for your cere today. The examination snd treatment
yau have received in lhe Emergency Deparlment today have been rendered'on en emergency basis anly
snd als nat Intended to be a substitute for an effort to provide complete medical care. You should contact
your folhw-up physician ss it Is Impolfant that ycu let him or lier check you and report any new or
remaining.problems sfnce it is impossibfe to recognize snd treat all eisments af an Inluly or illness in 8
single emsrg'sncy cere center visit.

Care provided by: Hlnchman, Brsnt, DO
Diagnosis:
Abrasion, right knee; Abrasion of unspelled front wall of thorax
DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS

FORMS

VIS, Tetanus, Diphtheria lTdj - CDC
Abrasion, Easy-ta-Read
Knee Pain.

Medlcallon Recencllisthn

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS

PRESCRIPTIONS

~Read

Private Physician
None
When: Tamonavn Reason: Further diagnostic
work-up, Recheck today's complaints, Continuance
of care
Emergency Department
When: As needed; Reason: Fever & 102 F,
roubls breathkfg, Worsenklg of cOndbion
SPECIAL NOTES

None

National Hapeltrle Network: 1-800-7844433
if you received a narcotic or sedagve medication during your Emergency Department stay yau
should not drive, drink alcohol ar operate heavy machinery for the next 8 hours as this medication
csn oause drowsiness, dixzlness, and decrease your response time to events.

hereby acknowledge that I have received 8 co
above Instru tlons a d prescriptions.

f my transition cere record and understand the

I

Brian Hill

E
0

hysiolon or Nurse
18 04:82

I

INM00370912

Dlscoslge Iostroctkxm - scanned - page

173

ll047808761243

SOVAH Heallb - Maronc14'lie

Job 23328 (05/1712018 13:34) - Page

1
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Docs

1

NERG6NlV DEPARTNENT RECORD

Physician Documentation
Sovah Health Nartinsvills
Nmaer Brian Hill
Ager 28 yrs
Sex: Hale
OOB: 05/26/1990

NRNI NN00370912

Arrival Data: 09/21/2018
Timer 04r04

Accountf: 1847806761243
Bed ER 9

Private
ED

NDr

Physician Ainchman, Orant

Hplr
09/21
04:40 This 28 yrs old White Hale presents to ER via Lav Enforcement vitb
complaints of Ense Pain.
09/21
04448 28-year~id male vith diabetes and autism presents for evaluation
after complaining of right knee pain and scrapes snd abrasians.
Patient vas apparently taking pictures of himself in the nude across
tovn this evening and vhen police attempted apprehend him brain
through Briar patch Patient does report scratches and abrasions to
the right knee but no pain on raage of motion. Unkaovn last tetaaus..

Historical
Ranltidine I
- Allergies:
PNHxr autismr Diabetes 4

fODNI OCDI

Exposure Risk/Travel Screeningrr Patient has aot been out of the
countxy in last 30 days. Have you been in contact vith anyone vho
is
that has traveled outside of the country in the last 30
days1 No.
- Social history : Tobacco Statusr The patient states he/she has
never used tobacco. The patient/guardian denies using alcohol,
street drugs, Ths patleat's primary language is English. The
patient's preferred language is English.
- Pasdly history:: No immediate family members are acutely
—

ill

ill.

Sepsis Screeningrr Sepsis screening negative at th's time.
Suicide Risk Screen:: Have you baca fealir.g depressed in the last
couple of veeks7 No Have you been feeling hopeless to the extent
that you vould vent to end your life7 No Have you attempted suicide
or had a plan to attempt vithin the last 12 months7 No,
- Abuse Screear 4 Patient verbally denies physical, verbal and
emotional abuse/aegl act .
- Tuberculosis screeningrr No symptoms or ri.sk factors identified.
- The history free nurses notes vas revlevsd: and my pexsonal history
differs from that reported to nursiag.
—
—

ROS:

09/21
04r49 All other systems are negative, except as documented belov.

Constitutional r Negative for chills, fever. Respiratory: Negative fox

II44400370912

ED hysicianRecord-Heckargc-

Psge1/4

44M7808781243

SOIIAH HesRh ~ MsrHnsvIIIe

Jab 23328 55/17/2019 IR34) - Page 4
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DOCS 2

Bten ttlll
74llth OII400709t7

Acch osrrooo76too

FOLLOW UP INSTRUCTIONS
Private Physlckon
When: Tomolrow
Reason: Further diagnostic work-up, Recheok today's complaints, Continuance of care

Emergency Department
When: As needed
Reason: Fever & 102 F, Trouble breathing, Worsening of condition

i FOI.

l4igy~

MM00370912

Discharge tnalrttcgctte - Scartaed - Page 3/3

MM7809701243

SOVAH Health - MOHnetville
Job 23323 (0$ 17/201 9 13:34) - Page 3 Deca
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scen tourssruslrsr
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8 !IUUU00370812

X4IAYS snd LAS TESTS:
li yau had x rays today Ikey were reed by Ihe emergency physldsn. Your x rays wgl eho be reed by a rsdlahght vdddn 24 haurs. If you
had e cuhure done 6 wbl take 24 lo 72 hours lo gel the resuxs: If grsrs h s change In Ihs xray dlagnash or s posldve cuihna, we will
oanhct yau. Please vsrg'yyaur cunenl phone number glor ta dhchsrge al the check aul desk.
IUEIXCATIONS,'

~

for mergcailonts) hday, Uh imparlenlxhst when you Knrh ycu lel the phmmscht know ey the alber
yours@dred s
msdhstlans that yau ere an and any egsrgies yau might hsvrx 0 ls also bnpmtanl that yau notify yaur fagiiw up phydchn af sg yaur
nmdhauons Indudlng lhe presarlpgans you may rscshe tadey.

TESTS AND P ROCEDURES
abs
None

Rad
None

Procedures
None

Other
Gsg ERT, IV sagne lock

Chart Copy

USII6003706 1 2

Dhcharge Inslructions- Scanned - Page 2/3

INM7806761243

SOVAH Health - Marunsvgla
Job 23326 (0$ 17/201 8 13:34) -

Page 2 DocS
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exertion, shortness of breath. NS/extremityt
Positive for pain, Negative for deer'eased range of motion,
paresthesias, swelling, tenderness, tingling. Skint Positive for
abrasion(a), Negative for rash, swelling.
cough; dyspnea on

Russ&;

09/21
04:49 Constitutionalr This is a well developed, well nourished patient whe bdh
is awake, alert, arid in no acute distress. )lead/Facet Normocephalie&
atraumatic. Eyes& Pupils egual round and reactive to light,
extra.-ocular motions intact. Lids and lashes "normal..conjunctiva
and sclera are non-icteric and not injected. Cornea within normal
limits. Pericrbital axess with no swelling, redness, cr edema. ENTr
Oropharynx with no redness, swelling& or masses, exudates& ox
evidence of obstruction, uvula midline, mucous membranes moist. No
meningismus. Heck:
Supple, full range of motion without nuchsl
rigidity, or vertebral point tenderness. No Neningismus. 'Ho JVD
Cardiovasculart Regular rate and rhythm with a normal Sl and S2. No
gallops& munaurs, or rube. No JVD. No pulse deficits. Respiratory:
Lungs have egual breath sounds bilaterally, clear to auscultation and
percussion. No raise, xhonchi or whaexes noted. Ho increased work
of breathing& no retractions cr nasal flaring. Abdrxaen/GI& Soft,
non-tender, with ccnsal bowel sounds. Ho distension or tympany. No
guarding or rebound. No pulsatile mass. Back; No spinal

tenderness. No costovertebral tenderness. Full range of motion.
Skint Nultiple rnrperficial abrasions to the groin snd abdomen
without fluctuanes or tenderness. NS/ Extremityt Polses er(ualr no
cyanosis. Neuxovasculsr intact. Full, normal range of motion. No
peripheral edmaa, tenderness. Abrasiou to right knee but nontender,
no deformity or swelling, Ambularing without difficulty. Neuro:
Awake snd alert, OCS 15, oriected to pe son, place, time, and
situation. Cxanial nerves II-XI grossly in&tact. Psych& A~ate,
alerr., with orientation t'o person, place snd time. Behavior, mood,
and affect are within normal limits.

Vital Signer
09/21

04&09 BP 124

kgt Seieht

09/21
05:01
09/21

BP

6

119

I

86) Pulse 119) Resp 19) Temp 98r Pulse Ox 986 r Height 99.79

ft.
/

04&09 Body Ness

0

in. (1S2.88

cm) I

Pain 0/10)

Sor Pulse 106) Rasp 16) Temp 98.2) Pulse Ox 996 r pain

Index 29.84 (99.')9 kg, lS2.88

0/10/

cm)

jt
jt
jt

NDM t

09/21
04:04
09/21
04:50

Initiated by Pxovider.
Differential diagnosis: fracture, sprain, penetrating trauma, et al.
ED course: Cleaxed from a psychist ic standpoint by Bel:avioral
N&)alth. Patient will be discharged to jail. No new complaints.. Data
reviewedr vital signs, nurses notes. Counselingr I had a detailed
discussion with the patient and/ox guan)ian regarding:. the historical
points& exam findings, and any diagnostic results supporting the
NSS

))49400370912

ED Phys(c(an Record - E)schon)c - Page 2/4

itlm47S08781243

SOMAH

Heshh - kisrSnsv)8a
Job 23328 (05/17i2019 13;34) - Page 8 Docg 2
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discharge/admit diagnasis, the need for outpatient follow up, to
return to the emergency depactment if symptoms worsen or persist or
if there are any
questions ac concerns that arise at home.
09/21

Order nomen Call ERTl Complete Timer 04n25
09/21
04:16 Order neman IV saline locks Complete Time: 04n36
09/21
04n29 Ornler name: Othez: NO suicidal homicidal rlskl Complete Time: 05n03
04n 16

Dispensed Nedications:
Discontinuedn NS 0.9! 1000 ml IV at 999 mh/hr once
09/21
04n36 Drug: Tetanus-Diphtheria Toroid Adult 0.5 ml [Nanufacturern Grifols
Therapeutics. Espn 09/27/2020. Iot 6: A112A. l Route: IN; site: right

bdh

bdh
bdh

lbl

deltoid/

09/21
05:04 Follow upn Response: No adverse reactian
09/21
04:36 Drug: NS 0.9! 1000 ml Route: Ivn Rate: 999 mL/hrn
Dsliveryn Primary tubingn
09/21
05nll Follov upn IV status: completed infusion

Site: eight

acml

lbl
lbl
dr

Disposition:

09/21

04n52

Electzonically signed by Hinchman, Bran,

C..art complete.

DO

a.

04:52 on 09/21/2019.

bdh

Dlspositionn
09/21/19 04:52 Discharged to Jal.l/Police. Impresslonn Abrasl.on, eight knee,
Abrasion of unspecified f ont wall of thorax.
" Ccmdition is Stable.
—
Discharge Instructionsn VIS, Tetanusi Diphtheria (Td) — CDCn
Abzasion, Easy-to-Read, Ence Pain, Easy-to-need.

- Nedication Reconciliation form.
- Follow up: Private Physicianl Shen: Tomorrcvn Reason: Further
d'gnostic vorkup. Recheck today's complains.ts, Continrance of
ca e. Follow upn Esmrgency Depart~acr Nhann As n:ceded; Reason:
Fevec & 102 F, Trouble bceath1ngn Norsening of condition.

- Problem is aew.
- Symptoms have improved.

ceder Results
There ace currently no results 1'or this order.
n

signatures:

Dlspatchez Nedsost
Tate, Jessica, RN

Hinchman,

Srant,

00

MM00370912
ED Physichm Record - Bechunic - Page 3/4

EON

RN
DO

jt
bdh

S

MM7SOS701243

SOVAH Health -

asnnvtlla

Jab 23328 (00/17/201913:34) - Page 0 DocS 2
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Nicole
Bouldin, Lauren,
Aeynolds, Daniel

Barney,

RN
R

AN
RN

lbl

dr

Corrections:, IThe following items were deleted from the chart)

09/21
04:49 09/21 04r16 CONPREBENSIVE NETABOLIC PANELtLAB ordered. EDMS
EDNS
09/21
04:40 09/21 04:16 CONPLETE SLD COUNT N/AUTO DIFFtLAB ordered. EDNS
09/21
04 r 49 09/21 D4: 16 CPR, TOTALtLAB ordered. EDNS
09/21
04r50 09/21 04:16 ALC7}ISL, SYBIL+LAB ordered. EDMS
EDNS
09/21
04r50 09/21 04:16 STAT OVERDOSE PANELtLAB ordered. EDNS
09/21
04:52 09/21 04r52 09/21/2019 04r52 Discharged to Jail/police. Iapressionr
bdh
Abrasion~ right kneel Abrasion of unspecified I'ront wall of thoras.
Condition is Stable. Discharge Instructionsr dedication
Reconciliation. Follow upr private physicianr When: Tomorrowr Reason:
Further diagnostic work-up, Recheck today's complaints, Continuance
of care. Follow upr Emergency Oeparmseatr When: As neededr Ressanr
Fever & 102 F, Trouble breathing, Worsening of condition. Problem is
aew. Symptoms have improved. bdh
09/21
EDNS
04r54 09/21 04r16 URINALYSIS W/REFLEX TO CULTURE~AD ordered. EDNS
~ 1041 ~ v ~ ~ Iotl1+4+iIJA114110t v ~ v ~ 111 ~ I ~ vvv ~ v ~ vvvv ~ v ~ vvvv ~ I ~ vva ~ 4 ~ ~ vv 104 ~

64M00270012

eo phrdchhnn Record- Bebbsdc - pages/4

k4ld78087S1249

80IIAH HeaBh - llllsrdnsvt6s
Job 23328 tOQ17M19 1284) - Psgs 7 Docd 2
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
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Evidence to Marthsville Police exphdatag why indecent exposure

Fiaalizedt Thursday, July 14 2019- 11:14 PN

A1TN:
Msrtinsville Police Department

—

Carbon Copy should be made for. Sgt. R. D. Jones

55 West Church St. Martiosville, VA24112
Phone ¹: 27643841751
Pex ¹: 27&403-5306
Certified Mail trachag no.: 7017-26804000-575M122
Return receipt trackiag no '590-9402-3527-7275-749741

ATTN: Police Chief G.H. Cassady; CC: Sgt.R.D. Jones

Dear Hon. PoHce Chief of Marthtsville, Virginia,

I would like to respectfully reach out to your Police Department to bring evidence to
your attention which will explaia a lot of things and resolve the issue of

indecent'xposure

which your ofhcer Sgt. R. D. Jones had arrested me.for on September 21,
20 I 8, General District Court case no. C1$-3138, and Circuit Court case no.
CR1900000940. This case has also been the cause of many pleadings beiag filed on and
atter Documents ¹152 on federal court case no. 1:13-cr-435-1, Middle District of North
Carolina, conceraing the indecent exposure charge.

I also apologize for saying a few cuss words to Sgt.R. D. Jones last year. I have had the
diagnosis ofAutism Spectrum Disorder (a neurological and mental disorder) for a long
time and even have a handicap placard in the Virginia DMV system in Martiasville, as
proof of my Autism. However my letter isn't to only inform you of proof concerning my
Autism in the Virginia DMV records, but that I wish to present evidence of carbon
monoxide gas poisoning which affected me and Roberta Hill (my mother) prior to me
being arrested on September 21, 201$. The evidence comes &om different sources.
Whether the man in the hoodie had existed or whether it was an hallucination caused by
the Carbon Monoxide ("Cty') gas poisoning, it would give your police department beaer
clarification on why Brian David Hill had made contradictory aad/or confusing
statemeats back on September 21, 201$.

Sgt R. D. Jones was right when he told me that there was more to the story. The proof is
now ia your hands, that I was a victim of CO gas poisoning since November, 2017. The
time of the toxin accumulating in the bloodstream can cause real brain damage, and can

lead to inappropriate behaviors, hallucinations, psychosis (that the person makes a claim
that cannot be based on rettlitI), meatal confusion, Sinus Tachycardia, abnormally high
9590-9402-3527-7275-749741- Pages 1 of 9-7017-26804000-5750-9122
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White Blood CeH ("WB~ count, abnormally.high Mean Platelet Volume ("MPV"),
aad can cause erratic or abnormal type behaviors and/or even chances in behavior.

I would also like to thank your police department, even though they didn't understand
why I was naked due to lack of evidence giving a clear proven explanation for why I
was out naked, for'anesting me and here is why. Had I not been taken out of my
apartment and thrown in jail, I would have still sufFered more of the carbon monoxide
gas and either would have died or sufFered enough brain damage to. become mentally
retarded. I never would be able to live life outside of a hospital or medical facility again
had I remained in carbon. monoxide poisoning. Luckily, after I was arrested, my mother
[who was my caregiver through the Medicaid medical waiver] was forced to work a
regular warehouse job where she wasn't home most of the day, each day. So she wasn'
around the carbon monoxide gas 24/7 but she still had exposure to such gas in the upper

apartment
The carbon moaoxide would explain the weird behavior on September 21, 2018. It
doesn't make sense for somebody to be walking out butt naked on a biking trail at night
when wild animals including bears and coyotes were out and can kill an unarmed
civilian, especially a naked unarmed civilian. I have type 1 brittle diabetes. I could have
died of diabetic low blood sugar which could cause a seizure. I was alone on the hiking
trail (exceptfor what Ipresumed to be a num wearing a boodle, he may be real, he may
be a hallucination which I hadperceived was real), with brittle 7ype 1 diabetes, I make
statements on federal court record to having blackouts of my memory, stat'mg that I
thought I was drugged around the time I met the man wearing the dark hoodie, I was
making contradictory statements towards Sgt.R.D. Jones of law enforcement causing
him to personally feel that I was some kind of liar, when in reality carbon monoxide
poisoning can have you feeling like you'e being watched when you'e not or having you
see things that other people do not see.

I Hst all proofs in the following Order of Exhibits:
1-Page typed letter statement from chimney expert witness Pete
Exhibit 1)
Compton — Explahs that on the date of January 30, 2019, he found evidence of
carbon monoxide gas exposure in Apartment 2 aad Apartment 1 of 310 Forest
Street, Martinsville Virginia, and removed the source of the carbon monoxide gas.
The source was metal tin blocking the chimney flues, causing the natural gas
appliances (gas water heater and gas boiler/furnace) to exhaust gas into both
apartments rather than up the chimney. Causing real damage to the home, and
9590-9402-3527-7275-749741- Pages 2 of 9- 7017-26804000-5750-9122
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possibly causing bodily damage and/or brain problems to Brian David Hill and
Roberta HilL Ibtal of I-page.

Exhibit 2)
Two pages of laboratory results Som Sovah Hospital'Martinsville
medical records &om November 19, 2017. One page of ECG reading showing
evidence of Sinus Tachycardia ("HILL, BRIAN ID: 000370912 19-Nov-2017
10:06:44 Memorial Hospital of Maitinsville"). The other page was Lab Data
Results ~00370912 MM7805836274 SOVAH Health - Martinsville", "Lab
Data Results - Page 1/3 Job 12468 (07/02/2019 14:03) - Page 28 Docg 9").
Showed abnormally high %BC and MPV levels, as well as abnormal high blood
pulse of 105 Beats Per Mhute. Usually heart rate goes up when your out jogging,
but Brian wasn't jogging because Brian fell and hit his head on the desk in his
once after he fell unconscious. Then Brian was able to get up while unconscious,
with blood dripping down trom his head with an open wound, blood dripped all
over the floor and blood was all over his bedroom pillow. Brian's mother found
him in his bed, with blood on the pillow with low blood sugar and had called 911.
Brian took 4 hours to complete his Obsessive Compulsive Disorder ("OCIP)
hand washing routine and body washing routine before he was able to get to the
Emergency Room at the hospital. The hospital prematurely released him that day
without informing Brian of the laboratory results and without informing Brian of
the Sinus IhchycardiL Doctor was not informed either, so the abnormal readings
were sitting in the medical records until June, 2019. 1-page discharge hstructions
also included ("MM00370912 MM7805836274 SOVAH Health-Martinsvllle",
"Discharge Instructions - Scanned - Page I/3 Job 12468 (07/02/2019 14:03)Page 13 Doc/f 6", "MM00370912 MM7805836274 SOVAH HealthMartinsville", "Discharge Instructions - Scanned - Page 2/3 Job 12468
(07/02/2019 14:03) - Page 14 Docif 6"). Note for police: Sinus Tachycardia type
abnormal blood pulse was discovered in the "vital signs", around 9:OSAM the
blood pulse reading for a resting blood pulse was "118" (page not included to
condense ddferent proots without too many pages, if any police of6cer would like
the entire medical record, they may contact Brian D. Hill or Sovah Hospital of
Miutinsville, Virginia). Ibtal of 4-pages.
Exhibit 3)
5 pages &pm a "Carbon monoxide poisoning (acute)" research study
from the National Institute of Health which is a.federal government o ganizafion.
Mentions symptoms of carbon monoxide (BMJ Clin Evid. 2008; 2008: 2103.
P'ublished online 2008 Jul 23. PMCID: PMC2907971. PMD: 19445736). Total of
S-pages.

Exhibit 4)

2 page excerpt &om "IRANSIENT CARDIAC DYSFUNCTION IN

959M402 3527-7275-74974 l — Pages 3 cf 9-7017-2680-0000-575M 122
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ACUTE CARBON MONOXIDE POISOMNG" a medical research study in
regards to a victim of carbon monoxide poisoning. Total of 2-pages.

Exhibit 5)
4-page "Detection of aeutrophQ-lymphocyte ratio as a serum marker
associated with inflammations by acute carbon monoxide poisoning" backed by 5
research studies including a state hospital (Musttda Karabacak, Keaan Ahmet
Turkdogaa, Abuzer Coskun, Orhan Akpinar, Ali Duman, Mucahit Kapci2, Sevki
Hakan Brea, Pmar Karabacak). Journal ofAcute Disease 2015; 4(4): 305-30$ .
Tbtal of'4-pages.
t

Exhibit 6)
2-page report Rom the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
("CDC") titled the "CDC - NIOSH Publications and Products - Controlling
Carbon Monoxide Hazard in Aircraft Refueling Operations (84-106)". Relevant to
carbon monoxide as it mentions the generalized symptoms of carbon monoxide
("CO") gas poisoning. Total of 2-pages.
Three anonymous greeting cards (possibly with an intent to annoy,
Bxhibit 7)
harass, or mtimidate) and one anonymous threateniag greeting card Irom an
unknown assailant or assailants who sent the four mailings Som Tennessee with
no return address. Total of 20-pages.

Exhibit 8)
4 Pages of evidence in regards to proof of mental confusion while in
Martutsville City Jail. Two envelopes raeant to be sent to a Greensboro, NC
federal building, was instead sent to the Greensboro federal building in
MtutinsviHe, VA, when Martinsville has no federal buildings. The other mailing
was sent to the city farm instead of "55 West Church Street". All three maiTings
were returned to sender because the addresses didn't make any sense, Total of 4pages
6 pages &om Piedmont Community Services, a month after Brian
Bxhibit 9)
David Hill was jailed in Martinsville City Jail for the charge of indecent exposure,
Brian was diagnosed by forensic psychiatrist Dr. Conrad Deum as to having
exhibited psychosis and delusions. Psychosis (as shown in 5@QjiQ), is a
symptom of carbon monoxide gas poisoning. Total of 6-pages.

Proof of medical neglect &om Sovah Hospital in Martinsville
Exhibit 10)
(formerly Martiasville Memorial Hospital). They drawn blood and was going to
do a "blood cmmt" test which would have again possibly shown an abnormally
high White Blood Cell count and high MPV levels, had the test been conducted.
Iastead the blood was wasted and the ordered tests were to be deleted &m the
9590-94M3527-7275-7497-41- Pages 4 of 9-7017-26804000-5750-9122
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chart. Then the hospital released patient Brian David Hill way too early to the
custody of Martinsville Police, leading to the wrongful imprisonment of Brian
David Kll and led to the carbon monoxide levels never being found out. 7 pages
of Hospital record, dated September 21, 2018 (MRN: MM00370912, Account&&:
MM7806761243); Note for polleei Sinus Tachycardia ("MM00370912
MM7806761243 SOVAH Health - Martinsville", 'ED Physician RecordElectronic - Page 2/4 Job 23328 (05/17/2019 13:34)- Page 5 Doct'/ 2") type
abnormal blood pulse was discovered in the 'Vital signs" The first blood pulse
reading around 4:09AM was "119" for a resting pulse, then around 5:01AM the
last resting blood pulse reading was "106". Any blood pulses above 100 beats per
minute is "sinus tachycardia". Sinus Tachycardameans that there is a medical
problem in the body, and doesn't necessarily mean a heart problem but can
increase the risk of a heart attack or stroke. I was released to Martinsville City Jail
while medical records admitted that I had sinus tachycardia before I was arrested
after being transported to the Hospital after police handcufFed me. Total of 7-

pages
Total of 55 pages for all Exhibits. The Exhbit with the most pages is the greeting cards
evidence because the writer of tho'se greeting cards who threatened to commit a
"controlled action" against Brian D. Kll's mother Roberta Kll sounds like some kind of
religious psychopath who w'ants Roberts to stop the YouTube videos and books. A threat
is a threat and threatening to do something to somebody to stop their freedom of speech
is against the law.

It should also be noted that evidence had been mailed to the Martinsville Circuit Court

in regards to both federal court affidavlts (declarations) in regards to the story about the
man wearing the hoodie and carbon monoxide poisoning.
Document Seq. 4, 01/23/2019, MOTION TO ADMT EVIDENCE

Document Seq. 7, 04/08/2019, MOTION TO PILE EVIDENCE BEFORE TRIAL
Document 4153 in case no. 1: 13-cr435-1, Middle District of North Carolina, contained
statements of Brian David Hill in 201 8 having memories blacked out, feeling of being
drugged, feeling afraid to sleep in his bed but yet kept his doors unlocked as if needing
to escape the house out of fear that something wasn't right. If you have access to a copy
of this federal Sing which should have been filed with the Circuit Court earlier this
year, you will notice that the hand writing was very sloppy compared to other pro se
filings.
95958402-3527-7275-749741 — Pages 5 of 9-7017-268M000-57508122
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The truth must be brought out to your Police Department before it is too late. It is
morally and ethically wrong to force a trial by jury for a charge of indecent exposure
when there is enough cumulative evidence showing different symptoms of CO gas
poisoning, evidence of CO residue in and around the chimney of 310 Forest Street
Apartments found by material expert witness Pete Compton.'Tlds is enough evidence for
any reasonable juror to want to throw the charge out.
Your police department isn't at fault for the medical neglect, but that it was Sovah
Hospital in Martinsviiie, Virginia, that discharged me to police custody way too early
and caused me to appear to look like a liar, I ntisunderstood as I didn't understand that I
had carbon monoxide poisoning with sinus tachycardia, so I had wrongfully cussed out
Sgt.R.D. Jones on September 21, 2018. I am sony about that, the Hospital staff were
the ones in the wrong for releasing me when they saw that I had a blood pulse rate of
over 100 which is sinus tachycardia but released me to jail without further testing, and
the hospital's failure on November 19, 2017, is the sole cause for what led up to my
indecent exposure behavior because they knew that I had exhibited 3 diQbrent problems
(abnormal WBC, abnormal MPV, Sinus Tachycardia, didn't even let my Medical Doctor
know) and failed or refused'to keep me confmed to the hospital bed until further lab tests
were done to determine as to why I had abnormal blood ceH counts and Sinus
Tachycardia which can all be caused together by carbon monoxide gas poisoning
exposure.
~

~

On September 21, 2018, the hospital was going to order diQerent lab results after blood
was
but they refused the responsibility of conducting the lab work for the blood
drawn into vials, and forced the Police Department to have the burden of tqsting me for
possible drugs, alcohol, and abnormal blood cell count. The Police Department has no
laboratory results
what I understand when I had asked my former attorney Scott
Albrecht to find the laboratory results, so the hospital failed and refused (by their
excuses) to do a thorough Iab-work and examination to determine medical-wise as to
why I was found butt naked on the Dick and Willie hiking trail during the night and had
sinus tachycardia level readings.

fir

:

I do not blame anybody in Martinsvnie Police Department for refusing to hear my
or
story misunderstood and thought I was a liar due to me mahng contradictory
statements while I was interviewed as to why I was butt naked on the Dick and Willie
hiking trail on September 21, 2018. I do not blame your Police Department for assuming
that I was lying and didn't want to believe my story, because I myself did not know that I
was under carbon monoxide poisoning. I said the F-word out of rustration to Sgt.R. D.
Jones for not believing my story, not understanding why exactly I was sounding
contradictory. Now that I know it was carbon monoxide poisoning, it explains my
9590-9402-3527-7275-7497&1 — Pages 6 of 9-7017-2600-0000-5750-9122
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behavior and a lot of things.

As Su as all your offic'ers were aware, I was dazed and/or confused while naked, I
had cuts and abrasions all over my body, I had sinus tacitycardia with a resting blood
puhe reading of "119" on the day that I was jailed, I was prematurely released Som the
hospital without conducting the proper laboratory work to determine why I was butt
naked on a hik'mg ttail at night, and making confradictory statements because I had
mental confusion. The man in the hoodie may have been a hallucination, it may not be,
but the Sfct that I was making confusing statements to Sgt.R. D. Jones and then cussing
him out when I haven't ever cussed out law enforcement before, shows behavioral
abnormality. When I was given the mental evaluation ordered by the General District
Court in November, 2018, the carbon monoxide would have been out of my
body/system around that time, so the psychologist that evaluated me would never have
seen any of the symptoms of carbon monoxide unlike the diagnosis of "psychosis" by
Dr. Daum of Piedmont Community Services, as he had evaluated me and diagnosed me
with psychosis" closer to the time that I was usted. So ibr the psychologist in
November to say that I was competent to stand trial and was competent at the time of the
offense, did not take any of the issues I had raised into account. Therefore that mental
evaluation of November 2018 is no longer valid and a new evaluation should be
. conducted
by the Circuit Court if the Commonwealth Attorney wishes to continue the
jury triaL That 2018 evaluation had not known about the sinus tachycardia, and all other
cumulative evidence which altogether paints a pretty convincing picture of carbon
monoxide poisoning, did not know about the mended confusion where three letters were
sent to the wrong addresses and were returned to sender before Brian David Hill was
given a diagnosis of "psychosis" and delusions.
These are the carbon monoxide symptoms I had exhibited while I had been exposed to
Carbon Monoxide gas in my apartment (1) Sinus Tachycardia; (2) abnormally high
White Blood Cell count; (3) abnormally high Mean Platelet Volume level; (4) abnormal
high heart rate of 105 Beats Per Minute for a resting heart pulse rate; (5) Psychosis; (6)
possible hallucinations; (7) mental confusion; (8) impulsive or inappropriate behavior
(personality changes) which was not normally exhibited; and (9) loss of consciousness
on November 19, 2017. I also remember that there were times when I may have had
"Urinary incontinence" because when I was coughing or sneezing some urine went into
my underwear even though at the time I did not have to run to the bathroom. I never
thought that was also another symptom of CO gas poison'mg, I assumed that it was high
blood sugar. Exhibit 3 mentions "incontinence".
Also note to Police: Witness Stella Forinash and Kenneth Forinash had witnessed my
mother Roberta Hill's head was shaking a lot, which looks like she had Parkinson'
95904402-3527-7275-749741- Pages 7 of 9-7017-268M000-5750-9122
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disease. So my mother had exhibited the symptom of "Parhnsonism" as documented in
Exhibit 3.
So I have up to at least 8 or more symptoins of carbon monoxide, and that doesn'
include the testhnony Rom Pete Compton. He is willing to be questioned by your Police
Department and Commonwealth Attorney in regards to my home being exposed to
possibly up to dangerous amounts of CO gas. When exposure is for many months, it can
deteriorate someones health and mental state.

The attached evidence and explanation in this letter shall be more evident, clear,
and believable compared to my September 21, 2018 statements about a man wearing a
hoodie. There may still be a man wearing a dark hoodie, as Exhibit 7 showed that my
mother had received a threatening greeting card where a "controlled action" would be
conducted against her if she had not cease her writmgs and YouTube videos. Whatever
the case may be, there is more to the story, and I didn't even know on September 21,
2018, that I was under carbon monoxide poisoning. My apologies to oificer R.D. Jones.

.

Had I known about the carbon monoxide poisoning in November 2017 when I had
abnormal lab results, I would have taken steps to evacuate my home until the Henry
County Fire Marshal and inspectors aud the Fire Department would have been notified,
investigated the carbon monoxide, and wouM have rid the home of the poison/toxin
before I would move back into my apartment. That would have pzevented me Iiom
engaging in the act of being naked on the Dick and WNie hiking trail on September 21,
2018, and thus the charge of indecent exposure never would have been filed against me.
The hospital of Sovah Hospital in Martinsville is to blame for not preventing what led
up to my abnormal behavior on Septeiuber 21, 2018, for SiTing and refusing to
thoroughly conduct further laboratory tests which would have led to the discovery of
carbon monoxide levels in my body. Because the hospital failed to investigate why I had
dangerously high white blood cell count in November 2017 after my severe fall in
November (cat/id have been cancer, an infection, etc etc') and Sinus Tachycardia, they
failed to find the levels of carbon monoxide and thus put me wrongfully under criminal
liabiTity of indecent exposure on September 21, 2018. Sovah Hospital is responsible for
all of my suffering that was caused by me being under carbon monoxide poisoning. I
shouldn't be imprisoned as a result of this wrongM charge of mdecent exposure which
would be an insult to justice.
Therefore I present this evidence, all attached evidence, to your Police
Department pursuant to the criminal investigation and cluuge of indecent exposure on
September 21, 2018. This evidence will also be forwarded to the L Richardson Preyer
Federal Building and United States Courthouse to file as evidence pertinent to the
9590-9402-3527-7275-749741- Pages 8 of 9-7017-26804000-5750-9122
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VALIDATE CASE PAPERS
RCPT : 20000001225
DATE :
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CASE : 690CL20000089-00
ACCT : CONNONMEALTH OF VIRGINIA
ANT. : $ 99.84
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OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
NARTINSVILLE CIRCUIT COURT
DATE:
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Transmitted with Venta Fax

K

Voice software

—

http'iiwww,ventafax.corn
Page 1/1

Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
2:47:50 PM
3/19/2020
Court
Martinsville
Circuit
Clerk
To:
authorized
or
R.
Pritchett
Deputy
Attn.: Hon. Ashby
any

VIRGINIA IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN Ol MARTINSVILLE

COMMONWKAILTII OF VIRGKMA,

Plaietiff,

)
)
)
)
)

Civii Action No. CLN666689-66
Criminai Action No. CR1.9666669-66

)
)

)
)

TEHIKHHIRR882GEHBIIt"BHIREE
Fndorseggem t oi plimg

)

)

The faxed filing of the Affidavit/Beclaration in sa art of Brian Davi@ Hill!'s
"Motllon for writ oi error coram volbis" by Kenneth R. Forinash and/or Stella
Forinash (276-632-2599} is endorsed by Brian David Hill for filing in this case. He
signs his name to add/amend to that pleading as proof of endorsement of the
Affidavit/Declaration filing by the party: Brian David. Hill to the case. If the rules
require that Brian endorse or file the Affidavit/Declaration with his signature, this
endorsement should. satisfy that rule.
CC: Glen Andrew Hatl, Esq., by facsimile transmission.

Respect6illy filed with this Coui&, this the 19th Day of March, 2020.

Q
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~~

I

io

M

Brian David Hill—
Ally of fanon
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276} 790-3505
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+
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A
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VlRGINIA: 1N THE ClRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TO%M OF MARTINSVILLE

)
)

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRCINIA.,
PilllntiK,

)

)

0000089-00
ction N
Ci
Criminal Action No. CR19000009-00

)
)
BRIAN DA.VID HII I,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)

)
}

AfMavit/Declaration in support of Brian
David HN's "Motion for ~rif of error coram
vobis

Af5davii/Declaration in se ort of
Brian David BiH's "Motion for writ of error coram vobis"
I, (Stella B. I'orinash and Kenneth R. Forinash), Gle this af6davit, pursuant to
Virginia Code g 8.01-4.3, "Unsworn declarations under penalty of perjury;
penalty", subject to the penalties of perjuIy thereof therefore state the following
facts:

%e feel like it is tune we come forth explaining more about Brian David Hill. We
are Brian's grandparents, 6iends and emergency care givers as he is on a special
Virginia Medical Medicaid waiver due to his requiring 24 hour medical care and
has been on this since 2012.
I (Stella) had known Brian for over 28 years in
September, 2018, I (Ken) had known Brian for about l8 years in September, 2018.
The actions Brian showed that night is not the Brian we know. Due to Brian's
brittle diabetes with seizures and autism, he never goes anywhere without his
mom, grandparents or another caregiver with him day or night. He has never
driven a car due to his disabi1ities, but we made sure he had a permanent disability
placard which stays in his mom's car at all times with "autism" marked. %e have
never seen Brian use a pink camera. %e have gone on many trips together for
many years, and for the past few years, Brian has a large black camera he uses, and
he takes his large camera bag with him with the camera inside when we go on
trips. We have never seen Brian take "selfie'* photos of himself as we have seen
many younger people doing.
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A&sr Brian le& the jail, we and Brian.'s mom picked up the smaQ backpack be was
using that night. Brian's mom told us she had never seen that backpack. We
looked inside and saw his clothes in the backpack, 2 flashlights and an old
fashioned watch. We did not see the things in that backpack that Brian always
takes with him when he leaves his house: No insu1in pen or needle, no glucose
monitor, no germ x hand sanitizer, no cell phone, no glucose tabs, no food snacks
and no drinks (bottled water or sugar &ee drink when his glucose is way up — sugar
coke or juice when he is walking a lot, and his glucose goes way down).

Due to Brian having seizures, his mom makes sure that she wakes up at 4 every
morning to check his blood glucose to try to prevent seizures and give him some
glucose and other food when it is 1ow. At about that time she called. us to tell us
that a police ofhcer came to her door and told her Brian was in the hospital. We
told her we would be there in a few minutes to pick her up. When we arrived to
the hospital emergency room, Brian was in the hospital bed, and there were 2
young policemen with him. I (Stella) asked how his blood glucose was, and one of
the police toM us it was fine. (Later in Brian s hearing in Winston-Salem, NC his
attorney asked the police who arrested Brian if Brian told him he had diabetes.
The policeman answered "No". Did Brian tell you he had OCD'? Answer "No".
Did Bxian tell you he had autism? Answer "Yes"). One of the police at the
hospital told us that they found Brian in the nude on the walking trail, and he had
taken photos of himself, and he was under arrest. Brian told us he met a man
wearing a hoodie on the trail who told him to take his clothes oF and take photos
of himself, or his family would be killed. %e were all in shock.

It is true that Brian had received threats by email in 2013 by whoever set him up in
2012 by hacking in his computer and put illegal Gles in his computer causing his
arrest in December, 2013, jail time and court cases in. federal court. They admitted
in one email they were the one/ones who put it there. We were not aware at that
time that people with autism would give false guilty confessions, and it has taken
years for Brian to send letters to the federal court with proof of his innocence. We
have helped. him with this as well, but without paying over $ 100,000 for a federal
attorney that none of us can afford, we are getting nowhere. The proof of his
innocence along with these threat emails k. texts are on federal court records.
When he tried to appeal it in 2015 aCer we all 6rst saw the discovery materials for
the first time which further proved he was innocent, he received threats on his ce11
phone, and some of his friends had received these threats in their emails for him to
stop the appeal, or something bad wouId happen to him. He submitted his 2255 in
November. 2017 to the federal court with more proof of his innocence, and we
helped him with that. In December 201Z his morn received her first greeting card
mailed to her home in Martinsville, VA post marked &om Nashville, TN with no
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return address or name. She started receiving these for the next few months with
insults and talking about how it is no fun 'being sick, then in June, 201,8 she
received a threat that if she didn't stop writing books and doing YouTube videos
something bad would happen to her by year's end. She took the cards and letter
and did a YouTube video about these threats. AAer this, she didn't receive any
more cards or letters,
One night in November, 2017 Brian fell in his aparlment, blood was everywhere.
His mom called 9-1-1, but Brian refused to go to the hospital until he 5nished his
OCD hand washing routine which had gotten worse at this time and took 4 hours
before we could get him to the hospital emergency room. %e noticed that Brian
had a water leak above his fireplace in his living room in his apartment, which
started aAer the 6rst snow in December, 2017 or January, 2018, but there was no
noticeable damage in his mom's apartment which is above Brian's apartment. The
leak kept getting worse affecting the walls all around Brian's 6replace. %'e took
photos. In Martinsville, it takes a long time to 6nd and get carpenters to come to
your house. We moved to Martinsville in 2007, and Brian and his mom moved
here in 2012.
Brian and his mom, Roberta were not feeling well during the 2018 year. They
both were complaining about being really tired, and Brian complained that he was
having memory problems and problems thinking straight. Brian's mom's head
was shaking a lot like someone with Parkinson disease. Brian had 2 seizures one
night.
The only reason we could think about why Brian would leave his house that night
was that his autism was getting worse„and we knew we could no longer deal with
it, and it was time for the Piedmont Community Center to 6nd a home for him with
mare people to handle his med.ical needs especially with autism gettiog vrorse. His
mom needed to get some sleep every night, so she cauld nat provide the 24 hour
care he needed. We are disabled. and in our 70's and could not do it, The
piedmont was working on. getting him on the Developmental disability waiver
which paid for more services than the medical Medicaid waiver he had been on for
6 years. Brian was diagnosed with insulin dependent diabetes when he was 18
months old. Be started having severe seizures soon after from the insulin before he
was 2 years old, When he was 2 he was diagnosed with developmental problems
which became the diagnosis of autism when he was 4, Later he was diagnosed
with anxiety and OCD along with brittle diabetes and other diagnosis.

He started a new medicine for his atuuety in October, 2018 while in the
Mattimville, VA jail, and we saw an improvement in him while talking to him on
the phone. After Brian had been arrested and scheduled before his arrest, someone
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came to the house to check the water damage in Brian's apartment to see if it was a
foundation problem because the water had. caused some of his ceiling to fall to the
Qoor, and there was now a big hole in the ceiling above his fireplace. This
gentleman informed us that it was not a foundation problem. %'e called a roofing
company who did some roof work around the fireplace. The problem got worse
aAer that, and now more damage was in Brian's mom's fireplace above his. In
January we called a chimney expert to check everything. We showed him Brian's
mom's fireplace with damage inside the fireplace; Brian's 6re place with the
damage in the ceiling, the walls around and inside his fireplace, then we showed
him the gas water heater and the gas boiler furoace in the basement which requires
water to keep it running. He got his ladder out of his truck, climbed to the top of
the chimney, He then told us that all 3 holes in the chimney had tin above them
with no release for the gas water heater and furnace gas and water to escape. He
quickly removed the tin. Brian's mom had called a chimney company in October,
2017 to clean the fireplaces and to put screen wire over all 3 holes to keep birds
out. Instead of screen, there was solid tin. He then took us back in the house and
pointed out the white residue in both fireplaces and told us that was carbon
monoxide gas. The water damage and hole in Brian's ceiling above his fireplace
came &om his mom's fireplace hearth as the gas k water had nowhere else to
escape. It (natural gas (CO2) and water) was escaping through the two fireplaces
into both of their apartments,

When Brian got back home in May, 2019 he and his mom went to the hospital in
Martinsville and got copies &om his 2 visits to the hospital emergency room in
November, 2017 and September, 2018. In November there were blood test results
as well as his glucose listed. In September, there were no blood test results, not
even glucose even though both hospital records show that he has type 1, insulin
dependent diabetes, autism and OCD. Brian was a patient in that hospital in 2013.
Not knowing what Brian's diabetic blood glucose was, not having blood records
showing if drugs were in his system or the carbon monoxide gas which we now
knew for a fact he and his mom had been exposed to every day and night for
months We don't have these numbers and information aod neither does the
prosecution.
We would love to ask a medical expert in autism why after Brian was told by the
guy in the hoodie (And he still tells us there was a guy in a black hoodie who
sounded like a white guy who told him to take his clothes off, take photos of
himself, leave the card on a park bench at a certain location or his family (mom)
would be killed). Our questions would be, why didn't Brian put his clothes back
around the trail for hours?
on after he took those photos'? Why was Brian
In fact„we heard the policeman's testimony when he said that the person who
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called 9-1-1 saw Brian running along the trail hours after hc took the photos (not
walking). The policeman who arrested. Brian also said. that Brian had taken those
photos in one location near a closed factory't about midnight about 2 /2 hours
before someone called 9-1-1. They called the police who had Brian in handcuff
within 10 minutes after that phone calL Why didn't Brian come back home? Why
did he leave his home in the Roast place? He had never done that before.

The questions we w'ould like to ask a medical expert in diabetes are: How could
someone who has been having severe insulin reactions and the type of seizures
where he falls to the ground unconscious with his whole body shaking for over 25
years be out by himself walking and running for miles for hours survive on his own
without a severe insulin reaction or seizure? Why would an emergency hospital
doctor not do any blood test on a diabetic when it is documented in hospital
records that this patient is a type one insulin dependent diabetic with autism and
OCD and had been running around on walking trails all night in the nude?
Wouldn't it be important to hand out if his blood glucose was high, low or in the
normal range? Why did the hospital let him go to jail without doing more tests as
he had also fallen and had cuts on his body? Why wouldn't a hospital admit this
patient for more tests and observation'? Why would an emergency hospital doctor
give instructions to see his own doctor the next day for more tests knowing he is
going to jail? Brian has been on SSI disability since 1992 duc to the combination
of his many disabilities. He had been receiving SSI disability money for 26 years
at this time, and had Virginia Medicaid insurance to cover the hospital cost
We have been witoesses a fcw times to his seizures both at home and on some
walking trails, etc. When he has a seizure, he falls to the floor or ground
unconscious, entire body shaking. His mom force feeds Mn a sugar drink or juice,
cake icing, honey, etc then as he gains consciousness, she gives him some glucose
tabs and perhaps peanut butter or cheese crackers. When hc is having a severe
insulin reaction (and we have witnessed these a few times after walking a half
mile). His whole body stiffens, and we all 3 have to help him lie down on the
sidewalk or grass near the sidewalk. His whole body is stiff so he can't sit„ then
his mom proceeds with the same routine. Even though Brian camcs his own
emergency supplies, he can't administer them to himself during a severe insulin
reaction or seizure. He uses these the times that he himself feels his blood glucose
dropping. Being brittle, he doesn't a1ways feel it as it starts going low.
It's a11 in the perspective; The Martinsville ponce looked at Brian being nude on
this walking trail at night as a crime, and no one from the police department ever
questioned Brian's family about Brian, the threatening letters Brian's mom had
received or about the carbon monoxide gas that Brian 4 his mom had been
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exposed to for almost a year at the time of Brian's arrest. None of us were aware
of this because none of us smelled any gas; just saw the damage around the
fireplaces. 4 months a&er Brian was arrested we found out they had been exposed
to CO2 (Carbon monoxide gas). After Brian was aware about being exposed to
this natural gas (CO2) for almost a year constantly day and night and was back
home again, he wrote a letter and had. us to read it and sent this to the Martinsville
police chief who apparently ignored this Martinsville citizen's letter and did not
investigate, did not check out the damage that was still inside both fireplaces nor
question any of Brian's family about it,
The perspective of Brian" s family is that this was all a medical emergency, and a
miracle he survived with autism causing Brian to leave his home at night with
many dangers while we were all three sleeping, not being able to care for Brian's
medical needs anymore, wondering how Brian survived walking for miles by
himself without any medical supplies and trying to get him in a better home or
medical facility vvith more helpers and 24 hour care to prevent another episode like
this. It was a miracle he survived and was a very dangerous situation. not a
criminal situation. one where he needed medical 'help and diagnoses, and not
punishment, jail and being treated like a criminal. AAer carbon monoxide gas was
found in his and his mom's apartments, and the house was now vented so the water
dh gas 6.om the hot water heater and the @mace would no longer hurt them:
Brian's moxn started feeling better and stronger too. Brian had improved with this
new medicine and being away from the carbon monoxide gas for months. Brian
has been home for almost a year with no more problems like that so this was in fact
the first and last time Brian had. been out of the house for hours by himself in 30
years. Thank you for taking time to read this aod learning the true facts
surrounding this September 21, 2018 event involving Brian Hill. %e do have
proof of'hings written here.
We declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct,

Executed on March 19, 2020.

Signed,
Stella B. Foziiiash
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of March, 2020, I caused this
"Affidavit/DeclaratioD in support of Brian David Hill's "Motion for wnt of error coraIn
I

hereby certify that on this

19th

day

vobis" to be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the Commonwealth of Virginia through
of Martinsville (Fax A'276-403-5478) and will attach
the Commonwealth Attorney's
proof of service (Transmission ticket receipt for proof of transmission) which shall satisfy
proof of service:

ace

Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Ofhce
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 403-5470
Counselfor I'/aint'"

Signed,
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:25:08 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

VIRGINIA: IN TELE CIRCUIT COURT QF TIIE CITY/TOWN OF MARTINSVILLE

)

CQ~iol5~ALTH QF VIRGIMA,
Plaintiff,

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action Ne. CI ZOM0089-00
Criminal. Action Xe. CRI900090900

Affidavit/Seclaration by Brian
Hill in snppeli t of Brian Bavidl
Hill's "Motion for writ of error
ceram vobis"

AfMavit/Beclaratiion b Brian Hiii in su ort of
Brian Bavitjl HiIV@ "Motion for writ of error coram vobis"

I, Brian D. Hill, file this affidavit, pursuant to Virginia Code ) 8.01-4.3. "Unsworn
declarations under penalty of perjury; penalty"', subject to the penalties of perjury
thereof therefore state the following facts:
did tell Martinsville Police Officer Robert Jones the truth on September 21, 2618,
about what believed had happened at the time was a guy wearing a hoodie who
had said that my mother Roberta Hill would be killed if I didn't get naked and take
photos of myself. At a later time had discovered new information that had
changed my suspicions and now it is clear, that carbon monoxide is what believe
had caused me to do what had happened on September 21, 2618. It would
explain why I thought I was drugged. It would explain why behaved in an
unexpected and an abnormal way.
I

I

I

I

I

had mailed evidence on July 26, 2619, to the Martinsville Police Department in
the envelope with certified mail tracking number 7017-2680-0000-5750-9122 and
I
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:26:04 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

return receipt tracking number: 9590-9402-3527-7275-7497-41. It was signed for
by Police Chief G. E. Cassady on August 7, 2019 2:52 pm, the date and time
sourced from the U.S. Postal Service database which can be found out by having
somebody check that information at the USPS website or even by me phone
caHing the USPS customer care number to track a package. have the return
receipt and have verified that it was G. E. Cassady due to the signature and what
was written on the return receipt, and the envelope was restricted delivery.
I

After November 15, 2019, when the Circuit Court withdrawn my appeal in the
Circuit Court, asked Matthew Scott Thomas Clark — my Attorney to give me a
copy of the case files of my state case as was going to use those case files to fight
my own case in a Writ of Habeas Corpus petition and any other means to try to
overturn my wrongful state conviction since knew that counsel was ineffective.
I

I

I

Then received a lot of papers as well as the original envelope of what was mailed
to Martinsvilie Police Chief G. E. Cassady, yes that same envelope under certified
mail tracking number."7017-2680-0000-5750-9122 and return receipt tracking
number 9590-9402-3527-7275-7497-41, it was never opened up and never
investigated by anybody. was shocked that Attorney Matthew Clark had my
envelope that was supposed to be disseminated to the iViartinsville Police
Department full of evidence including the threatening greeting card that my
mother received, and cumulative evidence of carbon monoxide. I was shocked
that the Police Department did not ever open the envelope to investigate any of
the evidence. was angry at Martinsville Police Department, felt like filing a
complaint against them but all can do is expose to the Martinsville Circuit Court,
as well as to the Federal Court if necessary that Martinsville Police Department
refused to investigate any evidence including the threatening greeting card that
my mother received from Nashville, Tennessee in 2018.
I

I

I

I

took photos of that envelope to submit to the Court as evidence for the Writ of
Error Coram Vobis (Nobis). never opened the envelope as already had a
photocopy of the entire contents of the envelope. am keeping it sealed and in a
box as evidence for use in the Writ of Error Coram Vobis (Nobis), that evidence
was never investigated by Officer Robert Jones, that Martinsville Police
Department was incompetent and did not do their job to protect me from
criminals including those sending my mother a threatening greeting card. was
I

I

I

I

I
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Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

even willing to be questioned by Martinsville Police without a lawyer to let them
know about the threatening greeting card and the carbon monoxide but they
dldn t cal"e,
When was at the Federal Correctional institution 1 at Butner, North Carolina
inside of the Federal Correctional Complex during the court ordered mental
evaluation from january to believe around April of 2019, during one of the
visitation times when my family visited me, my family told me around believe in
February or March, am not sure as am not sure if noted the exact date of
when my family told me. They told me about the carbon monoxide and told my
family that think it had something to do with what had happened and asked
them to look into it. Then they mailed me as well as stuff to forensic psychologist
Dr. Dawn Graney, about the carbon monoxide damage in Apartment 2 which was
my Apartment around the time that went out to the Dick and Willie hiking trail
on December 21, 2018. It talked about hailucinations as one of the symptoms of
carbon monoxide exposure. The reason my family was agreeing to the bond
conditions. for my Federal Supervised Release Violation on May, 2019, was
because they realized that it was the carbon monoxide that had caused me to do
that weird stuff on September 21, 2018, from what my mother, grandma, and
grandpa had told me verbally. The reason my family didn't agree with Scott
Albrecht with wanting to have me out on bond in 2018 and released to my
residence was because my family didn't know about the carbon monoxide and
didn't understand why was out there naked and wandering off by myself. My
family was angry at me, they thought would repeat that wandering outside
behavior and didn't want me wandering out at night again. After they found out
about the carbon monoxide in january 2019 as was told, and never repeated
that behavior again, and never wandered outside at night again. feel nothing
compelling me to walk outside at night even though on September 20, 2018, late
at night, something did compel me to walk outside at night wandering around and
then the guy in the hoodie and that weird stuff. felt that absolutely had to, that
strongly felt the need to walk around outside at night, and didn't understand
why felt such a huge need to do so. thought was directed to do so, thought it
had something to do with the guy wearing the hoodie, was telling the truth
because at the time that was all had to go by. That was all could think of as
reason why was out on September 21, 2018.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Now that I am aware of the carbon monoxide evidence, the white residue in my
fireplace and what was in my mother's fireplace, now understand why did what
did on September 21, 2018. I am not expecting the Commonwealth Attorney and
the Police to ever believe me, but the more proof can get it gives me clarity to
understand that it was not my fault why ended up naked on the Dick and Willie
hiking trail on September 21, 2018. apologize for it, will never do it again, but I
did not break the law and believe what Scott Albrecht had originally told me was
correct, that was technically legally innocent of indecent exposure because of
not being obscene and not having the intent to do such, Anytime tell an average
person about my story about the carbon monoxide and what happened on the
Dick and Willie trail, they understand and knowing that at night nobody of the
public in their right mind is going to be out walking the trail and no children walks
that trail at night, at least the night that I was on that trail to my knowledge
nobody in their right mind will walk that trail all alone, they feel that I didn't try to
do something with criminal intent when they hear of my story. The average
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

person understands that people who get drunk on alcohol, drugs, or is on a
substance or gas, might do something crazy and unexpected. That person might
run around naked like somebody being addicted to Bath Salts. Yeah have read
articles in the past of people that taken bath salts running around naked and
eating the flesh of somebody when on Bath Salts. However was never on any of
that, was never taking Bath Salts and never tried that. Just saying an example
here. There are examples of those who were caught naked in public while on a
drug, alcohol, substance, or even a gas that can mentally drive somebody crazy.
told my family in 2018 that thought was drugged from that night on September
21, 2018, had black outs, when was first arrested in Martinsville City Jail kept
just wanting to sleep and had pain. It was painful even getting up. wasn'
thinking straight and at times had acted crazy like during one time screaming in
the cell and at other times cussing out the jail guards and cussing out Martinsville
Police. had never acted like that in my life. When had operated USWGQ
Alternative News was polite to the police and was doing my job as an
investigative journalist for alternative media but that was such a long time ago,
from 2009 to 2012 that had operated USWGO Alternative News. It was like I
threw caution to the wind and did not care about consequences. Carbon
monoxide, who knows what kind of damage it was doing to me. It can cause brain
damage too. My mother had told me verbally that she worries that she may have
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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brain damage from the carbon monoxide. She didn't use to need reading glasses
until after being exposed to carbon monoxide, her eyes have gotten worse and
mine has as well. The carbon rnonox!de does something to the brain and possibly
the nerves.
did also try to fax information about my situation to the Fire Marshal's Office
and they did not ever respond to my fax. I feel like nobody wants to investigate
this and that nobody cares to even do so.
I

So if Glen Andrew Hall, the Commonwealth Attorney of Martinsville, Virginia,
argues that the police never tound a guy wearing a hoodie, they wouldn't even

question my mother about the threatening greeting card and never asked for my
mother to turn it over to them. am aware of this because my mother still has the
ol'Iginal anonymous threatening greeting card and the other anonymous greeting
cards from Nashville, Tennessee. Anybody sending threats anonymously through
the Postal Service is likely committing a federal or state crime. For the Martinsville
Police refusing to ever question me and to ever question my family, and just have
the court appoint me lawyers that were all ineffective, felt abandoned by our
justice system, I felt abandoned Ib our Police De artment. As a citizen of
Martinsville, it is my right and duty to report crimes and mail evidence to the
Police, but they have failed me and my family. 0/hat a tragedy!
I

I

will NEVER trust Martinsville Police De artment ever a ain I will no ion er call
them a ainforan thin lm ortantasthatthe are incom etent Ineffective
and don'( investi ate an crimes l ma re ort to them. They won't listen to me
so why should waste my time calling them during an emergency. Instead will
I

I

I

call the FBI as they might do something more about me reporting the crime than
Martinsville Police Department. I don' trust them the betra ed me and rn

famil and the i nored evidence and alllowed me and m mother to be a
victim of a tlllreatenln reetln card and riever askin to see Sile cards.

was shocked that the envelope to the Police Chief was in the possession of
Attorney Matthew Clark who kept begging me and my family to withdraw my
appeal without telling me of the consequences faced and the rights would lose
by doing such. Matthew Clark is unconstitutionally ineffective. Matthew Clark
betrayed me and family too. The deputy Clerk ai the Martinsville Circuit Court
told me in regards to the attorney fees on November 15, 2019, that it doesn'
I

I

I
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include the fees that Matthew Clark may charge me for withdrawing my appeal
and accepting the decision of the General District Court, That is cold and cruel,
and nasty for Matthew Clark to beg me to withdraw my appeal knowing that my
Social Security Disability SSI disbursement would be garnished to not just pay the
Commonwealth but also to the very Attorneys that told me to give up and
withdraw my appeal. That was a traitorous and scummy thing to do. Matthew
Clark made me so angry that am going to have to pay his attorney fees for doing
absolutely nothing to put himself on the line to actually defend me, felt like
cussing him out over the phone but refrained from doing so. have also thought
about suing him and filing a BAR complaint as welt as asking my mother to write
bad reviews on him for other people to see. I was so angry that Matthew Clark
would sell me out and then can extort money off of that from me. It is extortion
when somebody illegally demands money from you. It is unlawful to garnish SSI
disability disbursements. It seems like extortion to me. feel it is extortion and
Matthew Clark didn't do anything to fight and attempt to get the case dismissed,
he didn't even try to submit any evidence, didn"t find any expert witness to
testify. He just totally sold me out. He didn't even ask the Police Chief to accept
my envelope. He didn't even try to ask the Police or Commonwealth Attorney to
simply review over the evidence of threatening greeting card and carbon
monoxide proof inside of the envelope. That is warped and a miscarriage of
justice.
I

I

I

I

Again, I was shocked that he had the envelope and didn't even try to give it back
to Martinsville Police, never told me anything about him taking possession of the
envelope after it was transferred to the Commonwealth Attorney. He didn't do

anything to show that was innocent of indecent exposure, he didn't even try to
establish any reasonable doubts. Reasonable doubts can be raised at a jury trial or
bench trial. Carbon monoxide was a reasonable doubt. The Hospital of Sovah in
Martinsville, also known as Martinsville Memorial Hospital deleted the entries
from the chart and didn't do anything with the blood vials of what was drawn
from my arm at the Hospital on September 21, 2018, that was not professional.
That would be a reasonable doubt that laboratory tests were canceled/deleted
from chart without my knowledge.
I
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General District Court or any other Court was toid that was medically
cleared when was charged with indecent exposure, which is a lie and is not a
fact. That is a lie, that is not a fact, that is a iie, that is lie. cannot stand for this.
If the

I

i

I

How could I be medically cleared when had two abnormally high blood pulse
readings which is Sinus Tachycardia when it is over 1QQ for resting blood pulse&
My blood sugar appeared to have never been tested when I reviewed over my
medical record for September 21, 2018. So the Hospital screwed up big time and
I

I

can prove this to the Court. They knew I had sinus tachycardia and cuts/abrasions
all on my body and yet released me to jail shortly afterwards which caused me to
have possibly scars and having open abrasions/cuts in Jail which of course is the
worst place to have cuts and wounds. Jails have a lot of diseases and the Hospital
knew was going to jail. Then they put in the medical report for me to see my
doctor the next day. They knew discharging me to Jail would prevent that from
happening. How careless of Sovah Hospitallll!!! They lied, this was medical
neglect at best, who knows at worst.
I

the medical report "Private Physician; When: Tomorrow; Reason:
Further diagnostic work-up, Recheck today's complaints, Continuance of care"
However how could see my private physician the next day when was in jails So
this proves that was not medically cleared because Sovah Hospital was
It says from

I

I

I

incompetent and believe had medically neglected me. The Hospital released me
with Sinus Tachycardia readings, refused to complete the Laboratory tests that
were ordered after drawing my blood, and they didn't even check my diabetic
blood sugar even though they said was diabetic on the medical record of the
Hospital on September 21, 2018. It says from the medical record and quote that
"04:48 28-year-old male with diabetes and autism presents for evaluation..." The
Hospital had medically neglected me and should not have cleared me for release.
plan on suing Sovah Hospital and Martinsville City Jail for medical neglect,
malpractice, and medical indifference before September 21, ZQ18, if that is what
it takes. will sue Sovah Hospital for damages of medical neglect and such neglect
causing my wrongful conviction to pay for the legal fees that Martinsville Circuit
Court demands that pay over the criminal case. They allowed my bloodwork for
the Laboratory testing to be destroyed which could have exonerated me and
would have been more provable than me talking about some guy wearing a
hoodie. The General District Court Judge would have believed carbon monoxide
I

I

I

I

I

I
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Fax iD: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:33:37 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

had the exculpatory evidence been preserved. The Police failed me„ the Attorneys
failed me. will never trust Martinsville Police again, will never trust a court
appointed lawyer ever again, will never trust a lawyer paid for by the
Government ever again, EVER.
I

I

I

of this, would they have convicted
me?'??'?'??7'?'???? There were Courts that were not told by the Commonwealth
Attorney and not be Scott Albrecht, not told by Lauren McGarry, and not even by
Matthew Scott Thomas Clark. If the truth can come out, it will be embarrassing to
Martinsville Police Department, they rather the truth be buried and convict me
like everyone else, like all the other poor slaves working for change each hour. lt
is systematic slavery by, the State.
lf Martinsville General District Court knew any

I

declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Executed on March 25, 2020.

//
Brian David Hill—
Ally of @anon
Founder of US&GO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se Appellant
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:34:57 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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Filed with the Honorable Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the 25'" day of March,
2020.

II

lNO

Brian David Hill—
Ally of @anon
Founder of US%'60
Alternative News
310 Porest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville„
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505

Pro Se Appellant

I hereby certify that on this 25th day of March, 2020, I caused this

"AffidavitlDeclaration of Brian Hill in support of Brian David IIill's
"Motion for writ of error coram vobis" to be transmitted by facsimile (fax
machine) to the CDIAIQonwealth 0 f Virginia through the Cornrnonwealth Attorney s
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:36:07 AM
3/25/2020
Court
To:
Martinsville
Circuit
Clerk
authorized
Pritchett
or
Deputy
any
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R.

Office of Martinsville (Fax 8276-403-5478) and will attach proof of service

(Transmission ticket receipt for proof of transmission) which shall satisfy proof of
service:

Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's ONce
55 West Church Street
MBxtlnsvllle, Virginia
24112
(276) 403-5470
Counsel for Plaint/Jf

gri&n t).

/~

Bean David HsllAlly of Qanon
Founder of US%GO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se Appellant

10
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Fax ID: 276-790%505
From: Brian David Hill
1:37:13 AM
3/25/2020
Circuit
Court
Martinsville
To:
Clerk
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Prltchett or any authorized Deputy
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Venta Fax L Voice (http."//www.ventafax.corn)
Transmission ticket for Fax ID: 276.790-3505
Date: 3/25/2020
Number of pages: 10
Attn.: Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Recipient's number: T1-276-403.5478
Filename: c:KprogramDatatventahventaFax a voice 6tautKleclaratlon of Brian
File description: Declaration of Brian Hill for Coram Vobis Virginia Couit (3)Slg
12764035478
Recipient's Fax ID:
Rate: 14400 bps

VIRGINS:

1N

Time; 1:04:28 AM
Session duration: 13;57
To: Commonweallh Attorney
Message type: Fax
Hll( tError correction: Noilnia court (3)signed (2020-03-25).tlf
Resolution: 200*200 dpi
Record number. 8119

T[& CJRCMY ClÃ JRT OI" THE CITY(TOWN DF MARTINSVILI.E

COMMQNV/KA LYH OIf VIRGIJiGA,
Pin hiitiff,

)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. CI,2000608 -00
Crhnioal Action No. CRl90(NI00900

)

ve

)
)

BRIAN BAVI9 RIIUL,
I) efeaiiant,

)
)

)
)
)

Affidavitt/Declaratioa by Briart
Hiili io sttp port of Brian I)iavidl
HilPs 'Motioia for writ of error
cmatia vobis"

AfMavit/JJieclaration lb Brisio Hi)J in sa ort of
Baiaai I)avid HIJ's "Motiion For writ of'error coratn vobis"

I, Brian D. I)ill, file this affidavit, pursuant ta Virginia Cade () 8.01-4.3. "Unsworo
declarations under penalty of perjury; penalty"', subject ta the penalties of perjury
thereof therefore state the following facts:
did tet l Martinsville Police Officer Robert Jones the truth on September 21, 2018,
about what believed had happened at the time was a guy wearing a hood)a who
had said that my mother Aoberta Hill wouid be killed if I didn't get naked and take
photoS of tnyself. At a later time had discovered new information that had
changed my suspicions and now it is clear, that carbon monoxide is what believe
had caused me to do what had happened on September 21, 2018. It would
explain why I thought I was drugged. It would explain why behaved in an
unexpected and an abnormal way.
I

I

I

I

I

I had mailed evidence on July 20, 2019, to the Martinsvilie Police Department in
the envele pe with certified mail tracking number 703.7-2680-0000-5750-9122 and

92

5 Voice software — http:iiwww,ventafax.corn
Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
7:16:13 PM
3/24/2020
Circuit
Court
Martinsville
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To:

Transmitted with Venta Fax

VIB.GINIA: IN THI. CIRCUIT COURT OF TIIE CITY/TO%N OF

Page 1/4

~TINSVILI.E

)

CQMMGNWKALTH QF VIRGINIA,
Piainbff,

)
)

)

)

Civil Action No. CI 26000089-09
Criminal Action No,. CRI900600968

)
)
)

BRIAN IIiAVI HILL,
Defendant,

)
)

)
)
)

Affidiavit/Dec(aration by Roberta

HBI in support of Brian Bavidi

Hill's "Motion for vi rit of error
co rani vobis

AfMa it/Declaration b Roberta Hill in su ort of
Brian David HiB'.s ""Motion for vi riit of error coram vobis"

I, Roberta Hill, file this affidavit, pursuant to Virginia Code g 8.01-4.3. "Unsworn

declarations under penalty of perjury; penalty", subject to the penalties of perjury
thereof therefore state the following facts:

to carbon monoxide for about a year in
2018-2019. A fireplace company came out to our horne in January 2019 and
found that the chimney was completely covered up with tin. He said that carbon
monoxide was flowing into both of our apartments. My son started to talk about
how he had trouble thinking. began to feel tired all the time and was having
trouble thinking, as well. After the tin was taken off of our chimney, we began to
start feeling better and after about a year we recovered from the symptoms of
carbon monoxide exposure.
My son, Brian Hill, and I were exposed

i

I

that he doesn't remember all that happen on the early morning of
September 21, and he told me that he blacked out. At the time„ was wondering
Brian told me

I

93

Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
7:17:09 PM
3/24/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

if he had an insulin reaction,

Page 2/4

but now believe that he was exposed to a lot of
I

carbon monoxide that night.
1

December 2017, started receiving cards in the mail by an anonymous person
or people from Nashvilie, TN. This person sent a card with a threat in May 2018,
No police officer ever asked about these cards, despite the fact that Brien told the
police officers that we had received a threat in the mail.
In

I

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

Roberta Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 1
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
Filed with the Honorable Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the 24"'ay of March,
2020,

Brian D. Hill (Pro Se)
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville„Virginia 24112

I hereby certify that on this 24th day of March, 2020, I caused this

"Affidavit/Beclaration of Roberta Hill in support of Brian David Hill's
2
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
7:17:46 PM
3/24/2020
Circuit
Court
Martinsville
To:
Clerk
authorized
Pritchett
or
Deputy
R.
any
Attn.: Hon. Ashby

"Motion for writ

of.

error coram vobis" to be transmitted by facsimile (fax

machine) to the Commonwealth of Virginia through the Conurtonwealth Attorney's
Office of Martinsville (Fax 4276-403-5478) and will attach proof of service

(Transmission ticket receipt for proof of'transmission) which shall satisfy proof of
service:

Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Office
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia
24112
(276) 403-5470
Counsel for Plaintiff

Signed,

h

Brian David. Hill—
Ally of @anon
Founder of US%'GO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street„Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se Appellant

QNf
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Fax (0: 276-7904505
From: Brian David Hill
7:18:57 PM
3/24/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Oeputy Clerk To; Martinsville Circuit Court
Vents Fax 8 Voice (http:/twww.ventafax.corn)
Transmission ticket for Fax ID: 276-790-3505

Time: 6:53:54 PM
Date: 3/24/2020
Session duration: 3:35
Number of pages: 3
To: Commoriweallh Attorney
Attn.: Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
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Recipient's number: T1-276-403-5478
Filename: C:EProgramDatatventatventaFax & Voice 6toutU3eclaratlon of Robera HError Correcliorc Noirglnla Court (2)Signed (2020-03-24).tlf
Resolutloix 200'200 dpi
File descrlptloix Declaration of Robera Hill for Coram Vobis Virginia Court (2)Sl
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12764035478
Recipient's Fax ID:
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VIRGiNIA: 1N TIIIliCJRCUIT COU«r OI"fHB CI1Y/rod OF MARTINSVILLF.

')

CQMMQft(%EALTH QI VIRGINIA,
Plaintiff,

)
)

)

)
BRIAN 3AVID IHE.4
Defettdla nit,

Civil Action Xo. CX 2000M89-00
Criminal Action No. CRl900090900

)
)
)
)
)

)
)

Affidavit/Deciarsition by Roberts
Hill iia support of Briitn '9avid
KiIPs eMotion for writ of error
coi am vobis"

AtMavit/Declaration b Roberta )Iili in sti ort of
Brian david 8iiiPs "1i/lotiou for writ of ei ror comm vobis"

$ S.t)1-4.3. "Unsworn
declarations under penalty of penury; penalty", subject to the penalties of pegury
thereof therefore state the following facts:

I, Roberta Hill, file this a%davit, pursuant to Virginia Code

My son, Brian Hill, and l were exposed to carbon monoxide for about a year in

201B-2019. A fireplace company carne out to our home! n January 2019 and
found that the chimney was completely covered up with tin. He said that carbon
monoxide was flowing into both of our apartments, My son started to talk about
how he had trouble thinking. i began to feel tired all the time and was having
trouble thinking, as welL After the tin was taken off of our chimney, we began to
start feeling better and after about a year we recovered from the symptoms of
carbon fnonoxide exposure.
I

that he doesn't remember all that happen on the early morning of
September 21„and he told me tnat he blacked out. At the time, l was wondering
Brian told me
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:18:47 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized DePuty Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN OF MARTINSVILLE

)

CO~ONWKM,TH OF VIRGINIA,
Plaintiff,

)
)

Criminal Action N@. CR2.9009609-M

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

I.etter to Clerk

)

Hon. Ashhy k. Pritchett, Clerk
Phone: 276-403-5106
Fax: 276-403-5232
55 %est Church Street, Room 205
P.O. Box 1206
Martinsville, VA 24114

'n

I, Brian l3. Hill, file this short letter notifying the Clerk and the Court of Appeals of
Virginia that the criminal case of."Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill"
is being challenged on two different civil cases with evidence attached to both
petitions in those civil cases. Since it is under direct appeal, the Court of Appeals
should be informed that there are two civil cases that are challenging the final
judgment on November 15, 2019 in the Circuit Court and/or the final judgment. on
December 21, 2018, in the Martinsville General District Court.

Writ of Habeas Corpus — Piled: 11/18/19, Case no. CX,1,9000331-00, Appealed
11/20/19 to Court of Appeals of Virginia but was transferred to Supreme Court
of Virginia, Appeal still pending
Writ of K&riror Coralln Vobis/Nobis — Filed: 03/16/20, Case no. CL20000089-00,
Case active and pending in Circuit Court
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Fax lD: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:19:35 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

l want to make sure that fhe Court of Appeals and the record of the criminal case is
made aware that there are two pending civil cases asking for relief against the final
judgment in this criminal case. With the coronavirus CQVIID-19, it may be more
difficult to notify the Clerk's office in the Couit of Appeals since it is in
Richmond, Virginia, and uncertainty that the letter would even be delivered during
these times of lockdown. However since any new pleadings cause an addendum to
the Court of Appeals, this short letter should be notice to both Courts that two civil
cases connected to this criminal case are pending either by timely direct appeal or
still pending in the Circuit Court.
Filed with the Honorable Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the 25" day of March,
2020.
Sign@@,

il/

9::~/

Brian David Hill—
Ally of @anon
Pounder of USWGQ
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se Appellant

I hereby certify that on this 25th day of March, 2020, I caused this "I.etter to
Clerk." to be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the Commonwealth

of

Virginia through the Commonwealth Attorney's Qffice of Maitinsville (Fax ¹276-

98

Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:20:47 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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403-5478) and will attach proof of service (Transnnssion ticket receiptfor proofof

transmission) which shall satisfy proof of service:
Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Cormnonwealth's Attorney's Office
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia
24112
(276) 403-5470
Counsel for Plaintiff
Sagnedl,

iy/44.

Briall David HlllAlly of @anon
Founder of USWGQ
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se Appellant
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:21:53 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:22:24 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:22:55 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:23:13 AM
3/25/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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From: Brian David Hill
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3125/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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Fax (D: 276-7904505
From: Brian David Mill
1:23:56 AM
3/25/2020
Court
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To:
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Number of pages: 8
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File description: Letter to Clerk by Brian D. Hii(documenting pending cMI case
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V1RGINIA: IN 'IHE CIRCUK COURT. OF TIM CITY/'I 0%N OF MARTWS V

)

1LLL'QMMCIKWEALTH(
)

OF VIRGINIA,

PIabt tiff&

)
)

Crinunsl Action Ne. CR19006009-00

)

)

BRIAN DAVID HILL,
Be5an dent,

)
)
)
)
)

Letter to Clerk

)
)

vjRQNl~p,
jlj'f Mar&„sfII~
Clerk's Office.
(r) (

Letter to Clerk
Poo. Ashby R. Pritchett, C(er1&
Phone: 276-403-5 l06
Fax: 276403-5232
55 West Church Street, Rooni 205
P.Q. Box l206
h4a&lnsvil(e, VA 241) 4

g~

ReceI;ed qIig Reg gg
c(f

-'C3 /P(

2o

I, 13rian D. IIill, file this short letter notifying the Clerk and the Court of Appeals of
Virginia that the criminal case of "Conunonwealth of. Vtrmnia v. Brian David Hill"
is being challenged on mio different civil cases vrith evidence attached to both
petitions in those civil cases. Since it is under direct appeal, the Court of Appeals
should be informed that there are toro civil cases that are challenging the final
judgtnent on Novefnber 15, 2019 in the Circuit Court and/or the final judgnient on
December 21, 2015, in the Martinsviile (3eneral District Court.

Writ of Habeas Corpus — Filed: 11/18/19, Case no. CL19000331-00, Appealed
on 1 1/20/19 to Court of Appeals of Virginia but v/as transferred to Supreme Court
of Virginia, Appeal still pending
Writ ef Error Coratn Vobis/Nobis — Piled.: 03/16/20, Case no. C1.20000089-00,
Casa active and pending in Circuit Court
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
2:14:58 PM
From: Brian David Hill
4/8/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN OF MAXTINSVILLE

)

)
)
)
)
)

)

BRI AIMBAVIB HILL,

-)

Defendant,

)

)
)
)
)

Criwninal Action No. CR19000009-66

Civil Action No. CI Z6699689-96
Civil Action No. CL19999331-99

MGYIGN TG MSQUALIFY YHK
HGN. GILES CARTER GRKKR
FRGM ANY FURTHER
PARTICIPATIGN IN THE

MOTION TO DISQUAI IFY THE IION. GILES CARTER GRKKR
FROM ANY FURTHER PARTICIPATION IN T]IK CASK(S)
Defendant Brian David Hill ("Brian D. Hill'*, "Hill", "Brian", "Defendant" ) in the
above named case(s), respectfully asks this Honorable Court to grant this motion to

recuse/disqualify the Honorable Giles Carter Greer, Circuit Court Judge from any
further participation in this case, as well as in the cases of Commonwealth v. Brian

David Hill, Petition for Error Corain Vobis, Case Number: CL20000039-00; and
Brian. David Hill v. Commonwealth, Case Number." CL19000331-00, Petition for
Writ of Habeas Corpus.

BWjEF AND SUPPORTING FACTS — STATEMENT QIF O'ACTS

I. On March 27, 2020, Brian had filed a Federal lawsuit against the Hon. Giles
Carter Greer in Federal Court, for attempting to have the Circuit Couit
unlawfully garnish or attempt the unlawful garmshment of Brian David.

Hill's SSI disability. The lawsuit complaint was filed in the Circuit Court on
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record. The "NOTICE OF LAWSUIT" was filed in all three cases where the
Hon, Giles Carter Greer resides as judicial officer. See the following cases

where the "NOTICE OF LAWSUIT." was filed:
1. See

et Seq. 062, Bate Filed: 03/26/2020, Type: NOTICE,

Party: ERH, and Remarks: NOTICE OF I.AWSUIT in

case no. CR19000009-00;
2. See Date Filed: 03/26/20, Type: Notice, Party: jHRH,

Remarks: NOT OF LA W SUIT in case no. CL1900033100;
3. See Date Filed: 03/26/20, Type: Notice, Party: ERH,

Remarks: NOTICE OF LAWSUIT in case no.
CL200000 8 9-00.
2. Brian had also filed a Writ of Mandamus against the Hon. Giles Carter Greer

because (1) he is attempting to unlawfully garnish the SSI benefits of Brian
in excess of jurisdiction, and (2} he rules on some pro se motions and yet

refuses or fails to rule on other pro se motions:
1.

On the date of 11/25/2019, under et seq. A-'42, the Hon.
Giles Carter Greer ordered the MOTION under et seq.
041 "VACATE I" RAUB BEGOTTEN JUBG" to be

denied.
2. Qn the date of 04/02/2020, under et seq. 477, the Hon,

Giles Carter Greer ordered the MOTION dated

03/31/2020 under et seq. 070 "TO DISCHARGE LEGAL

FEES" to be denied.
3. However, as far as the date of the filing of this

disqualification/recusal motion, the Hon. Giles Carter

Greer did not make any decision and has taken no action
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on the MOTION dated 03/16/2020 under et seq. 058 "TQ

PROCEED PRQ SE QN APPLS".
4, However, as far as the date of the filing of this

disqualification/recusal motion, the Hon. Giles Carter

Greer did not make any decision and has taken no action
on the MOTION dated 03/16/2020 under et seq. 859 to

"WAIVING LEGAL FEES".
3. The Hon. Giles Carter Greer has shown a disrespect for Federal Law, and

does not wish to conform to the Federal Laws of the United States. In

contradiction to the Federal Supremacy Clause of the United States
Constitution. Also a disrespect for the evidence supporting a motion. The

evidence filed by Brian David Hill on a pro se basis is being entirely
ignored. As long as any of the evidence tlIRt Brian has flied complies with

the Rules of Evidence of the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia, as well

as complies with the evidence statutes, the Hon. Giles Carter Greer should

have respected the evidence the exact same way as if it were filed by an
Aitorney. Not all pro se filers fIle meaningless and frivolous pleadings. As
long as a pro se motion is well grounded in law, the Judge should treat it the
exact same way as he would a pleading by an attorney. This judge ignored
the filed evidence

in. attachment

to the MOTION dated 03/31/2020 under et

seq. @70 "TQ DISCHARGE LEGAI FEES". See pg. 11 to pg. 15 of that

filing. That had contained a true and. correct photocopy of the federal

affidavit to proceed in forrna pauperis, that was filed in the Federal Lawsuit.

That same affidavit was accepted as evidence sufficient of in forma pauperis
by the Clerk of the Supreme Court of Virginia, which was why the Writ of

Mandamus had been filed and accepted for filing by the highest Court in
Virginia. Then the pg. 16 through pg. 33 shows evidence of ineffective
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assistance of counsel of Matthew Scott Thomas Clark, that an Attorney

Ryan Edward Kennedy from West Virginia who is also the Mayor of
Clarksburg, West Virginia, had argued before the U.S. Court of Appeals for

the Fourth Circuit, in Richmond, Virginia, that Brian David Hill was
innocent of the Virginia state charge of indecent exposure all along because
tile Government/CDIMIlonweaM1 had no evidence of obscenity and had no

evidence of any intent necessary to convict Brian David Hill under the
statute. It proved that Brian had a bad lawyer (referring to Matthew Clark)

when compared with Attorney Ryan Edward Kennedy, and. that Brian has
$ 33 left f'rom his monthly $ 783

of his monthly SSI benefits aAer the

monthly general expenses reported in the affidavit. Of course the affidavit

wasn't the only evidence documented. The exhibits in the MOTION dated
03/].6/2020 under et seq. ¹59 to "WAIVING LEGAL FEES", also shows his

bank account statement and rent-check stubs proving that his expenditures
make it impossible for Brian to comply with the earlier court order that

Brian David Hill pay monthly installments of $ 300 every month under
PAYMENT AGREEMENT PLAN, et seq. ¹44, date filed: 11/15/2019. It
would banlnupt Brian and place him in debt and it is in violation of federal
law to garnish the only source of income when that income is the

Supplemental Security Income ("SSI") of Brian David Hill, as protected by
42 U.S. Code g 407. Judge Giles Carter Greer had ignored the evidence of a

copy of a validly filed federal court document, the same copy of the court

document filed with. the Writ of Mandamus that was accepted by the Clerk

of the Supreme Court of Virginia as enough evidence constituting waiver of
the required $ S0 filing fee, and allowed Brian to proceed in forma pauperis.
The Supreme Court of this state accepted a copy of that federal application

to proceed in foI'ma pauperis document of the Writ of Mandamus for fihng
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but that same document was ignored by the Hon Giles Carter Greer. He
ignored other evidence as well, and has disregarded and has disrespected
federal law.
4. The Hon. Giles Carter Greer had refused to allow Brian to proceed pro se

blocking him from attempting to perfect his appeal in the Court of Appeals

of Virginia. Knowing that his court appointed lawyer— -Matthew Scott
Thomas Clark, had openly ignored his ethical obligations and is refusing to

discuss the appeal with his client and is refusing to have any form of

communication with his client. The filings to this court bring this up, and yet

the Hon. Greer has oontinually ignored his pro se motion to proceed pro se

and remove Matthew Clark as counsel. This Judge is practically foroing
Brian to have an attorney that is violating ethics, violating rules of
professional conduct, and is violating the Sixth Amendment of the United
States Constitution. See Fitzgerald v, Bass, 6 Va. App. 38, 40 (Va. Ct, App.
1988) ("(10} Right to Counsel — Effective Assistanoe of Counsel—

Standard. — An acoused has a right to ef'fective assistance of counsel..."),

citation omitted. Matthew Clark is refusing to communicate with Brian, has

been named as a defendant in the "NOTICE OF LAWSUIT" in the very
same Federal lawsuit that the Hon. Giles Carter Greer is a defendant of. Yet

this Judge still ignores the motion to proceed pro se despite the conflict of

interest of a client suing his own attorney and denied the motion to discharge
the legal fees at a later time, and while still ignoring the Motion to Waive
Legal Fees or Not Enforce Them. Any motion that benefits the party: Brian

David Hill in any way is either fully ignored or denied. Seems like this
Judge has an inherit bias or prejudice to Brian David Hill; or that this Judge
has an inherit bias or prejudice to pro se filers. This Judge has deprived

Brian David Hill of due process, and has refused to allow him to represent
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himself in the case on appeal, causing Brian to lose his right to direct appeal
and further lose his right to even perfect the appeal. All of his constitutional

rights under the Judicial System has been taken away by Matthew Scott

Thomas Clark, Brian's court appointed lawyer, while the Hon. Giles Carter

Greer refuses to relieve Brian. of the very lawyer causing him such pain,
sufFering, and irreparable injury/harm.

The Hon. Giles Carter. Greer knew that Brian David HiH. had defective/ineffective

counsel that is refusing to even withdraw himself from the case and yet this same

Judge ignores his motion to proceed pro se on the appeals, this Judge will not
allow Brian to even withdraw his own counsel and proceed pro se. This judge was

sued in Federal Court in late-March and was also named in Brian's Writ of

Mandamus relief action, and this Judge continually ignores all evidence &om Brian

David Hill, ignores case law &om Brian David Hill, and denies any and all motions
from Brian David IIill regardless of whether or not they may be well-grounded m
law. This is discriminatory, prejudice, or bias. It is a discriminatory practice.

This Judge has also ignored evidence, ignored the merits, and disregarded

the legal protections of Brian David Hill's Supplemental Security Income under
federal law, and has disregarded that Brian's federal in forma pauperis afI5dauit

that was filed in the Supreme Court of Virginia (was accepted for Writ of
Mandamus) and in the Circuit Court shows that Brian cannot afford to pay the

monthly installments that was set forth by the Circuit Court in the payment plan.
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The facts demonstrated in this motion show that this Judge is named in a

Federal Lawsuit for trying to unlawfully garnish the SSI federally protected
benefits of Brian David Hill while forcing him to pay monthly installments of $ 300
a month or face up to 60 days of imprisonment for failure to pay, essentially a

debtors prison. Even though this country is

in. the

middle of a CoronoaVirus plague

pandemic, COVID-19, this Judge rather disregard the evidence that Brian has

insufficient funds to pay the legal fees ordered on November 15, 2019, and
disregard the case law that garnishment of Brian's SSI is unlawful under Federal
Law. That Judge is named as the main defendant in the lawsuit complaint in

Federal Court. Brian felt the need to sue such a Judge out of fear that this Judge is

disregarding Federal Law and Supreme Court and state case law precedent
regarding the Social Security Act federal law blocking a state court from coercing
the transferring of a criminal defendant's SSI disability to pay a legal fee. The
Hon. Giles Caiter Greer knows that it is illegal for any Court including a State

Court to garnish the SSI of Brian David Hill when no child support/alimony is
ordered, no restitution is ordered, and no fines were ever ordered. The Hon. Greer

rather break the law than respect the pro se filings and evidence of Brian David

The state case law and the adopted Rules of the "CANONS OF JUDICIAL

CONDUCT FOR THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA" require that the
Hon.. Giles Carter Greer be disqualified from any further participation in this case.

See Davis v. Com, 21 Va. App. 587, 590-91 (Va. Ct. App. 1996) ('"Canon 3(C) of

the Canons of Judicial Conduct, which guides our decision in this matter, provides:
C. Disqualification. (a) A *ud e shall dis uali

which his im aitiali

himself in an

roceedin in

t reasonabl be uestioned. {1) To this end, he should
abstain from erformin or takin art in an udicial act in which his ersonal
mi
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interests are involved. He should not act in a controversy where a near relative is a
party. He should not suffer his conduct to justify the impiession that any person

can improperly influence him or unduly enjoy his favor, or that he is affected by

his kinship, rank, position or influence of any party or other person. (2) A judge
should iMorm himself about his personal and fiduciary financial interests, and

make a reasonable effort to inform himself about the personal financial interests of

his spouse and minor children residing in his household. The requirement of this
Canon is clear; a judge must diligently avoid not only impropriety but a reasonable

appearance of impropriety as well. Exactly when a judge's impartiality might

reasonably be called into question. is a determination to be made by that judge in

the exercise of his or her sound discretion. Justus v. Commonwealth, 222 Va. 667,
673, 283 S.E.2d 905, 908 (1981), cert. denied, 455 U.S. 983, 102 S.Ct. 1491, 71
L,Ed.,2d 693 (1982). Judges are presumed to be aware of the provisions
3, and their decisions will not be disturbed absent an abuse

of Canon

of that discretion.")

A judge should be disqualified from a case when "he should abstain from
erforinin or takin

.art in an

ud.icial act in which his ersonal interests are

involved". Once Brian had sued this Judge under a Federal Court, a separate
action, wh.ich the financial interests of his protected SSI benefits are at stake, this

Judge is in conflict of interest since he is named as a defendant in a Federal

Lawsuit concerning Brian David Hill being a plaintiff of such lawsuit.

Black Law Dictionary,

9/h

Edition: recusation (rek-ya-zay-shan).

1.

Civil law. An

objection, exception, or appeal; esp. an objection alleging a judge s prejudice or

conflict of interest. [Cases: Judges 39-56.j 2. RECUSAL.

Black Law Dictionary,

9th

Edition: recuse (ri.-kyooz), vb. {16c) 1. To remove

(oneself) as a judge in. a particular case because of prejudice or conflict of interest
&the judge recused himself from the trial&. jCases: Judges 39-56.] 2. To challenge
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or object to (a judge) as being disqualified from hearing a case because of
prejudice or a conflict of interest &the defendant Gled a motion to recuse the trial
Judge&.

Black Law Dictionary,

O'"

Edition: conflict of interest,. (1843)

1.

A real. or seeming

incompatibility between one's private interests and one's public or fiduciary duties.

of a lawyer's
clients, such that the lawyer is disqualified from representing both clients if the
dual representation adversely affects either client or if the clients do not consent.
See Model Rules of Prof 1 Conduct 1,7(a).

2. A real or seeming incompatibility between the interests of two

The reason why such conflicts of interest normally require disqualification is

because a Circuit Couit Judge may retaliate after being named as a defendant in a
I ederal Lawsuit that was filed by a party in the same case that Judge presides over,

a Judge may levy actions in the state case to avoid being held accountable in

Federal Court after such lawsuit was filed and the Judge was notified of being a

party to such suit. To prevent retaliation type behavior of a judicial ofhcer, any
conflicts of interest should require disqualification &om further participation in the
case.
Citing CANON 3. - CANONS OF JUDICIAL CONDUCT FOR THE COMMONWEALTII
Ol'" VIRGINIA'
JUDGE SHALL PERFOHM THE DUTIES OF JUDICIAL OFFICE IMPARTIALLY
AND D1LIGENTLY. A. Judicial Duties in GeneraL-The judicial duties of a judge take
precedence over all the judge's other activities. The judge's judicial duties include all the
duties of the judge's office prescribed by law. In the performance of these duties, the
following standards apply. 13. Adjudicative Responsibilities. — (1) A 'ud e shall hear and
decide rom tl matters assi ed to the ud e except those in which disqualification is
required. (2) A ud e shall be faithful to the law and maintain rofessional com etence in it.
A judge shall not be swayed by partisan interests, public clamor or fear of criticism. (3) A
judge shall require order, decorum, and civility in proceedings before the judge.
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When a judge in a particular case disregards and disrespects federal law

under 42 U.S. Code $ 407, disregards and disrespects the case law Washington
State Dep't of Social 4 Health Servs v Guardianship Estate of Keffeler, S37 US
371; 123 S Ct 1017; 154 L Ed 2d 972 (2003); and In re Robby Lampart, Case No.

315333 (2014), State of Michigan, Court of Appeals; the Hon. Judge Greer is not

respecting the law in violation of Canon 3. The Judge ignoring pro se motions
selectively while denying pro se motions. It is selective enforcement, This judge
has ignored the Motion/Petition for the Writ of Error Coram Vobis under case no.

CL20000089-00, and yet denied the Petition for the Writ of Habeas Corpus

prematurely under case no. CL19000331-00.
The Judge doesn't even give an opinion as to why he denied the Writ of

Habeas Corpus and as to why he would deny a motion to discharge the legal fees,

Both of those orders appear to be using the similar formal denial template. The
Judge offers no opinions and offers no facts and case law that the Judge would be
relying upon for his orders.
It is clear that this Judge is acting with the appearance of impropriety at best,

a conflict of interest at worst.
K.eeping this Judge in this case creates a partiality, a prejudice or bias, a lack

of integrity in the judicial machinery. It shows that the Judge in this Circuit Court
has a disrespect for I'ederal Law and that they have a disregard for evidence and a
disregard of case law.

If this Judge continues being assigned to this case for judicial review, then
this Judge can do more damage and cause more irreparable harm, and clog up the
Appeals courts with many different appeals for every denial and clog up the
Supreme Court of Virginia with multiple Writs of Mandamus for every inaction or
10
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every excess of jurisdiction or for refusing to act on a pending motion where he
should act and. ought to act. Yes, the usual procedures for non-favorable judicial
actions for decisions to be appealed by a party dissatisfied with a judicial decision.

However when. a Judge has an inherit prejudice or bias, and/or is in conflict of
interest, it does warrant disqualification from a case.

COCCI USIA
For the .Foregoing reasons stated above, the Defendant Brian David Hill asks that
this Honorable Court grant this motion and disqualify/recuse the Hon. Giles Carter

Greer froIn any furthel participation in this case.

Filed with the Honorable Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the 8th day of April,
2020.

SlgIIedp

Brian David IRili — Ally of
Qalloll
Founder of USWGO
Altenmtive News
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsviile, Virginia

.„kW

241l2
(276) 790-3505

Pro Se Appel'lant

11
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caused this "MOTION TO

DISQUALIFY THE HON. GILES CARTER GREER FROM ANY FURTIIER

PARTICIPATION IN THE CASE(S)" to be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the
Commonwealth of Virginia through the Commonwealth Attorney's Office of Martinsville (Fax

8276-403-5478) and will attach proof of service (Transmission ticket receip/ for proof of

transmission) which shall satisfy proof of service.
Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Office
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 403-5470

Counselfor Plaintiff

Brian David I-lill — Ally of
@anon

Founder of USWGO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville, Virginia
24112
(276) 790-3505

Pro Se Appellant
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Number of pages: 12
Session duration: 13:47
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To: Commonwealth Attorney
Recipient's number: T1-276-403-5478
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CLERK'8 OFFICE
CIRCUIT COURT

TESTE:
OEEfH4'-BEPUTY CLERK

VII(.GLNiA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THP, CITY/TOWN OF MARTINS VILLE

)

CQMMONWEAI.TH OF i/IRGINIA.,
Pbu'ntiK,

)
)
)

)

Crinunal Action No, CR19000009-00

Civil Action Nn. CI 20000089-00

)

HRIAN BAVI)i)i MLL,
IJiefendant,

)
)
)
)
}

)
)

Civil Acrton No. CI.I9i000331-00

MOTION TO INSQUAj BY THE
HOW. Gi(KKS CARTER GRKKR
FRO'M A.NY kfURTHE)R,
PA.RTICEI'ATION IN TNK
CASE(S)

MOTION TO DISQUAf IF'll'HE HON. GILES CARTER GKEKR
FROM A @V FURTHER. I ARrICI1. ATION IN THE CASK{S)
Defendant Brian David Hill ("Brian D. Hill", "Hill", *'Brian'", *T)efendant") in the
above named case{s), respectfully asks tltis Honorable Court to grant this motion to

recuse/dlsquali fy the Honorable Gilroy Cartxa Greer, Circuit Court Judge from any
further participation tn this case, as well as ir the cases of Commonwealth v. Brian

David 1Iill, Petition for Error Coram Vobis, Case Number: CL20000089-00; and

Brian David Hill v. Commonwealth, Case Nuntber: C1,19000331-00, petition for
Writ of kIabeas Corpus.
BRKElF ANA

SUI'PORTING FACTS — STATEMENT OF FACTS

l. On March 27, 2020, Brian had filed a Federal lawsuit against the Hon. Giles
Carter Greer in Federal Court, for attempting to have the Circuit Cotnt

unlawfully garnish or attetnpt the uttlavtrful garnishment of Brian David
11ill's SSI disability. The lawsuit con&plaint vi as filed in the Circuit Court on
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Attachments:

ER Hamilton
Wednesday, April 08, 2020 3:07 PM
Judge Greer
Ashby Pritchett; Terry Morton; Margie Holmes
Commonwealth of Virginia v Brian David Hill CR19000009-00, CL20000089-00 and
CL19000331-00 Motion to Disqualify
690CL20000089-00PP0-8.pdf

Importance:

High

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Judge Greer:
Please find attached the April 8, 2020 Motion filed by fax from Brian David Hill.

Thank you,
Erika

E. R.

Hamilton,

Master Deputy Clerk
Martinsville Circuit Court Clerk's Office
Civil/Probate Divisions
T: 276-403-5252
F: 276-403-5232
EM: ehamiltonoci.martinsville.va.us
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE CITY OF MARTINSVILLE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

ORDER
Case No. CR19000009-00

BRIAN DAVID HILL

CL20000089-00
CL19000331-00

UPON CONSIDERATION of the defendant's Motion to Disqualify the Honorable Giles
Carter Greer from any Further Participation in the Case(s), it is ORDERED that said motion is
hereby DENIED.

ENTER: This 10'" day of April, 2020.

Judge

TWENTY. FIRST
JDICIAL CIRCUIT
OF VIRGINIA

Endorsement is dispensed with — Rule 1:13
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
4:42:05 AM
4/14/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

Fax Cover Page
Date: 4/14/2020

Time: 4:42:05

AM

Pages: 28

To: Martinsville Circuit Court

Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk
From: Brian David Hill

Fax ID: 276-790-3505

Evidence in support of Brian David Hill's "Motion for
writ of error coram vobis", and in support of Brian
David Hill's legal Innocence to his charge of indecent

exposure under g 18.2-387
Commonwealth of Virginia v. Brian David Hill.
Please file in case no. CL20000089-00

VerataFax Cover page
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From: Brian David Hill
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VIRGINIA: IN THE, CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN QF MARTINSVILLE

)
)

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
Plaintiff,
V.

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. CL26666689-66
CriIIiinal Action No. CR1966666966

Evidence in support of Brian
"Motion for writ of
Bavid
ei'ror coraIn VOhis
8Ill ln
support of Brian &avid Hill's legal
Innocence to his charge of
indecent exposure under g 18.2-

~'s

g

38'7

Evidence in st ort of
Brian David Hill's "Motion for writ of error coram vobis" and in su ort of
Brian gavid HiÃ's le al.Innocence to his char. e of indecent ex osIIre nnder
18.2-387
I, Brian D. Hill, criminal defendant of the criminal case action no. and civil case
action no. referenced herein, file this attached evidence which will state the
following facts:

STATEMENT OF FACTS
Attached evidence is entitled "REPI.Y BMEF OP APPELLANT", "ON APPEAL
PROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT POR THE MIDDLE
DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO", 18 pages, and
"RECORD NO. 19-4758":
(1) That the court appointed lawyers Scott Albrecht throughout the Martinsville
General District Court criminal case, as well as Matthew Scott Thomas
Clark and Lauren McGany in the Circuit Court case were all proven to be
ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of Brian David Ilill 's sixth
Amendment right under the U.S, Constitution. See Strickland v.
Washing&on, 466 U.S. 668 (1984). The attached evidence proves that West
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Virginia Attorney and Mayor of Clarksburg, West Virginia, named Edward
Ryan Kennedy had argued before the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit that Brian David Hill was legally innocent of indecent
exposure charge under Virginia Code ) 18.2-387.
(2) That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that the United States Attorney for the
Middle District of North Carolina who had used the same indecent exposure
evidence as the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall, Esq. in their
prosecution against Brian David Hill in. the state criminal case, did not prove
intent and did not prove that Brian had any intent to being obscene, that
Brian did not make any sexual remarks, and that Brian's intent under
Virginia's intent requirement prove that the United States Attorney does not
have su f6cient evidence to find that Brian David Hill had violated Virginia
Code $ 18.2-387 on September 21, 2018, The indecent exposure evidence
includes the witness Robert Jones, Sgt, of Martinsville Police Department,
and the naked photographs of Brian David Hill.
(3) That the U.S. Attorney did not dispute having no evidence of the obscenity
required as outlined in the reply brief attached as evidence forthwith. It
states: "For example, the overnment does not dis ute that there was no
evidence of A ellant makin an sexual remarks bein aroused
masturbatin or en'o in his conduct sexuali or otherwise. If a
person was purposing to expose himself in public because he or she
found lt sexually arousing, it would be logical that he or she would pick

a place and time where he or she would expect to encounter lots of
members of the public. A. ellant did not. do that. Rather, he was running
around between. midnight and 2:00 a.m. and the witnesses to his nudity were
few." Even though the wrong hour was put in the argument by clerical
mistake, which would be 3:00 a.m. instead of 2:00 a.m., he argued that even
the U.S. Attorney did not dispute that there tvas no evidence of '*~Aellant
makin an sexual remar'ks bein aroused masturbatin or en'o in
his conduct sexuall or otherwise." Scott Albrecht and Matthew Scott
Thomas Clark should have made the same exact legal arguments as
Attorney/Mayor Edward Ryan Kennedy. Matthew Scott Thomas Clark,
Lauren McGarry, and Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss
in the General District Court based upon the obscenity and intent
requirement under Virginia Code as outlined in the legal arguments with
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Virginia case law authorities in the attached evidence "reply brief. of
Appellant" by Attorney Edward Ryan Kennedy. Instead the court appointed
lawyer Scott Albrecht did not file any motion to dismiss and did not
introduce any case law authorities which would have also prevented any
miscarriage of justice of Brian David Hill. Glen Andrew Hall used the exact
same evidence and witness as Anand Prakash Ramaswamy of the United
States Attorney Office for the Middle District of North Carolina in their
Federal Supervised Release Violation prosecution over the Virginia state
charge. Both equally saw the nude photographs of Brian David Hill and
introduced them as evidence, both equally used the witness Sgt. Robert
Jones of Martinsville Police Department, and both had access to the
Martinsville Police Report which had mentioned about a guy wearing a
lioodle.
(4) That Brian David Hill was legally innocent all along of indecent exposure
had the right lawyer/attorney argued his legal innocence before the General
District Court or even before the Circuit Court of Martinsville. Had Brian
been given effective counsel like Edward Ryan Kennedy from West
Virginia, Brian never would have been found guilty in General District
Court or Brian never would have withdrawn his appeal in the Circuit Court
and never would have accepted the decision of the General District Court as
Matthew Scott Thomas Clark kept begging Brian in the. presence of his
family during each consultation to simply withdraw the appeal or he
could/may lose the jury trial. As far as Brian is aware, he has never heard of
Matthew Scott Thomas Clark being in contact with Attorney Edward Ryan
Kennedy in 2019. He was in contact with Renorda Pryor who was formerly
Brian's federal court appointed attorney for appeal over the Supervised
Release Violation but was removed as counsel once Brian argued that she
was ineffective counsel and asked for new counsel to be appointed for the
appeal. The Fourth Circuit agreed with his legal contentions and appointed
him the counsel named Edward Ryan Kennedy, Edward Ryan Kennedy was
never in touch with Matthew Scott Thomas Clark as best to Brian's
knowledge. Maybe Matthew Clark was in contact with Brian's new counsel
but just never mentioned it to his client. Qf course Scott Albrecht and
Lauren McGarry were never in touch with Edward Ryan Kennedy.
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(5) That Edward Ryan. Kennedy argued that "Hence the statements A ellant
made to alice and his conduct both indicate that in the li ht most favorable
to the overnment 1 he was naked lm ublic. whHe havili a s cbiatl.ic
e isodle but 2 without the intent neeesssi to eomrnitimdecent
ex os@re undel'ir inlta law. Conse uentl for the reasons stated above
and in A ellant o enin brief the dilstrict court erred as a matter of
4w when it found that A ellant had violated his su ervised release b
committin the Vir iaia state law OfRmse of ilidecent ex osure as er
Vir illlla Code 18.2-387," Matthew Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott
Albrecht never made any such of those arguments in the record in the entire
criminal case. Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss in the
General District Court as a matter of law, based on the exact same
arguments and case law as Edward Ryan Kennedy, and Brian would have
had a very good chance of being found not guilty in the General District
Court, then Brian never would have been forced to appeal the decision to the
Circuit Court of Martinsville, and thus Brian never would have withdrawn
his appeal in the Circuit Couit.
(6) That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that "It is irrelevant whether there
actuall was someone threatenin him to take naked ictures or whether he
ust believed there was. at the time. Either circumstance would. be a lack of
the a ro riate mens rea." Matthew Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott
Albrecht never made any such of those arguments in the record in the entire
criminal case. Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss in the
General District Court as a matter of law, based on. the exact same
arguments and case law as Edward Ryan Kennedy, and Brian would have
had a very good chance of being found not guilty in the General District
Court, then Brian never would have been forced to appeal the decision to the
Circuit Court of Martinsville, and thus Brian never would have withdrawn
his appeal in the Circuit Court,
(7) That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that "For the reasons stated above the
overnment's burden was to rove eve element of the offense includin
the mens rea be ond a reasonable doubt. However even if ar uendo this
Court were to find that the overnment's burden was onl a re onderance
of the evidence the overnment has still failed to ca its burden." Matthew
Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott Albrecht never made any such of those
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arguments in the record m the entire criminal case. Scott Albrecht should
have filed a motion to dismiss in the General District Court as a matter of
law, based on the exact same arguments and case law as Edward Ryan
Kennedy, and Brian would have had a very good. chance of being found not
guilty in the General District Court, then Brian never would have been
forced to appeal the decision to the Circuit Court of Maitinsville, and thus
Brian never would have withdrawn his appeal in the Circuit Court.

"In summa in order to show that
A ellant violated his su ervised release b committin the offense of
indecent ex osure under Vir inia law the overninent was r uired to
rove amon other thin s that A ellant had the intent to dis la or ex ose
himself in a wa which has as its dominant theme or ur ose a eal to the
rurient interest in sex as further defined above without an 'ustification
excuse or other defense." Matthew Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott
Albrecht never made any such of those arguments in the record in the entire
criminal case. Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss in the
General District Court as a matter of law, based on the exact same
arguments and case law as Edward Ryan Kennedy, and Brian would have
had a. very good chance of being found not guilty in the General District
Court, then Brian never would have been forced to appeal the decision to the
Circuit Court of Martinsville, and thus Brian never would have withdrawn
his appeal in the Circuit Court.

(8} That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that

(9) The aIlegations alleged in paragraphs ] -8 show proof beyond a reasonable
doubt that Brian's state court appointed Counsels Lauren McGarry, Scott
Albrecht, and Matthew Scott Thomas Clark were all ineffective as assistance
of counsels'n Brian's state criminal case, from case no. GC18003138-00 in
the General District Court, to case no. CR19000009-00 in the Circuit Couit.
Not just ineffective but failed to demonsttmte any arguments as good as
Attorney Edward Ryan. Kennedy, the Mayor &om Clarksburg, West
Virginia, who has high credibility and is in good standing, and good
arguments as a lawyer. Arguably, If Edward Ryan Kennedy had been
appointed to Brian's state criminal case since September 21, 2018, likely this
Attorney would have attempted a motion to dismiss based upon Brian's legal
innocence to his charge or even negotiated these facts with Glen Andrew
Hall, Esq. to ask for a voluntary dismissal, and if that had failed then he
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would have made the same arguments before the General District Court and
the Judge would have asked the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew
Hall, Esq. to produce any kind of proof that would prove the obscenity
requirement and intent requirement, which of course he would not have,
since the U.S. Attorney had used the same indecent exposure evidence
against Brian David Hill in, federal court for his Supervised Release

Vli

hg6p

I

i«m,d~

whether Brian had ever en a ed in an behavior that would a eal to the
rurient interest in sex on or about Se tember 21 2018. Of course Brian had
not engaged. in an behavior that would a eal to the rurient interest in sex
on or about Se tember 21 2018. Brian's Autism and OCD should have been
taken into consideration. The cumulative evidence of Carbon Monoxide Gas
Poisoning also should have been presented and taken into consideration. The
deletion from the chart of Sovah hospital records requesting blood-work be
done on Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018, any of that or all of that
could have been a reasonable doubt in General District Court but none of
that evidence was there at the time. Even without that evidence, Edward
Ryan Kennedy again argued that Brian David Hill is legally innocent of
indecent exposure statute under Virginia Code.

The paragraphs (1) through (9) have demonstrated above, along with the attached
evidence of "REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT", that Brian David Hill is legally
innocent of indecent exposure all along and that the General District Court has
originally erred when Brian David Hill was found guilty of indecent exposure
under Virginia Code g 18.2-387. Brian's lawyers in this state criminal case were
terrible, and Brian never should have been convicted. He is innocent all along.
Brian can never be honesty and truly convicted of indecent exposure under g 18,2387. Brian has proven beyond a reasonable doubt of ineffective counsel, that Brian
was never guilty of g 18.2-387, that Brian David Hill never should have placed m a
position to have withdrawn his appeal, it is unconstitutional and invalid. The
General District Court verdict on December 21, 2018, was invalid as a matter of
law. Brian never should have been compelled to pay the legal costs accrued in the
above referenced criminal case. Brian David Hill requests relief and asks for an
end to his wrongful conviction in Virginia once and for all.

Filed with the Honorable Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the

14"'ay of April,

2020.
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Signed)

Brian David Hill—
Ally of @anon
Pounder of USWGO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
J po Sc~ App8llanf.

I hereby certify that on this 14th day of April, 2020, I caused this "Evidence

in support of Brian David Hill's "Motion for writ of error coram vobis" ",
and in support of Brian David Hill's legal Innocence to his charge of indecent

exposure under

g

18.2-387" to be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the

Commonwealth of Virginia through the Commonwealth Attoiany's Office of
Martinsville (Fax 0276-403-5478) and will attach proof of service (Transmission
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ticket receipt for proof of transmission) which shall satisfy proof of service:

Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Office
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia
24112
(276) 403-5470
Counsel for Plaintiff
Shghhe@»

/t/If&

Brian David Hill—
Ally of @anon
Pounder of USW&3
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se Appellant

C
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VIRGINIA: IN TFIE CIRCUI'I'OURT OIi TIIL'ITY/TOWN OIr MARTINSVILLE

COIt/IMONYVKAK,TH QF VTRGINI iti.,

Piaintitff,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SRIAN l)iA VImi HILI.,
l)tefend ant,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil. Actioiit Wn. CL2000008'lr-00
Crlnririiall Actiiorr Ko. Calt)800t)69(iio

Evideace in support of Brian
David Hill's "Motion for writ of
error coram vobis" ", and in
suppirrt of Brian David lWiIPs let;ai
Irmocenee to his charge of
indecent exposure ender tl 18.2387

Evidence in sn ort of
Brian Davirl Hill's "Motion for wriit of error coram vobis" and in sn ort of
BrianIIavidaiii's le alinno enceto hisch eofindieccntex osnre trndcr

'8.2-387

I, Brian D. Hill, criminal defendant of the criminal case action no. and civil case
action no. referenced herein, file this attached evidence which will state the
follovtring facts:

STATEItIKÃT OP FACTS
Attached evidence is entitled "REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT", "ON APPEAL
FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE
DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO", 18 pages, aud
"RECORD NO. I9-4758":
{1) That the court appointed lawyet& Scott Albrecht throughout the Martinsvil[e
General District Court. criminal case, as well as Matthew Scott Thomas

Clark ard Eauren McGarrv in the Circuit Court case were all proven to be
ineffective assistance of. counsel in violation of Brian Diavid I-lill 's sixth
Amendment right under the U.S, Constitution See Strickland v.
Washington, 466 lJ.S. 668 {1984). The attached evidence proves that West
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
PlaintiJf — Appellee,

BRIAN DAVID HILL,
Defendant — Appellant.

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
AT GREENSBORO

REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT

Ryan Kennedy
Roarxsox A McELxavE, PLLC
140%"est Main Street, Suite 300
Clarksburg, %Vest Virginia 26301
K.

(304) 326-5318

Couusel for Appellant
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revocation hearing without a jury and by making findings of
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ARGUMENT

The government's argument unduly limits the scope of United States v.
Haymond, as the provided opinion indicates a new direction for the
Supreme Court of the United States. Therefore, the district court erred
as a matter of law in conducting the revocation hearing without a jury
and by making findings of guilt by preponderance of the evidence, rather
than beyond a reasonable doubt'.
The government's argument unduly limits the scope of U/zited States

v.

Haymond, as the provided opinion indicates a new direction for the Supreme Court

of the United States. Therefore, the district court erred as a matter of law in
conducting the revocation hearing without a jury and by making findings of guilt by

preponderance of the evidence, rather than beyond a reasonable doubt.
As stated by the government in its brief, the Supreme Court of the United
States, in United States

v.

Haymond, 139 S. Ct. 2369 (2019), was divided into a 4-

1-4 decision. While this division of the Court does make the opinion more difficult

to interpret, it does not lessen its impact.

The similarities between the two

(2) defendants in Haymond and the instant case are striking.

In Haymond, the defendant was initially convicted of possession of child
pornography, which is the same initial offense as Appellant. Id. at 2373. As in the

instant case, Haymond was sentenced to a term of (10) years of supervised release.

's

previously stated in Appellant's opening brief, this Court reviews questions of
law in supervised release revocation proceedings de novo, including the
interpretation of the United States Sentencing Guidelines and the Constitution of the
United States. United States v. Bavton, 26 F.3d 490, 491 (4th Cir. 1994).
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Id. at 2574; (JA 7). Haymond was later caught, while on supervised release, with

additional child pornography and a revocation hearing was conducted before a

district judge without a jury and under a preponderance of the evidence standard, not

the beyond a reasonable doubt standard. Id. Similarly, in the instant case, Appellant
appeared before a district judge in a revocation hearing based upon his alleged

indecent exposure, without a jury and under a preponderance of the evidence
standard. (JA 26-27, 35-36, 120-21).

Both Haymond and Appellant were sentenced to an additional term of
incarceration based upon the findings of fact of a district judge, without a jury, by a
preponderance of the evidence. Id.; (JA 120-21).
The government emphasizes that Haymond's violation invoked the

mandatory minimum provision of 18 U.S.C.

g

3583(k), whereas Appellant's

sentence for his alleged violation fell under 18 U.S.C.

$

3583(e). Despite the

government's assertions to the contrary, however, Appellant maintains that the
expanded scope of trial by jury and the burden of proof being beyond a reasonable

doubt also applies to Section 3583(e) violations, such as this case, either directly

through Haymond or through an expansion and/or change in existing law. Simply

For the sake of brevity, Appellant will not reproduce the Supreme Court of the
United States'loquent remarks from Hay/nond on the historic and fundamental
importance of both the right to trial by jury and that proof of criminal conduct must
be beyond a reasonable doubt. Appellant hereby incorporates by reference, as if
fully set forth herein, pages 2376 through 2378 of the Haymond opinion.
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put, Haymo/zd is an established beachhead whose objectives are clear: The

restoration of a robust right to trial by jury and the expansion of the use of the beyond
a reasonable doubt standard.

The government's argument centered not so much on the law but on trying to

play on this Court's supposed fears of being the first Court of Appeals to recognize

the full scope of the Haymond doctrine.

As a result, the government leaves

unrebutted the detailed textual analysis of Haymo/zd in Appellant's opening brief.
Many statements and passages in the Court's opinion strongly suggest that the Sixth

Amendment right to a jury trial applies to any supervised-release revocation
proceeding. For example, the first sentence of the opinion reads: "On ly a jury, acting
on proof beyond a reasonable doubt, may take a person's liberty." Haymo/zd, 139 S.
Ct. at 2373.

The Court defined a "crime" as any "ac[t] to which the law affixes

...

punishment," and says that a "prosecution" is "the process of exhibiting formal
charges against an offender before a legal tribunal." Haymo/zd, 139

S. Ct.

at 2376.

The Court, however, uses this definition for the purpose, of declaring that every

supervised-release revocation proceeding is a criminal prosecution. See Haymo/zd
139 S. Ct., at 2379 ("[A] 'criminal

an

'accused'ith all

prosecution'ontinues and the defendant remains

the rights provided by the Sixth Amendment, until a final
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sentence is imposed.... [A]n accused's final sentence includes any supervised release

sentence he may receive".)

Quoting Blakely v. 8'ashington, 542 U.S. 296, 304 (2004), the Court states

that "a jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt every fact which the law makes
essential to a punishment that a judge might later seek to impose." Haymond, 139 S.
Ct. at 2370. Since a defendant sentenced to incarceration after being found to have

violated supervised release is receiving a "punishment,'" then the Court's statement
means that any factual finding upon which that judgment is based must be made by
a jury, not by a judge.

While both Apprendi v. New Jevsey, 530 U.S. 466 (2000) and Blakely v.
United States, 570 U.S. 99 (2013), apply only to a defendant's sentencing proceeding
and not to a supervised-release revocation proceeding, which has been described at

times as a "postjudgment sentence-administration proceedin[g]," the Court states
+L
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accusation triggering a new and additional punishment [must be] proven to the
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN Ol MARTINSVILLE

)

CQMMO~~'rH OF VIRGINIA,
Plaintiff,

BRIAN DAVI.O HILL,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Civil Action No. CL29999989-99
Criminal Action No. CR1999999999

Evidence in support of Brian
David HiB's "Motion for writ oi
error coram vobis" ", and in
support of Brian @avid Hill's legal
Innocence to his charge of
indecent exposure under g 13.2387

Evidence in sn ort of
Brian david Hill's "Motion for writ of error coram vobis" and in su ort of
BrianBavi HiR'sle al.Innocenceto his char eofindecentex osnrenndler
18.2-387
I, Brian D. Hill, criminal defendant of the criminal case action no. and civil case
action no. referenced herein, file this attached evidence which will state the
following facts:

STATEMENT QF FACTS
Attached evidence is entitled "REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT", "ON APPEAL
FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE
DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA AT GREENSBORO", 18 pages, and
"RECORD NO. 19-4758":
(1) That the court appointed lawyers Scott Albrecht throughout the Martinsville
General District Court criminal case, as well as Matthew Scott Thomas
Clark and Lauren McGarry in the Circuit Court case were all proven to be
ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of Brian David Hill's sixth
Amendment right under the U.S. Constitution. See Strickland v.
Washington, 466 U.S. 668 (1984). The attached evidence proves that %est
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Virginia Attorney and Mayor of Clarksburg, West Virginia, named Edward
Ryan Kennedy had argued before the United States Court of Appeals for the
Fourth Circuit that Brian David Hill was legally innocent of indecent
exposure charge under Virginia Code ) 18.2-387.
(2} That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that the United States Attorney

for the
Middle District of North Carolina who had used the same indecent exposure
evidence as the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew Hall, Esq. in their
prosecution against Brian David Hill in the state criminal case, did not prove
intent and did not prove that Brian had any intent to being obscene, that
Brian did not make any sexual remarks, and that Brian's intent under
Virginia's intent requirement prove that the United States Attorney does not
have sufficient evidence to find that Brian David Hill had violated Virginia
Code $ 18.2-387 on September 21, 2018, The indecent exposure evidence
includes the witness Robert Jories, Sgt, of Martinsville Police Department,
and the naked photographs of Brian David Hill.

(3) That the U.S. Attorney did not dispute having no evidence of the obscenity
required as outlin.ed in the reply brief attached as evidence forthwith. It
states: "For example, the overnment does not dis ute that there was no
evidence of A eilant makin an.. sexual remarks bein aroused
masturbatin or en'o in his conduct sexuall or otherwise. If a
person was purposing to expose himself in public because he or she
found it sexually arousing, it would!be logical that he or she would pick

a place and time where he or she would expect to encounter lots of
members of the public. A ellant did not do that. Rather, he was running
around between midnight and 2:00 a.m. and the witnesses to his nudity were
few." Even though the wrong hour was put in the argument by clerical
mistake, which would be 3:00 a.m. instead of 2:00 a.m., he argued that even
the U.S. Attorney did not dispute that there vtas no evidence of "~Aeltant
makin an sexual remarks bein aroused masturbatin or en'o in
his conduct sexuall or otherwise." Scott Albrecht and Matthew Scott
Thomas Clark should have made the same exact legal arguments as
Attorney/Mayor Edward Ryan Kennedy. Matthew Scott Thomas Clark,
Lauren McGarry, and Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss
in the General District Court based upon the obscenity and intent
requirement under Virginia Code as outlined in the legal arguments with
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Virginia case law authorities in the attached evidence "reply brief of
Appellant" by Attorney Edward Ryan Kennedy. Instead the court appointed
lawyer Scott Albrecht did not file any motion to dismiss and did not
introduce any case law authorities which would have also prevented any
miscarriage of justice of Brian David Hill. Glen Andrew Hall used the exact
same evidence and witness as Anand Prakash Ramaswamy of the United
States Attorney Office for the Middle District of North Carolina in their
Federal Supervised Release Violation prosecution over the Virginia state
charge. Both equally saw the nude photographs of Brian David Hill and
introduced them. as evidence, both equally used the witness Sgt. Robert
Jones of Martinsville Police Department, and both had access to the
Martinsville Police Report which had mentioned about a guy wearing a
hoodie.
(4) That Brian David Hill was legaUy innocent all along of indecent exposure
had the right lawyer/attorney argued his legal innocence before the General
District Court or even before the Circuit Court of Martinsville. Had Brian
been given. effective counsel like Edward Ryan Kennedy from West
Virginia, Brian never would have been found gui:lty in General District
Court or Brian never would have withdrawn his appeal in the Circuit Court
and never would have accepted the decision of the General District Court as
Matthew Scott Thomas Clark kept begging Brian in the. presence o f his
family during each consultation to simply withdraw the appeal or he
could/may lose the jury trial. As far as Brian is aware, he has never heard of
Matthew Scott Thomas Clark being in contact with Attorney Edward Ryan
Kennedy in 201.9. He was in contact with Renorda Pryor who was formerly
Brian's federal court appointed attorney for appeal over the Supervised
Release Violation but was removed as counsel once Brian argued that she
was ineffective counsel and asked for new counsel to be appointed for the
appeal. The Fourth Circuit agreed with his legal contentions and appointed
him the counsel named Edward Ryan Kennedy. Edward Ryan Kennedy was
never in touch with Matthew Scott Thomas Clark as best to Brian's
knowledge. Maybe Matthew Clark was in contact with Brian's new counsel
but just never mentioned it to his client. Of course Scott Albrecht and
Lauren McGarry were never in touch with Edward Ryan Kennedy.
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(5) That Edward Ryan. Kennedy argued that "Hence the statements A ellant
made to olice and his conduct both indicate that in the li ht most favorable
to the overnment 1 he was uaked iu ublic. wlhile haviu a s. cbiatnic
e isodle but 2 without the iuteut uecessa to comruit iudeceut
ex osure uuder Vir iuia law. Conse uentl for the reasons stated above
and in A ellant o enin brief the district court erred as a matter of
law whey it found that A ellant had violated his su en ised release b
committin the Vir iuia state law offeuse of iudecent ex osure as er
Vir inia Code j18.2-387." Matthew Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott
Albrecht never made any such of those arguments in the record in the entire
criminal case. Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss in the
General District Court as a matter of law, based on the exact same
arguments and case law as Edward Ryan Kennedy, and Brian would have
had a very good chance of being found not guilty in the General District
Court, then Brian never would have been forced to appeal the decision to the
Circuit Court of Martinsville, and thus Brian never would have withdrawn
his appeal in the Circuit Court.
(6) That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that "It is irrelevant whether there
actuall was someone threatenin him to take naked ictures or whether he
ust believed there was. at the time. Either circumstance would be a lack of
the a ro riate mens rea." Matthew Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott
Albrecht never made any such of those arguments in the record in the entire
criminal case. Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss in the
General District Court as a matter of law, based on the exact same
arguments and case law as Edward Ryan Kennedy, and Brian would have
had a very good chance of being found not guilty in the General District
Court, then Brian never would have been forced to appeal the decision to the
Circuit Court of Martinsville, and thus Brian riever would have withdrawn
his appeal in the Circuit Court,
(7) That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that "For the reasons stated above the
overnment's burden was to rove eve element of the offense includin
the mens rea be ond a reasonable doubt. However even if ar uendo this
Court were to 6nd that the overnment's burden was onl a re onderance
of the evidence the overnment has still failed to ca its burden." Matthew
Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott Albrecht never made any such of those
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arguments in the record in the entire criminal case. Scott Albrecht should.
have filed a motion to dismiss in the General District Court as a matter of
law, based on. the exact same arguments and case law as Edward Ryan
Kennedy, and Brian wouM have had a very good chance of bemg found iiot
guilty in the General District Court, then BH.an never would have been.
forced to appeal the decision. to the Circuit Court of Martinsville, and thus
Brian never would have withdrawn his appeal in the Circuit Court.
(8) That Edward Ryan Kennedy argued that "In summar in order to show that
A ellant violated his su ervised release b committin the offense of
indecent ex osure under Vir inia law the overninent was rc uired.to
rove amon other thin s that A ellant had the intent to dis la or ex ose
himself m a wa which has as its dominant theme or ur ose a eal to the
rurient interest in sex as f'urther defined above without an 'ustihcation
excuse or other defense." Matthew Clark, Lauren McGarry, and Scott
Albrecht never made any such of those arguments in the record in the entire
criminal case. Scott Albrecht should have filed a motion to dismiss in the
General District Court as a matter of law, based on the exact same
arguments and. case law as Edward Ryan Kennedy, and Brian. would have
had a very good chance of being found not guilty in the General District
Court, then Brian never would have been forced to appeal the decision to the
Circuit Court of Martinsville, and. thus Brian never would have withdrawn
his appeal in the Circuit Court.

(9) The allegations alleged in paragraphs 1-8 show proof beyond a reasonable
doubt that Brian's state court appointed Counsels Lauren McGarry, Scott
Albrecht, and Matthew Scott Thomas Clark were all ineffective as assistance
of counsels'n Brian's state criminal case, from case no. GC18003138-00 in
the General District Court, to case no. CR1 9000009-00 in the Circuit Couit.
Not just ineffective but failed to demonstrate any arguments as good as
Attorney Edward Ryan Kennedy, the Mayor from Clarksburg, West
Virginia, who has high credibility and is in good standing, and. good
arguments as a lawyer. Arguably, If Edward Ryan Kennedy had been
appointed to Brian's state criiriinal case since September 21, 2018, likely this
Attorney would have attempted a motion to dismiss based upon Brian's legal
innocence to his charge or even negotiated these facts with Glen Andrew
Hall, Esq. to ask for a voluntary dismissal, and if that had failed then he
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would have made the same arguments before the General District Court and
the Judge would have asked the Commonwealth Attorney Glen Andrew
Hall, Esq. to produce any kind of proof that would prove the obscenity
requirement and intent requirement, which of course he wouM. not have,
since the U.S. Attorney had used the same indecent exposure evidence
against Brian David Hill in federal court for his Supervised Release
V

I.

t

g

d.

|

I*.

Y,*d~

whether Brian had ever en a ed in an behavior that would a eal to the
rurient interest in sex on or about Se tember 21 2018. Of course Brian had
not engaged in an behavior that would a eal to the rurient interest in sex
on or about Se tember 21 2018. Brian's Autism and OCD should have been
taken into consideration. The cumulative evidence of Carbon Monoxide Gas
Poisoning also should have been presented and taken into consideration. The
deletion from the chart of Sovah hospital records requesting blood-work be
done on Brian David Hill on September 21, 2018, any of that or all of that
could have been a reasonable doubt in General District Court but none of
that evidence was there at the time. Even without that evidence, Edward
Ryan Kennedy again argued that Brian David Hill is lega11y innocent of
indecent exposure statute under Virginia Code.

The paragraphs (1) through (9) have demonstrated above, along with the attached
evidence of REPLY BMEF OF APPELLANT', that Brian David Hill is legally
innocent of indecent exposure all along and that the General District Court has
originally erred when Brian David Hill was found guilty of indecent exposure
under Virginia Code g 18.2-387. Brian's lawyers in this state criminal case were
terrible, and Brian never should have been convicted. He is innocent all along.
Brian can never be honesty and truly convicted of indecent exposure under g 18.2387. Brian has proven. beyond a reasonable doubt of ineffective counsel, that Brian
was never guilty of $ 18.2-387, that Brian David Hill never should have placed in. a
position to have withdrawn his appeal, it is unconstitutional and invalid. The
General District Court verdict on December 21, 2018, was invalid as a matter of
law. Brian never should have been compelled to pay the legal costs accrued in the
above referenced criminal case. Brian David Hill requests relief and asks for an
end to his wrongf'ul conviction in Virginia once and for all.

Filed with the Honorable Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the
2020.

14"'ay of April,
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Signed,

Brian David Hill—
Ally of @anon
Pounder of USWGO
Alternative News
310 Porest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
P/"o Se Appellant.

„

v
I hereby certify that on this 14th day of April, 2020, I caused this "Evidence

in support of Brian David Hill's "Motion for writ of error coram vobis" ",

and in support of Brian David Hill 's legal Innocence to his charge of indecent

exposure under

g

18.2-387" to be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the

Commonwealth of Virginia through the Commonwealth Attorney's Office of

Martinsville (Pax 4276-403-5478) and will attach proof of service (Transmission
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ticket receipt for proof of transmission) which shall satisfy proof of service:

Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Office
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia
24112
(276) 403-5470
Counsel for Plaintiff

Signed,

Brian David Hill—
Ally of @anon
Founder of US WGQ
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt.
2 Martinsville,
Virginia 24112
(276) 790-3505
Pro Se Appellant
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COMMONWXAI TH GiF VHRGIMA,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

BRIAN OAVfmi HK,L,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)

)

Ciivil. Action Wn. CLZO09%89-tl0
Criniiilnal Action Wo. CRI9INOotii9-

00

Evidence in support of Brian
David Hill's "Motion for writ of
error cor am vobis" ", and in
support of Brian I)avid)HiiIPs legal
Ijmoceace to his charge of
indecent exposure under tj IS.Z387

Evidence in sn ort of
Bnan David Hill's eMotion for writ of error coram vobis" and in sn ort of
Brian Bavid HHII's Ie al innocence to his ch e of indecent ex osnre under

'8.2-387

I, Brian D. Hill, criminal defendant of the crin1inal case action no. and civil case
action no. referenced herein, file this attached evidence which will state the
following facts:

STATEMENT OP PACT S
Attached evidence is entitled "REPLY BRIEF OP APPELLANT", "ON APPEAL
FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE MIDDLE
DISTIUCT OF NORTH CAROL'INA AT GREENSBORO", 18 pages, aud
"RECORD NO. 19-4758":
{1) That the court appointed la&ye&~ Scoit Albrecbt throuJoiout the Martinsville

General District Court crimhial case, as well as Matthew Scott Thomas
Clark and Lauren Mc&arrv in the Circuit Court case wem all proven to be
ineffective assistance of counsel in violation of Brian David H111 's sixth
Amendment right under the U.S, Constitution See Strickland v.
Washington, 466 lJ.S. 668 {1984). The attached evidence proves that West
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
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P1ainti

—

Appellee,

BRIAN DAVID HILL,
Defend'ant — Appellant.

ON APPEAL FROM THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THK MIDDLE DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
AT GREENSBORO

REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT

E. Ryan Kennedy

RoBlwsox dk McELWYEE, PLLC
140 West Main Street, Suite 300
Clarksburg, West Virginia 26301
(304) 326-5318

Counsel+or Appellant
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ARGUMENT
The government's armunent unduly limits the scope of United
States v. Haymond, as the provided opinion indicates a new
direction for the Supreme Court of the United States. Therefore,
the district court erred as a matter of law in conducting the
revocation hearing without a jury and by making findings of
guilt by preponderance of the evidence, rather than beyond a
reasonable doubt
The government's argument expands Virginia state criminal law
regarding obscenity beyond its statutory limits and, therefore,
the district court erred in finding that the evidence before it was
sufficient to find that Appellant violated his supervised release
by violating Virginia Code $ 18.2-387 because the evidence fails
to show that Appellant acted intentionally to morc nn obsccnc
display or exposure of his person
The government's argument misses the point of Appellant's
argument that this situational violation was completely
avoidable had the district court granted Appellant's Motion to
Continue. Therefore, this Court should extend and/or modify
existing law to hold that the district court abused its discretion
when it denied Appellant's motion to continue the revocation
hearing until after the underlying criminal appeal was completed
10

II.

CONCLUSION.
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ARGUMENT

The government's argument unduly limits the scope of United States v.
Haymond, as the provided opinion indicates a new direction for the
Supreme Court of the United States. Therefore, the district court erred
as a matter of law in conducting the revocation hearing without a jury
and by making findings of guilt by preponderance of the evidence, rather
than beyond a reasonable doubt'.
The government's argument unduly limits the scope of United States

v.

Haymond, as the provided opinion indicates a new direction for the Supreme Court

of the United States. Therefore, the district court erred as a matter of law in
conducting the revocation hearing without a jury and by making findings of guilt by

preponderance of the evidence, rather than beyond a reasonable doubt.
As stated by the government in its brief, the Supreme Court of the United
States, in United States

v.

Haymond, 139 S. Ct. 2369 (2019), was divided into a 4-

1-4 decision. Wimle this division of the Court does make the opinion more difficult

to interpret, it does not lessen its impact.

The similarities between the two

(2) defendants in Haymond and the instant case are striking.

In Haymond, the defendant was initially convicted of possession of child
pornography, which is the same initial offense as Appellant. Id. at 2373. As in the

instant case, Haymond was sentenced to a term of (10) years of supervised release.

's

previously stated in Appellant's opening brief, this Court reviews questions of
law in supervised release revocation proceedings de novo, including the
interpretation of the United States Sentencing Guidelines and the Constitution of the
United States. United States v. Barton, 26 F.3d 490, 491 (4th Cir. 1994).
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Id. at 2574; (JA 7). Haymond was later caught, while on supervised release, with

additional child pornography and a revocation hearing was conducted before a

district judge without a jury and under a preponderance of the evidence standard, not
the beyond a reasonable doubt standard. Id. Similarly, in the instant case, Appellant
appeared before a district judge in a revocation hearing based upon his alleged

indecent exposure, without a jury and under a preponderance of the evidence
standard. (JA 26-27, 35-36, 120-21).

Both Haymond and Appellant were sentenced to an additional term of
incarceration based upon the findings of fact of a district judge, without a jury, by a
preponderance of the evidence. Id.; (JA 120-21).
The government emphasizes that Haymond's violation invoked the

mandatory minimum provision of 18 U.S.C.

$

3583(k), whereas Appellant's

sentence for his alleged violation fell under 18 U.S.C.

g

3583(e). Despite the

government's assertions to the contrary, however, Appellant maintains that the
expanded scope of trial by jury and the burden of proof being beyond a reasonable

doubt also applies to Section 3583(e) violations, such as this case, either directly

through Haymo/zd or through an expansion and/or change in existing law. Simply

For the sake of brevity, Appellant will not reproduce the Supreme Court of the
United States'loquent remarks from Hay//zond on the historic and fundamental
importance of both the right to trial by jury and that proof of criminal conduct must
be beyond a reasonable doubt. Appellant hereby incorporates by reference, as if
fully set forth herein, pages 2376 through 2378 of the Haymond opinion.
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put, Hay/zzo/zd is an established beachhead whose objectives are clear: The

restoration of a robust right to trial by jury and the expansion of the use of the beyond
a reasonable doubt standard.

The government's argument centered not so much on the law but on trying to

play on this Court's supposed fears of being the first Court of Appeals to recognize
the full scope of the Haymo/zd doctrine.

As a result, the government leaves

unrebutted the detailed textual analysis of Haymo/zd in Appellant's opening brief.
Many statements and passages in the Court's opinion strongly suggest that the Sixth

Amendment right to a jury trial applies to any supervised-release revocation
proceeding. For example, the first sentence of the opinion reads: "Only a jury, acting

on proof beyond a reasonable doubt, may take a person's liberty." Hay/zzo/zd, 139

S.

Ct. at 2373.

The Court defined a "crime" as any "ac[t] to which the law affixes ...

punishment," and says that a "prosecution" is 'the process of exhibiting formal
charges against an offender before a legal tribunal." Haymond, 139 S. Ct. at 2376.
The Court, however, uses this definition for the purpose, of declaring that every

supervised-release revocation proceeding is a criminal prosecution. See Hay/zzo/zd
139 S. Ct., at 2379 ("[A] 'criminal prosecution'ontinues and the defendant remains

an

'accused'ith

all the rights provided by the Sixth Amendment, until a final
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sentence is imposed.... [A]n accused's final sentence includes any supervised release
sentence he may receive".)

Quoting Blakely

v. 8'aslzi/zgto/z,

542 U.S. 296, 304 (2004), the Court states

that "a jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt every fact which the law makes
essential to a punishment that a judge might later seek to impose." Haynzo/zd, 139 S.
Ct. at 2370. Since a defendant sentenced to incarceration after being found to have

violated supervised release is receiving a "puriishinent,'" then the Court's statement
means that any factual finding upon which that judgment is based must be made by
a jury, not by a judge.

While both Apprendi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466 (2000) and Blakely
Uizi ted States,

v.

570 U.S. 99 (2013), apply only to a defendant's sentencing proceeding

and not to a supervised-release revocation proceeding, which has been described at

times as a "postjudgirient sentence-administration proceedin[g]," the Court states

that "the demands of the Fifth and Sixth Amendments" cannot be "dodge[d] by the
simple expedient of relabeling a criminal prosecution a ... 'sentence

modification'mposed

at a 'postjudgment sentence administration proceeding." Haymo/zd, 139 S.

Ct. at 2379. The meaning

of the Court's above statement is clear. A supervised-

release revocation proceeding is a criminal prosecution and is therefore governed by

both the Fifth and Sixth Amendments. See Haymo/zd, 139 S. Ct. at 2390 (" any
accusation triggering a new and additional punishment [must be] proven to the
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satisfaction of a jury beyond a reasonable doubt"); Id. at 2380 ("a jury must find all

of the facts necessary to authorize a judicial punishment" ).
The Court, in summary, posits that parole was constitutional, but supervised

release is entirely different. Haymo/zd, 139

S. Ct.

at 2381-82. The implication in

the above statements is clear enough: All supervised-release revocation proceedings

must be conducted in compliance with the Sixth Amendment. The Court hints at
where it is heading when it writes: "[O]ur opinion, [does] not pass judgment one
way or the other on

g

3583(e)'s consistency with Appvendi." Hayvtzo/zd, 139 S. Ct.

at 2382-84, n.7. Section 3583(e), the section under which Appellant was sentenced,
sets out the procedure to be followed in all supervised-release revocation

proceedings. Therefore, the Court left open the door that provision, the one through

which Appellant was sentenced, is not consistent with Appve/zdi, which means that

Appellant's proceeding required trial by jury.
For the reasons both stated above and in Appellant's opening brief, there is no
clear ground for limiting the Haymo/zd opinion only to Section 3583(k). The Court
simply let that issue sleep for another day.

Today is that day.

Despite the

government's protestations to the contrary, this Court should recognize the larger
paradigm shift which has occurred in the Supreme Court's reasoning, which when
applied, protects Appellant from being sentenced to further incarceration without a

jury and requires a beyond a reasonable doubt evidence standard.
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The government's argument expands Virginia state criminal law
regarding obscenity beyond its statutory limits and, therefore, the district
court erred in finding that the evidence before it was sufficient to find
that Appellant violated his supervised release by violating Virginia Code
g 18.2-387 because the evidence fails to show that Appellant acted
intentionally to make an obscene display or exposure of his person.
The government's argument expands Virginia state criminal law regarding

obscenity beyond its statutory limits and, therefore, the district court erred in finding

that the evidence before it was sufficient to find that Appellant violated his
supervised release by violating Virginia Code

g

18.2-387 because the evidence fails

to show that Appellant acted intentionally to make an obscene display or exposure

of his person. WMle the government would have this Court believe that it knows
obscenity when it sees it, Virginia has chosen to provide significant codification in
this area of law. That statute provides, in relevant part, that "[e]very person who

p'arts
k

1

Chply

«p

fli

&

p

thereof, in any public place, or in any place where others are present, or

procures another to so expose himself, shall be guilty of a Class
Va. Code

$

1

misdemeanor."

18.2-387 (emphases added).

"The 'obscenity'lement of Code

g

18.2—387 may be satisfied when: (1) the

accused admits to possessing such intent, Moses v.

Commons

ealtlz, 611 S.E.2d 607,

608 (Va. App. 2005) (en banc ); (2) the defendant is visibly aroused, Morales v.
Commo/zM ealtlz, 525 S.E.2d 23, 24 (Va. App. 2000); (3)

masturbatory behavior, Copela/zd

v.

the defendant engages in

Commonwealtlz, 525 S.E.2d 9, 10 (Va. App.
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2000); or (4) in other circumstances when the totality of the circumstances supports

an inference that the accused had as his dominant purpose a prurient interest in sex,

08.'he mere exposure of a naked body is not obscene.

Havt, 441 S.E.2d at 707—
See Pvice

v. Commo&zwealtlz,

201 S.E.2d 798, 800 (Va. 1974) (finding that '[a]

portrayal of nudity is not, as a matter of law, a sufficient basis for finding that [it] is

obscene')." Romick

v.

Commo/zwealtfz, No. 1580-12-4, 2013 WL 6094240, at "'2

(Va. Ct. App. Nov. 19, 2013) (unpublished) (internal citations reformatted).

While the evidence may show that Appellant was naked in public, as stated
above, nudity, without more, is not obscene under Virginia law. Rather, "[t]he word

'obscene'here it appears

in this article shall mean that which, considered as a

whole has as its dominant theme or ur ose an a

eal to the rurient interest

in sex, that is a shameful or morbid interest in nudity, sexual conduct, sexual
excitement, excretory functions or products thereof or sadomasochistic abuse, and

'lthough the

government has placed all of its eggs in the basket of a single,
unreported, three (3) page decision of a state intermediate appellate court, defendant
is citing a summary of multiple reported decisions, some of which came from
Virginia's highest court. Further, as Ma/zess v. Commo/zwealtlz, 2014 WL 2136469,
~3 (Va. App. 2014). (unpublished), the case cited by the government acknowledges,
every circumstance of alleged obscenity is fact-specific. Maness was riding a
bicycle nearly nude through a major throughway on a Sunday in broad daylight. Id.
at *1. Further Maness did not appear to be in any distress and said that he simply
thoughtitwasanice day forabikeride. Id. UnlikeAppellant, there doesnotappear
to be any other logical reason why Maness would have thus conducted himself
except to have as his dominant theme or purpose an appeal to the prurient interest in
sex. Appellant's belief that he was being forced to take nude pictures of himself in
public under threat of harm to his family constitutes a completely different purpose.
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which goes substantially beyond customary limits of candor in description or
representation of such matters and which, taken as a whole, does not have serious
literary, artistic, political or scientific value." Va. Code

g

18.2-372 (emphasis

added). Wlnle Virginia does not appear to have established a clean definition of

criminal intent, Black's Law Dictionary defines it as

"I ajn

intent to commit an actus

reus without any justification, excuse, or other defense."

In summary, in order to show that Appellant violated his supervised release
by committing the offense of indecent exposure under Virginia law, the government
was required to prove, among other things, that Appellant had the intent to display

or expose himself in a way which has, as its dominant theme or purpose, appeal to
the prurient interest in sex, as further defined above, without any justification,
excuse, or other defense. The government failed to do so. Rather, the government's

evidence, presented through its own witnesses, showed Appellant as someone who
was running around naked between midnight and 2:00 a.m. and taking pictures of

himself because he believed that someone was going to hurt his family if he did not
do so. (JA 42-43, 53).

For the reasons stated above, the government's burden was to prove every element

of the offense, including the mens /"ea, beyond a reasonable doubt. However, even
if, arguendo, this Court were to find that the government's burden was only a
preponderance of the evidence, the government has still failed to carry its burden.
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The district court did not hear, however, any evidence of Appellant having his

dominant theme, or purpose being an appeal to the prurient interest in sex. For
example, the government does not dispute that there was no evidence of Appellant

making any sexual remarks, being aroused, masturbating, or enjoying his conduct,
sexually or otherwise. I f a person was purposing to expose himself in public because

he or she found it sexually arousing, it would be logical that he or she would pick a
place and time where he or she would expect to encounter lots of members of the
public. Appellant did not do that. Rather, he was running around between midnight

and 2:00 a.m. and the witnesses to his nudity were few. Hence, the statements

Appellant made to police and his conduct both indicate that, in the light most
favorable to the government, (1) he was naked in public while having a psychiatric
episode5, but (2) without the intent necessary to commit indecent exposure under

Virginia law. Consequently, for the reasons stated above and in Appellant's opening
brief, the district court erred, as a matter of law, when it found that Appellant had

violated his supervised release by committing the Virginia state law offense of
indecent exposure as per Virginia Code

$

18.2-387.

It is irrelevant whether there actually was someone threatening him to take naked
pictures or whether he just believed there was at the time. Either circumstance would
be a lack of the appropriate mens /"ea.
5
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The government's argument misses the point of Appellant's argument
that this situational violation was completely avoidable had the district
court granted Appellant's Motion to Continue. Therefore, this Court
should extend and/or modify existing lawv to hold that the district court
abused its discretion wvhen it denied Appellant's motion to continue the
revocation hearing until after the underlying criminal appeal divas
completed.
The government's argument misses the point of Appellant's argument that

this situational violation was completely avoidable had the district court granted

Appellant's Motion to Continue. Therefore, this Court should extend and/or modify
existing law to hold that the district court abused its discretion when it denied

Appellant's motion to continue the revocation hearing until after the underlying
criminal appeal was completed. As stated above and in Appellant's opening brief,
this Court should extend and/or modify existing law to find that Appellant had a

constitutional right to a trial by jury and for his guilt to be determined to the beyond
a reasonable doubt standard.

An abuse of discretion occurs when the district court demonstrates "an
unreasoning and arbitrary insistence upon expeditiousness in the face of a j ustifiable

request for delay." Movvis v. Slappy, 461 U.S.

1, 11-12

(1983).

If the district court had not wanted to empanel a jury, it could have still
protected Appellant's constitutional rights by simply granting Appellant's motion to
continue the hearing in order to allow Appellant's pending state court appeal, which

would have been a de novo jury trial, to reach a final decision. (JA 30-36). Had the

10
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district court done so, it could have used the final conviction from the Virginia state
court, if the appeal were unsuccessful, as a factual basis for a revocation because

Appellant would have, at that point, been determined to be guilty of said underlying
offense beyond a reasonable doubt by a jury of his peers. Conversely, if said appeal

were successful, then the district court could have dismissed the revocation petition.
Therefore, the district court demonstrated an unreasoning and arbitrary insistence

upon expeditiousness in the face of a justifiable request for delay by insisting that
the hearing proceed that day.
As provided in 18 U.S.C.

g

3583(e)(4), and discussed at the revocation

hearing, the district court could have ordered Appellant to remain at his place of

residence during non-working hours and/or placed him on electronic monitoring.
(JA 103-06). Such an order would have alleviated any public safety concern wlule

Appellant's appeal was ongoing in state court. Therefore, the district court abused
its discretion when it denied Appellant*s motion to continue, as the district court

could have alleviated the basis for this appeal by merely granting the continuance.

II.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons state above and in Appellant's opening brief, the Appellant
urges this Court to vacate the revocation of his supervised release.

11
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BRIAN DAVID HILL
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E. Ryan Kennedy
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Counsel for Appella/zt
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sentence is imposed.... [A]n accused's final sentence includes any supervised release
sentence he may receive".)

Quoting Blakely

v.

Washington, 542 U.S. 296, 304 (2004), the Court states

that "a jury must find beyond a reasonable doubt every fact which the law makes
essential to a punishment that a judge might later seek to impose." Haymo/zd, 139 S.
Ct. at 2370. Since a defendant sentenced to incarceration after being found to have

violated supervised release is receiving a punishment,'" then the Court's statement
means that any factual finding upon which that judgment is based must be made by
a jury, not by ajudge.

While both Appre/zdi v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 466 (2000) and Blakely
U/zi ted States,

v.

570 U.S. 99 (2013), apply only to a defendant's sentencing proceeding

and not to a supervised-release revocation proceeding, which has been described at

times as a "postjudgment sentence-administration proceedin[g]," the Court states

that "the demands of the Fifth and Sixth Amendments" cannot be "dodge[d] by the
simple expedient of relabeling a criminal prosecution a ... 'sentence

modification'mposed

at a 'postjudgment sentence administration proceeding." Haymo&zd, 139 S.

Ct. at 2379. The meaning

of the Court's above statement is clear. A supervised-

release revocation proceeding is a criminal prosecution and is therefore governed by
both the Fifth and Sixth Amendments. See Haymo/zd, 139 S. Ct. at 2390 ("any
accusation triggering a new and additional punishment [must be] proven to the
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satisfaction of a jury beyond a reasonable doubt"); Id. at 2380 ("a jury must find all

of the facts necessary to authorize a judicial punishment").
The Court, in summary, posits that parole was constitutional, but supervised

release is entirely different. Haymo/zd, 139

S. Ct.

at 2381-82. The implication in

the above statements is clear enough: All supervised-release revocation proceedings

must be conducted in compliance with the Sixth Amendment. The Court hints at
where it is heading when it writes: "[Ojur opinion, [does] not pass judgment one
way or the other on

g

3583(e)'s consistency with Apprendi." Hay/zzond, 139 S. Ct.

at 2382-84, n.7. Section 3583(e), the section under which Appellant was sentenced,
sets out the procedure to be followed in all supervised-release revocation

proceedings. Therefore, the Court left open the door that provision, the one through

which Appellant was sentenced, is not consistent with Appvendi, which means that

Appellant's proceeding required trial by jury.
For the reasons both stated above and in Appellant's opening brief, there is no
clear ground for limiting the Haymond opinion only to Section 3583(k). The Court
simply let that issue sleep for another day.

Today is that day.

Despite the

government's protestations to the contrary, this Court should recognize the larger
paradigm shift which has occurred in the Supreme Court's reasoning, which when
applied, protects Appellant from being sentenced to further incarceration without a

jury and requires a beyond a reasonable doubt evidence standard.
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The government's argument expands Virginia state criminal law
regarding obscenity beyond its statutory limits and, therefore, the district
court erred in finding that the evidence before it was sufficient to find
that Appellant violated his supervised release by violating Virginia Code
g 18.2-387 because the evidence fails to show that Appellant acted
intentionally to make an obscene display or exposure of his person.
The government's argument expands Virginia state criminal law regarding

obscenity beyond its statutory limits and, therefore, the district court erred in finding

that the evidence before it was sufficient to find that Appellant violated his
supervised release by violating Virginia Code

$

18.2-387 because the evidence fails

to show that Appellant acted intentionally to make an obscene display or exposure

of his person. While the government would have this Court believe that it knows
obscenity when it sees it, Virginia has chosen to provide significant codification in
this area of law. That statute provides, in relevant part, that "tejveiy person who

k

b

Chply

«p

fli

p,

th

pi

parts thereof, in any public place, or in any place where others are present, or

procures another to so expose himself, shall be guilty of a Class

1

misdemeanor."

Va. Code g 18.2-387 (emphases added).

"The 'obscenity'lement of Code

g

18.2—387 may be satisfied when: (1) the

accused admits to possessing such intent, Moses v. Commonwealth, 611 S.E.2d 607,
608 (Va. App. 2005) (en banc ); (2) the defendant is visibly aroused, Mo/.ales

v.

Commonwealth, S2S S.E.2d 23, 24 (Va. App. 2000); (3) the defendant engages in

masturbatory behavior, Copeland

v.

Conzmo/zwealtlz, 525 S.E.2d 9, 10 (Va. App.
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2000); or (4) in other circumstances when the totality of the circumstances supports

an inference that the accused had as his dominant purpose a prurient interest in sex,
Havt, 441 S.E.2d at 707—08.'he mere exposure of a naked body is not obscene.
See Pvice

v.

Commonwealth, 201 S.E.2d 798, 800 (Va. 1974) (finding that '[a]

portrayal of nudity is not, as a matter of law, a sufficient basis for finding that [it] is

obscene')." Aomick v. Commonwealth, No. 1580-12-4, 2013 WL 6094240, at

"'2

(Va. Ct. App. Nov. 19, 2013) (unpublished) (internal citations reformatted).

While the evidence may show that Appellant was naked in public, as stated
above, nudity, without more, is not obscene under Virginia law. Rather, "Nhe word

'obscene'here it appears

in this article shall mean that which, considered as a

whole has as its dominant theme or ur Ose an a

eal to the rurient interest

in sex, that is a shameful or morbid interest in nudity, sexual conduct, sexual
excitement, excretory functions or products thereof or sadomasochistic abuse, and

Although the government has placed all of its eggs in the basket of a single,
unreported, three (3) page decision of a state intermediate appellate court, defendant
is citing a summary of multiple reported decisions, some of which came from
Virginia's highest court. Further, as Ma/zess v. Commo/zwealtfz, 2014 WL 2136469,
*3 (Va. App. 2014). (unpublished), the case cited by the government acknowledges,
every circumstance of alleged obscenity is fact-specific. Maness was riding a
bicycle nearly nude through a major throughway on a Sunday in broad daylight. Id.
at *1. Further Maness did not appear to be in any distress and said that he simply
thought it was a nice day for a bike ride. Id. Unlike Appellant, there does not appear
to be any other logical reason why Maness would have thus conducted himself
except to have as his dominant theme or purpose an appeal to the prurient interest in
sex. Appellant's belief that he was being forced to take nude pictures of himself in
public under threat of harm to his family constitutes a completely different purpose.
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which goes substantially beyond customary limits of candor in description or
representation of such matters and which, taken as a whole, does not have serious
literary, artistic, political or scientific value." Va. Code

g

18.2-372 (emphasis

added). While Virginia does not appear to have established a clean definition of

criminal intent, Black's Law Dictionary defines it as "[a]n intent to commit an actus

reus without any justification, excuse, or other defense."

In summary, in order to show that Appellant violated his supervised release
by committing the offense of indecent exposure under Virginia law, the government
was required to prove, among other things, that Appellant had the intent to display

or expose himself in a way which has, as its dominant theme or purpose, appeal to

the prurient interest in sex, as further defined above, without any justification,
excuse, or other defense. The government failed to do so. Rather, the government's

evidence, presented tlmough its own witnesses, showed Appellant as someone who
was running around naked between midnight and 2:00 a.m. and taking pictures of

himself because he believed that someone was going to hurt his family if he did not
do so. (JA 42-43, 53).

4

For the reasons stated above, the governinent's burden was to prove every element
of the offense, including the mens rea, beyond a reasonable doubt. However, even
if, arguendo, this Court were to find that the government's burden was only a
preponderance of the evidence, the government has still failed to carry its burden.
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The district court did not hear, however, any evidence of Appellant having his

dominant theme, or purpose being an appeal to the prurient interest in sex. For
example, the government does not dispute that there was no evidence of Appellant

making any sexual remarks, being aroused, masturbating, or enjoying his conduct,
sexually or otherwise. If a person was purposing to expose himself in public because

he or she found it sexually arousing, it would be logical that he or she would pick a

place and time where he or she would expect to encounter lots of members of the
public. Appellantdidnotdothat. Rather,hewasrunning aroundbetweenmidnight

and 2:00 a.m. and the witnesses to his nudity were few. Hence, the statements

Appellant made to police and his conduct both indicate that, in the light most
favorable to the government, (1) he was naked in public wlvle having a psychiatric
episode5, but (2) without the intent necessary to commit indecent exposure under

Virginia law. Consequently, for the reasons stated above and in Appellant's opening
brief, the district court erred, as a matter of law, when it found that Appellant had

violated his supervised release by committing the Virginia state law offense of
indecent exposure as per Virginia Code

$

18.2-387.

5

It is irrelevant whether there actually was someone threatening him to take naked
pictures or whether he just believed there was at the time. Either circumstance would
be a lack of the appropriate me/zs rea.
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The government's argument misses the point of Appellant's argument
that this situational violation was completely avoidable had the district
court granted Appellant's Motion to Continue. Therefore, this Court
should extend and/or modify existing law to hold that the district court
abused its discretion when it denied Appellant's motion to continue the
revocation hearing until after the underlying criminal appeal was
completed.
The government's argument misses the point of Appellant's argument that

this situational violation was completely avoidable had the district court granted

Appellant's Motion to Continue. Therefore, this Court should extend and/or modify
existing law to hold that the district court abused its discretion when it denied

Appellant's motion to continue the revocation hearing until after the underlying
criminal appeal was completed. As stated above and in Appellant's opening brief,
this Court should extend and/or modify existing law to find that Appellant had a

constitutional right to a trial by jury and for his guilt to be determined to the beyond
a reasonable doubt standard.

An abuse of discretion occurs when the district court demonstrates "ari
unreasoning and arbitrary insistence upon expeditiousness in the face of a j ustifiable

request for delay." Morris v. Slappy, 461 U.S. 1, 11-12 (1983).

If the district court had not wanted to empanel a jury, it could have still
protected Appellant's constitutional rights by simply granting Appellant's motion to
continue the hearing in order to allow Appellant's pending state court appeal, which

would have been a de novo jury trial, to reach a final decision. (JA 30-36). Had the

10
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district court done so, it could have used the final conviction from the Virginia state
court, if the appeal were unsuccessful, as a factual basis for a revocation because

Appellant would have, at that point, been determined to be guilty of said underlying
offense beyond a reasonable doubt by a jury of his peers. Conversely, if said appeal

were successful, then the district court could have dismissed the revocation petition.
Therefore, the district court demonstrated an unreasoning and arbitrary insistence

upon expeditiousness in the face of a justifiable request for delay by insisting that
the hearing proceed that day.
As provided in 18 U.S.C.

$

3583(e)(4), and discussed at the revocation

hearing, the district court could have ordered Appellant to remain at his place of

residence during non-working hours and/or placed him on electronic monitoring.
(JA 103-06). Such an order would have alleviated any public safety concern while

Appellant's appeal was ongoing in state court. Therefore, the district court abused
its discretion when it denied Appellant's motion to continue, as the district court

could have alleviated the basis for this appeal by merely granting the continuance.

II.

CONCLUSION

For the reasons state above and in Appellant's opening brief, the Appellant
urges this Court to vacate the revocation of his supervised release.
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Respectfully Submitted,

BRIAN DAVID HILL
By Counsel

/s/E. R an Kenned
E. Ryan Kennedy
(W.Va. State Bar. ¹10154)

ROBINSON &, McELWEE PLLC
Post Office Box 128
Clarksburg, West Virginia 26302
Plmne: 304-622-5022
Counsel for Appellant
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From: Brian David Hill
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Court
Martinsville
Clerk
To:
authorized
Deputy
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any

VIRGINIA.: IN THE CIRCUIT CQURT QF THE CITY/TQWN

Ql'ARTINSVILLE

)

CQMMQNVVEALTH OF VIRGIMA,
PiaintiBp

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)

Criminal Action No. CM9000099-00
Civil Action Ão. CK2WW689-69
Civil Action No. CL19088331-09

NQTlCE GF APPEAL

)
)
)

NOTICE QF APPKM,
Notice is hereby given to the Circuit Court of Martinsville that Defendant Brian
David Hill ("Brian D. Hill", "Hill", "Brian", "Defendant" ) in the above named
case,e hereby appeal to the Court of Appeals Virginia from the final judgment (See

Order, Date: 04/10/2020, Type: ORDER, Party: TTM, Judge: GCG, Remarks:

DEMAL - MOT TQ DISQUALljFY) denying Brian D. Hill's "MOTION TQ
DISQUALIFY THE HQN. GILES CARTER GREER FROM ANY FURTHER
PARTICIPATION IN THE CASE(S)" entered in this action on the 10th day of
April, 2020.
~Appellee in the case would be the Commonwealth Attorney of MartinsvHle, Virginia, Glen
Andrew Hall, Fsq. Accidently said Appellant in other Notice of Appeal. Clerical mistake.

First Annendment s.oteeted Q ivan: The judicial corruption has gotten so out
of control inside of the United States of America (the USSA, the United Soviet
States of America) in almost all. courts, people get nowhere like hamsters on a
wheel. It doesn't matter what evidence is submitted/filed, doesn't matter what
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witnesses testify or are offered, doesn't matter what the law is or how a higher
court had ever interpreted the law. Courts have becoxne slave outfitters
enslavin eve sin le one of us American citizens. Prisons and Jails are
SI AVE
desi ed to take awa the knowled e and rodnctivi of
eo le and lacin them in the s stem to be a er. etuatin crime eommitter.
Make it eas to face a robation violation on an Little thin no matter how
insi nifilcant makin it a revolvin~ door to rison and further slave . Slavery
has been allowed for the criminal injustice system, for now. The ta ets for this
slave under the s stem ha ens to be oor folks the mentail and
h sical disabled the elderl and the bleak and Lower middle class. The
Courts these days &eely and openly encourage slavery of the poor folks which are
a very large portion of the masses. They expect and demand that people pay for
lawyers when it is the lawyers who are selling out the United States, betraying their
clients and selling them out for money and power, and misrepresenting facts, lying,
cheating, and stealing. They allowed the Central Intelligence Agency to get away
with the PedopMe rings, blackmail operations, Drug Cartels including MS-13, and
all kinds of criminal behaviors by those in authority underground, in the tunnels.
Donald Trump said that there is light at the end of the tunnel.

C~S

Donald John Trump was elected not just to get rid of the corruption within our
Federal. Courts, corruption in Congress, and the corruption within all Federal
Agencies including but not limited to the State Department. D JT also made the
popular campaign slogan of "Brain the Swamp" as the corruption within the State
Courts, State Legiislature, State Agencies, Municipalities, and other corruption in
public body-politic institutions and public corporations within every state will be
held accountable for their crimes. God cries with every miscarriage of justice,
every evil being perpetuated against the poor and fatherless by those in authority.
What Martinsville has done is to enslave a mentally/physically disabled person
who is INNOCENT OF HIS CRIME, and not care about the evidence and not care
h Ql A d
H II
II.T~bB
y 1*
p
care about the Laws the don't even care about an bod but themselves it is a
lack of em ath which will lead socie to RUIN, America will become a third
world country under corrupt Courts and conwpt Judges. @Anon followers
understand how bad. our authorities have gotten. They understand the very big
problem of the blackmail or Bribery of politicians and Judges and Prosecutors
under Jeffrey Epstein, George Soros and other CIA/Deep-State sanctioned
blackmailers and black-ops. The Beep State sanctioned blackmailers and bribers.
They can threaten/bribe any politician behind the scenes to be nothing more than a
puppet, but we the American eo le see throu h it all like the Vizard of Qz
movie with the Man hidin behind the Curn pretending to be some powerf'ul

h~
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projection like some kind of deity. If the Beep State is controlling Giles Carter
Greer, and other powerful people in Virginia, if the Beep State is behind Brian's
wrongful conviction in this State, then QAnon, the Department of Justice once the
corruption is cleaned out, and Donald John Trump vviII ardon Bli lan David Hill
aud he will be ac mitted even of his state char e and conviction. Brjtaa mill be
ac uitted of eve thin as lt 18 all uuco881titutioual w'hat has ha cued to
Brian Bavid Hill of US&GO Alternative Ne~vs and there is nothing that these
corrupt State Judges can do about it once good Governors and good legislators get
elected and the pardons of innocence can issue. God and Jesus is more powerful
than man, we shall not continually be slaves to a Satanic Global Order. We will be
free like the enslaved Jews in the Bible, we will be &ee, we will be acquitted, and
Bl M Ily 8* 1 RM fL .~lt
th Git
1*g lly
~ lb 6
Carter Greer is uot a Bee State Pu ct but he robabl is the wa he acts in
every part of Brian's criminal case. The CIA Headquarters is in Langley, Virginia,
so the CIA has a stranglehold of Virginia and its governing bodies. @Anon is
dismantling the corrupt CIA behind the scenes if what they are saying is indeed the
truth, they will go to prison for their crimes against humanity. I am sure that Glen
Andrew Hall may likely be another George Soros funded prosecutor or simply a
Beep State operative, who knows. They are NOT gods, they are not even to be
considered as demi-gods. The people are victims of the Beep State Swamp.
.

.

The Bible says under Psalms, that these elite and corrupt politicians eventually will
fall like one of the paces,

Psalm 82

New King James Versi.on
A Plea for Justice
A Psalm of Asaph.

I God stands in the congregation of [a]the mighty;
He judges among the [b]gods.
2 How long will you judge unjustly,

And show paLtiality to the wicked'elah
3

[c]Defend the poor and fatherless;

Bo justice to the affBcted and needy.
4 Deliver the poor and needy;
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Free them from the hand of the wicked.
5

They do not know, nor do they understand;

They walk about in darkness;

All the foundations of the earth are [d]unstable.
6 I said, "You are [e]gods,

And all of you are children of the Most High.
7 But you shall die like men,

And fall like one of the princes."
Arise, 0 God, judge the earth;
For You shall inherit all nations.
8

Footnotes:

Psalm 82:1 Heb. El, lit. God
Psalm 82:1 Judges; Heb. elohim, lit. mighty ones or gods

Psalm 82:3 Vindicate
Psalm 82:5 moved

Psalm 82:6 Judges; Heb. elohim, lit. mighty ones or gods
King James 2000

A Psalm of Asaph.

A Plea For God's Deliverance
1

God stands in the congregation of the mighty; he judges among the gods,

2 How long will you judge unjustly, and accept the persons
3

of the wicked? Selah.

Defend the poor and fatherless: do justice to the afflicted and needy.

4 Deliver the poor and needy: rid them out of the hand of the wicked.

They know not, neither will they understand; they walk on in darkness: all the
foundations of the earth are out of course.
5

6 I have said, You are gods; and all of you are children of the most High.
7 But you shall die like men, and fall like one of the princes.
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8 Arise, O God, judge the earth: for you shall

inherit all nations.

Ill

forever. Just like the
MARIINSVILLE is trying to enslave Brian David
Federal Courts. The slavery is wrong and cannot continue as God will not
continually turn a blind eye to each and every miscarriage ofjustice like it is a
normal everyday occurrence.
I ask God and Jesus, to help guide me throughout this corrupt system, corl~pt
Government, corrupt Police, Dirty Cops, and allow me to ask the powerful to, LET
MY PEOPLE GO, as Moses said to the Pharaoh of Egypt. Let my people go!!!! l!

Even Romans 13 has been misinterpreted, it is not defending an all-powerful
tyrannical Government, but actually says that "For rulers are not a terror to good
works, but to the evil." So a Government must not be a terror to good works but
only to the evil. Those who do evil deeds must be punished. %hen somebody is
legally innocent and had a good reason for what happened, the evidence should be
considered instead of being ignored.

ROmanS 13 King james Version (KjV)
13 Let eve soul be sub ect unto the hi her owers. For there is no ower
~bt of od: the powers that be are ordained of God.
2Whosoever therefore resisteth the power, resisteth the ordinance of God:
and they that resist. shall receive to themselves damnation.

rulers are not terror to ood w rks but to the evil. Wilt thou then not
be afraid of the power? do that which is ood and thou shalt have raise of
the same;
&For

4For e is th minister of God to thee for ood. Bu if thou d
b f 'd:
d i
f h
1

1

I

«

i:

i

that which
1

i

i

is
f

God, a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth evil.

eWherefore ye must needs be subject, not only for wrath, but also for
conscience sake.
e

For for this cause pay ye tribute also: for they are God's ministers,

attending continuaily upon this very thing.

therefore to all their dues: tribute to whom tribute is due; custom to
whom custom; fear to whom fear; honour to whom honour.

f Render
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80we no man any thing, but to love one another; For he that loveth another
hath fulfilled the law.

shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt not
steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness, Thou shalt not covet; and if there be
any other commandment, it is briefly comprehended in this saying„namely,
Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself.
9For this, Thou

«Love worketh no
law.

ill

to his neighbour: therefore love is the fulfilling of the

«And that, knowing the time, t a o it is hi
ime to wake out of le
for now is our sa vat'on nearer than when we believed.

«The ni ht is far s ent the da is at hand: let us herefore ca
works of darknes and let us ut on he armour of li ht,

t ff the

«Let us walk honestl as in the da; not in rioting and drunkenness, not in
chambering and wantonness, not in strife and envying.
~4But

e n the Lord j sus Christ, and make not provision for the flesh,

to fulfil the lusts thereof.
I am a Christian, I am not perfect but I know good verses of the Bible.
Filed with the Honorable Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the 15th day of April,
2020.

Signed,

:

Brian David Hill — Ally

of

ganon
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1

hereby certify that on this 15th day of April, 2020,

l

caused this "NOTICE OF

APPEAL'* to be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the Commonwealth of Virginia
through the Commonwealth Attorney's Office of Martinsville (Fax 4276-403-5478) and will
attach proof of service (Trans/nission ticket receipt for proofof transmission) which shall satisfy

proof of service:
Glen Andrew Hali, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Ofhce
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 403-5470
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CORK/DEPUTY CLERI(
&TRGINIA: IN TIIE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TO%N Or MAXIINSVILLE

)
COMMioiiiiiWKALTH OF V JRGIXIA,

)

Plaintiff,

)

MIAN 1)i%VIP HILL,

)
)
)
)

Criminal Action iso. CR$ 90t)06%40
Civil Action No. CLÃlt)t)6989@iI

Civil Action Wo. CLI90t)633lkt8

9efend ant!

NOTICE OF A.PPRAL

)
)
)

)

NOTICE Olii APPEAL
Notice is hereby given to the Circuit Court of Martinsville that Defendant Brian

David Hill (eBrian 9, Hill", "Hill", "Brian", "Defendant") in the above named
case,e hereby appeal to the Court of Appalls Virginia from the final j udgment (See
Order. Date: 04/IO/2020, 'Qqx,: ORDLR, Party: 'ITM, 3udge: GCG, Remarks:

DEIL - MOT TO DISQUALIF Y) denying Brian 0 Hill's "MOTION TO
DISQUALIF Y THE HON. GILES CARTHR GRHHR FROM ANY FURTHER

PARTICIPATION IN THE CASE(S)" entered

ir!

this action on tire 10th day of

April, 2620.

~Appellee in the case would be the Commonwealth Attorney of 51artinsvillc, Viruinia, Glen
Andrew Hall, Esq. Accidently said Appellant in other Notice of Appeal. Clerical mistake.

First Attnendmeritt rotected 0 inion: The judicial corruption. has gotten so out
of control inside of the United States of America (the USSA, the United Soviet
States of America) in almost a11 courts, people get no~4!ere like hmnsters on a
wheel. It doesn'. matter what evidence is subtrtitterI/filed, doesn't matter what
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
4/21/2020
1:26:14 PM
Circuit
Court
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville

VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN OF MARTINSVILLE

COMMGNWKAI.TH QF VIRG1NIA,

)
)
)

Piatmtlffp

)

vw

)
)
)

BRIAN 'OA VID HII.I.,
9efentiamt,

)
)
)

Criminal Actiou Nn. CR19000009-00
Civn Aetio+ No. CI 20000089-00
Civil Aetio@ Ão. CI 19000331-00

WQTICK QF APPKAI

)
)
)

NQYICK

OI'PPKAI.

Notice is hereby given to the Circuit Court of Martinsville that Befendant Brian

Bavid Hill ("Brian B. Hill", "Hill", "Brian.", "Defendant") in the above named
case,~ hereby appeal to the Court of Appeals Virginia from the final judgment (See

Order, Date: 04/10/2020, Type: ORDER, Parly: TTM, Judge: GCG, Remarks:

DENIED DEF WRIT ERROR CV) denying Brian B. Hill's "MOTION FOR
WRIT OF ERROR CORAM VOBIS" entered in this acbon on the 10th day of
April, 2020.
*Appellee in the case would be the Commonwealth Attorney of'Martinsville, Virginia, Glen
Andrew Hall, Esq. Accidently said Appellant in other Notice of Appeal. Clerical mistake.

First Amendment rotected 0 inion: [CQRRUPTIOPN][SLAVERY]
BRAIN THE SWAMP... Martinsville is advocating slavery against the disabled.
04

04/.'&0/E020

.85

04/$ 0/$

ES

04/10/ ZOZ0

GC6

ORDER

TT&t4

020'RDER

- .r4'&&4

'CG

TTEE

GCG

ORDER

DENIED. NOT DISQVAUFY GCQ

DEE/lEP:I'av&tuvEEEEsDE/4&ED DER

vERrr ERROR Cv
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Three orders of denial in one day, on the same day, sounds to me like
RETALIATION]. This Judge is clearly biased and his rulings make no sense and
have no merit. I will appeal every one of them to the U.S. Supreme Court. Donald
Trump wins, the corruption will lose.

First of all the Judge should be citing the law„rules, the evidence that was
submitted in support of such motion, and case law that the Judge would be relying
upon for his decision. So many constitutional errors, structural/legal defects.
The Deep State Swamp will fall, and the puppets will be arrested for their crimes„
assuming that the Judge is another puppet/tool of the Deep State.

They are panicking, HATS PANIC IN BC. The Former Acting CIA Birector John
McLaughlin said over the issue of Impeachment: "Thank God For The Beep
State." The corruption will fall, humanity and God will defeat the corruption. They
are revealing exactly who they are. The Hon. Giles Carter Greer is showing exactly
who he is. rt is uot about what ou kuow it is about who ou kuow. ~The must
alI know each Other like best Ibllds. The very corruption that Thomas Jefferson
and George Washington and Benjamin Franklin had warned about. The answer to
1984 is 1.776!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Arrest the corruption to protect he Constitution.

Arrest all of the Beep State Swamp, arrest and indict them all. That is my response
to the Judge's decision. Corruption will not prosper but will be impeached and/or.
indicted. Donald Trump made that clear, we do/a't w0int corrlii tion ill Our
Courts all mere. We don't want corru titoli inside sligl of Oilr OffliMs Of
Governrneint an lnore. The Judge has clearly broken rules and is getting away
with corruption. This Judge violated and continues to violate federal law. He may
be guilty of violating other federal laws. The Beep State will be arrested as @Anon
brags, the sealed indictments will begin. I am not @Anon, but am an ally of @anon
because I am all for what they stand for, they stand for justice, integrity, honesty,
bravery, fidelity. We are about following the laws and the rule of law. Enforce the
laws against the corruption that doesn't have to obey our laws.
Respectfully filed with the Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the 21th day of April,
2020.

Brian David Hill — Ally of
@anon
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1

hereby certify that on this 21st day of April, 2020,

1

caused this "'NOTICE OF

APPEAL" to be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the Commonwealth of Virginia
through the Commonwealth Attorney's Office of Martinsville (Fax 0276-403-5478) and will
attach proof of service (Transmission ticket receipt for proof of transmission) which shall satisfy

proof of service:
Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's Ofttce
55 West Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
(276) 403-5470

Couns'el for Plaint/jf

Brian David Hill — Ally
Qanon

of.
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
1:29:27 PM
4/21/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

Founder.

of USWGO

Alternative News
3l0 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville, Virginia
24]. 12

(276) 790-3505

Pro Se Appellant

FILED IN THE CLERIC'8 OFFICE
OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
NARTINHVILLE CIRCUIT COURT
DATE:

04/21/2020 015:04:04

TESTE:
EPUTY CLER
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
4/21/2020
1:30:04 PM
Martinsville
Circuit
Court
Clerk
To:
Pritchett
or
authorized
R.
Attn.: Hon. Ashby
Deputy
any
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VIRGIMA: IN THE CIRCUIT COL)RT O'F THE CITY,'TO'/t/N (?I MAITINSVILLE

)

COMMONS!MiLTH OI/ VIRGINIA,
PIaintiff,

SMAN

)
}

)

)
)
)
)
)

9''I KILL,

9efetstIant,

)
)
)
)

Criminal Action i in. CR'i90(t0{)09-00
Civil Action No. CLX6000989-00
Civil Action No. CLI9009X8]l-00

NOTICE OP APPEAL

ii(STICK VF APPKAL
Notice is hereby gven to the Circuit Court of MartinsviUe tie Defendant Brian
David EIill ("Brian D. IIill'"', "Hill", "Brian", "Defendant" ) in the above named.
case,» hereby appeal to the Court of.'Appeals Virginia from the final Judgnteitt ('See

Order, Date: 04/10/2020, Type: ORDER, Party''ITM, Judge: GC6, Retnarks:

BENIEI? DBF WUT ERROR CV) denvinp. Brian D. Hill's "MOTION FOR
WRIT OF ERROR CORAM VOBIS" entered irt this action on the l0th day of
Apish, 2020.

»Appellee in the case woRd be the Commonwealth A(torney of.'v4rtinsvihc, Virginia, Glen
Andrew Idall, Esq. Accidently said Appeilantin other Notir: of App'al. Clerical misiako.

Fiirst AttitietttIment rotectcd

0

inion: [CORRUPTEOPN][SLAVERY]

DRAIN THE SAVAMI'... Martinsville is advocating slavery against the disabled.
atl10/2020
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE CITY OF MARTINSVILLE
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
}

RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
MOTION FOR DISCOVERY

VS:

AND

MOTION FOR RECIPROCAL
DARION TYRIC VALENTINE
CR19-965 thru 968
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:

COMES NOW the Commonwealth of Virginia by its Commonwealth's
Attorney and in response to the Defendant's Motion for Discovery states as follows:
The Commonwealth has no objection to the inspection and copying or

photographing by the counsel for the Defendant of those materials specified in Rule 3A:11 of
the Rules of the Supreme Court of Virginia, namely:
1) Any relevant written or recorded statements or confessions made by the

Defendant, or copies thereof, and the substance of any oral statements or

confessions made by the Defendant to any law enforcement officer, the

existence of which is known to the Attorney for the Commonwealth, and
any relevant written reports of autopsies, ballistic tests, fingerprint
IVIARTI NSVILLE

COMMONWEALTH
ATTORNEY

S

analysis, blood, urine and breath tests, other scientific reports, and written

55 WR8T CBBRBB STRRBt
P.O. Box 1311
MARTINSVILLR, VA 24114

reports of a physical or mental examination of the Defendant or the alleged

276-403-5470 (PaoNB)
276-403-5478 (Fxx)

victim made in connection with this particular case, or copies thereof, that

G. ANDREW HALL

are known by the Commonwealth's Attorney to be within the possession,

VSB )71048

PAULA A. BOWFN
VSB R72081

custody or control of the Commonwealth, and

ALBERTO Z. HERRERO
VSB,838159

DANIEL P. MOOK
VSB 884231

LYNDA S. HARTSELL
VSB 8 94788
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2) All of the specifically designated books, papers, documents, tangible

objects, buildings or places, or copies or portions thereof, that are within

the possession, custody, or control of the Commonwealth, requested by the

Defendant,
The Commonwealth requests that the Court require that the inspection and

copying or photographing take place at the office of the Commonwealth's Attorney at 55
West Church Street, Martinsville, Virginia„or at some other mutually agreeable location by

appointment or at any time during regular business hours.
The Commonwealth moves the Court to require the Defendant not less than ten
days before trial to provide reciprocal discovery in accordance with Rule 3A:11(c), namely:
1) The Defendant shall permit the Commonwealth, not less than ten days

before the trial or sentencing, as the case may be, to inspect, copy and

photograph any written reports of autopsy examinations, ballistic tests,
fingerprint, blood, urine and breath analyses, and other scientific tests that

may be within the Defendant's possession, custody or control and which
the defense intends to proffer or introduce into evidence at the trial or

sentencing, and
2) The Defendant shall disclose whether he or she intends to introduce

evidence to establish an alibi and, if so„ the Defendant shall disclose the

place at which he or she claims to have been at the time of the commission

of the alleged offense„and
3) If the Defendant intends to rely upon the defense of insanity or

feeblemindedness, the Defendant shall permit the Commonwealth to
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inspect, copy or photograph any written reports of any physical or mental

examination of the Defendant made in connection with this particular case.
Respectfully moved,

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

By
Asst. Commonwealth's Attorney
City of Martinsville, Virginia

CERTIFICATE
I

hereby

certify

that

a

copy

of the

foregoing

response

was

faxed/mailed/delivered to the Office of the Public Defender, P.O. Drawer 31, Martinsville,
VA 24114 in the above styled case, on this the

3'ay of April, 2020.

Asst. Commonwealth's Attorney
FILED IN THE CLERK'"- OFFICE
OF THE CIRCUIT COURT ljF THE
NARTINBUILLE CIRCUIT COURT

04/2 "/2020 814".04:01

DATE:

TE-TE:

.

M.-

4W~~i

CLER4/DEPUTY CLERl(
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From: Brian David Hill
11:12:18 PM
5/10/2020
Attn.: Hon. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
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VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY/TOWN OF MARTINSVILLE

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA,
Plaintiff„
V.

BRIAN DAVID HILL,
Defendant,

)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

Criminal Action No. CR19000009-00
Civil Action No. CL20000089-00
Civil Action No. CL19000331-00

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)
)

.NOTICE OF APPEAL
Notice is hereby given to the Circuit Court of Martinsville that Defendant Brian
David Hill ("Brian D. Hill", "Hill", "Brian", "Defendant") in the above named
case,* hereby appeal to the Court of Appeals Virginia from the final judgment (See

Order, Bate: 04/10/2020, Type: ORDER, Party: TTM, Judge:.GCG, Remarks:

DENIED MOT WAIVE FEES) denying Brian D. Hill's "Motion for Waiving
Legal Fees or Not Enforcing Them" entered in this action on the 10th day of April.,
2020. As it was faxed to the Clerk's office on exactly the 30'" day after the order, it

should suffice as being timely filed. Brian hopes.
*Appellee in the case would be the Commonwealth Attorney of Martinsville, Virginia, Glen
Andrew klall, Esq. Accidently said Appellant in other Notice of Appeal. Clerical mistake.

First Amendment rotected O inion: [CORRUPTION][SLA VERY]
DRAIN THE SWAMP... Martinsville is advocating slavery against the disabled.
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
11:13:25 PM
5/10/2020
Attn.: Hon'. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court

OO/I O/EOEO

ORDER

TTM

6C6

DEIRED MOT DIEOIAUFY 6C6

O4/'k O/EOZO

ORDER

TTM

ORDER

TYM

6C6
6C6

DENIED MOT WAIVE FEEE

O4/I 0/EOZO
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DEIIIED DEF WRIT ERROR CV

Three orders of denial in one day, on the same day, sounds to me like
[RETALIATION]. This Judge is clearly biased and his rulings make no sense and
have no merit. I will appeal every one of them to the U.S. Supreme Court. Donald
Trump wins, the corruption will lose.

First of all the Judge should be citing the law, rules, the evidence that was
submitted in support of such motion, and case law that the Judge would be relying
upon for his decision. So many constitutional errors, structural/legal defects.
The Beep State Swamp will fall, and the puppets will be arrested for their crimes,
assuming that the Judge is another puppet/tool of the Deep State.

They are panicking, RATS PANIC IN DC. The Former Acting CIA Director John
McLaughlin said over the issue of Impeachment: "Thank God For The Deep
State." The corruption will fall, humanity and God will defeat the corruption. They
are revealing exactly who they are. The Hon. Giles Carter Greer is showing exactly
who he is. Itis not about what ou know it is about who ou know. The must
all know each other like best buds. The very corruption that Thomas Jefferson
and George Washington and Benjamin Franklin had warned about. The answer to
1984 is 1776!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Arrest the corruption to protect he Constitution.

Arrest all of the Deep State Swamp, arrest and indict them all. That is my response
to the Judge's decision. Corruption will not prosper but will be impeached and/or
indicted. Donald Trump made that clear, we don't want corru tion in our
Courts an more. %'e don't want cor u tion inside an of our offices of
Government an more. The Judge has clearly broken rules and is getting away
with corruption. This Judge violated and continues to violate federal law. He may
be guilty of violating other federal laws. The Deep State will be arrested as QAnon
brags, the sealed indictments will begin. I am not QAnon, but am an ally of Qanon
because I am all for what they stand for, they stand for justice, integrity, honesty,
bravery, fidelity. We are about following the laws and the rule of law. Enforce the
laws against the corruption that doesn't have to obey our laws.
Respectfully filed with the Circuit Court of Martinsville, this the 10th day of May,
2020.

Signed,
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Fax lD: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
11:15:07 PM
5/10/2020
Court
Martinsville
Circuit
To:
Attn.: Hon'. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk

r

n

Brian David Hill — Ally of

fanon

~ ~RE

Founder of US%GO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville. Virginia
24112
(276) 790-3505

cll

9

Pro Se Appellant

1

hereby certify that on this 10th day of May, 2020,

1

caused this "NOTlCE OF

APPEAL"'o be transmitted by facsimile (fax machine) to the Clerk's OAice of the Martinsville
Circuit Court and by facsimile (fax machine) to the Commonwealth of Virginia through the

Commonwealth Attorney's Office of Martinsville (Fax 4276-403-5478) and will attach proof of
service (Transmission ticket receipt for proof of transmission) which shall satisfy proof of
sefvJce:

Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Martinsville Commonwealth's Attorney's OAice
55 %est Church Street
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
{276) 403-5470

Counsel for P/at'ntiff

'8nank

6V
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
11:16:25 PM
5/10/2020
Circuit
Court
Attn.: Hort. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville

Page 4/ 5

Brian David Hill — Ally of
@anon
Founder of USWGO
Alternative News
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville, Virginia
24112
(276) 790-3505

Pro Se Appellant
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Fax ID: 276-790-3505
From: Brian David Hill
11:17:20 PM
5/10/2020
Attn;. Hon'. Ashby R. Pritchett or any authorized Deputy Clerk To: Martinsville Circuit Court
Venta Fax & Voice (http: //www.ventafax.corn)
Transmission ticket for Fax )D: 276-790-3505
Time. 11;05:14 PM
Dale: 5/10/2020
Session duration: 5:33
Number of pages: 4
To: Commorwealih Attorney
Attn.: Glen Andrew Hall, Esq.
Message type: Fax
Recipient's number T1-276-403-5478
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)

)

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGHVIA,
Plalatiffi

Crinti»al Action ixlo. CI09000009-00
Civil Actino No. CLXOOOOO894O
Civil Actino No. CLI9lNN33WlQ

)
')

)

)

BRIAN DA.VID HILL,
Defendant,

NOTICE OF APPEAL

)
)
)

NOTICE OF APPEAL
No(ice is hereby given to the Circuit Court of Martinsville that Defendant Brian

David Hill ('"Brian D, Hill", "Hill", "Brian'", "Defendant'*) in the above named
case,". hereby appeal (o thc Court

of Appeals Virginia ftoin the

Tna] judgment (See

Order, Date: 04/10/2020, '1 ype; ORI3ER, Party: 1TM, Judge: GCG, Remarks:

DENIED MOT WAIVE FFES) denying Brian D. Hill's "Motion for %'aiving
Legal I" ees or Not Enforcing Them" entered

in.

this action ort the 10th day of April,

20"0. As it vvas faxed to the Clerk'6 oiTicc on exactly the 30~ day aAer the order, it
should suffice as being timely filed. Brian hopes.

«AppcOcc in the case would bc the Commonwealth Aiurrncy nf )V(artinsvi(le, Virginia, (J(en
Andrev/1laii, Lrsq. Accidently kaid Appellant in other Notice at'Appea(. Clerical mistake.

Fi t Amendmeat rotected

0

inion: [CORR!JPTION][SLAVEI(Y]

L)RA&l )'HE.SWAMP... Martinsville is advocating slavery against the disabled.
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VIRGINIA: IN TIIB CIRCUIT COURT OF THF. CI TY/TOWN OI'ARTlNSVII.I.It

)
)

COMIt/IONWKALTH OF VIRCINIA,

Plaintiff

BRIAN DAVID HILL,
Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Criminal Aetioa No. CR19000009-00
Civil Action No. CLXQQQQQS9-QQ
Civil Action No. CLI9QQQ33WlQ

NOTICE QF APPEAL

NOTICE QF APPEAL
Notice is hereby given to the Circuit Court of Martinsville that Defendant Brian

David Hill ('"Brian D. Hill", "Hill", "Brian", "Defendartt'*) in the above natned

of Appeals Virginia. from the final judgment (See
Order, Date: 04/I 0/2020, 'iype; ORDER, Party: 1 IM, Judge: GCG, Remarks:
DENIED MOT WAIVE FF Eg) denying Brian D. Hill's "Motion for Waiving
case,". hereby appeal to lhe Court

Legal Fees or Not Enforcing Them" entered in. this action on the.10th day of April,

2020. As it was faxed to the Clerk's office on exactly the 30m day after the order, it

should suffice as being timely filed. Brian hopes.
*Appellee in the case would bc the Commonwealth Atafrney of Martinsville, Virginia, t iten
Andrew ilail, f.'sq. Accidently said Appellant in other Notice ot'Appeal. Clerical mistake.

First Amentiment rote41etI A inion: [CORRUPTION][SLAVERY]
l3RAIN THE SWAMP... Martinsville is advocating slavey against the disabled.
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